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The Airline Special
WE are sure you will be pleased with the results

you can get with the Airline Special. Compar-
ative tests with many higher priced instruments

have shown it to be on of the best sets obtainable today.
Try the outfit every day for ten days. If at the end of
that time you are not perfectly satisfied with the results,
send it back to us and we will return to you the purchase
price plus the transportation charges you have paid. Any
one can easily set up this outfit with the aid of the simple
instructions we include. These instructions show a picture
of each part exactly as it looks with the different wires
leading to the proper connections. You have an actual picture of the
complete set just as it should be installed. The instructions are
clear and simple. Each part is plainly marked and numbered. The
operating instructions are equally plain and simple. How to "tune
in" is described in such a way that you are assured of successful
results the first time. With very little practice you will become expert
in handling the outfit. Any member of the family may use the set and,
be sure of good results.

This receiving outfit will equal in results any of its type regardless
of cost. Everything is complete-nothing extra to buy. You can
take the materials we send you, put up the aerial wire, connect
the instrument, which is easy to do, and in less than an hour you
can be receiving signals, radio music, lectures, stock reports, market

reports, or any other radio
program being sent out with-
in your range. This set is
capable of receiving radio
telephone messages for dis-
tances of 50 to 500 miles,
depending on conditions.

."\

Chicago Fort Worth
Kansas City

Portland, Ore., Saint Paul
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In theitaiWaitinifrYou-
Entertainment, News, Education
Yours the DayYou Install iheNalinS

Complete
Directionsfor
Installation
and Operation

Included.
An Efficient Outfit-Proved By Tests

Many thorough tests were made with this outfit In the vicinity of Chicago. Con-
certs and messages being broadcasted from the sending stations In Detroit.
Madison. Milwaukee and St. Louis. were heard regularly. Under favorable con-
ditions more distant stations-Pittsburgh. Schenectady, Newark, Kansas City
and Denver. were heard. We cite these Instances to show what has been done with
this set. Naturally, these performances cannot be duplicated at all times. The
effective receiving range of any set depends on atmospheric conditions, geographical
location, the time of the day. season of the year. and the power of the transmitting
stations. When conditions are unfavorable, even the most pisverful and most
sensitive receiving set will have only a very limited range, and under extreme
conditions may be incapable of receiving signals entirely for a time.

This set is licensed under Armstrong Patent No. 1.113.149 for amateur and
experimental use

The Tuner and Detector
This Is a single circuit type regenerative

tuner requiring only very simple adjustments.
The tuning circuit is directly connected to the
detector and consists of a high grade condenser
in series with an inductance having four taps
and controlled by a switch lever. This arrange-
ment permits very fine tuning and usually will
enable the operator to tune out interfering sla-
t ons. Regeneration Is obtained by means of a
tickler coil mounted inside of the antenna in-

ductance and wired in the plate circuit.
Both condenser and tickler coil arc controlled
by dials mounted on a panel which makes ton-
ing simple and rapid. Grid condenser in de-
tector circuit. Tube socket mounted on Bake-
lite base. Finely graduated rheostat controls
filament current. Genuine bakellte panel, 6',4
by 10 inches. Highly polished, mahogany fin-
ish cabinet with hinged top, 12 by Fo,ii by 634
inches. Plainly marked binding posts for all
connections.

The Complete Set Includes
Airline Special Combined Tuner anti De-

tector. which Is so simple in operation that a
child can handle it.

Telephone headset, our special 2,000 -ohm
double headset, reproduces messages loud
and clear (see Page 19 for description).

Radio storage battery. 6 volt. 40 ampere (see
Page 33 for complete description).

One detector tube (see Page 21).
One "A" battery (see Page 33).
Antenna equipment including 100 feet of bare

copper wire. 2.5 feet insulated wire, porcelain
base double -throw switch, lightning protector
ground plate. two screw -eyes and 25 feet Of
wire for connecting instruments.

Shipping weight, complete outfit, 40 pounds
663 J 639-Complete set. Not mailable $49.50
563 J 640-Tuner Detector only, without accessories. Ship. weight. 6 pounds 28.50

42i:rpm:ail/Su' 961.

Iowa "Listens In" On New
York with Our Special Air-

line Receiving Set
How would you like to live in Clinton.

Iowa, and be on "ii,teuine terms" with'
Schenectady. New Yorke

Just to see for ourseb es what our Com-
plete Receiving °milt Number 663 J 639,
could do, we took it out to a point on the
Mississippi River near Clinton, Iowa, 'one
clear night, strung a temporary aerial up on
a country schoolhouse flag pole, hitched the
ground wire to the pump. set the receiving
instrument on the schoolhouse steps and
tutted in. We heard distinctly stations in
Schenectady. New York, Detroit. Chicago,
Milwaukee, Madison. \Vis. Kansas City
and Minneapolis.

On another clear night, with our aerial
strung up on a windmill
Michigan, we picked up all the stations
heard from Clinton and in addition Atlanta,
Ga.. the Naval Air station at. Washington,
I). C., and amateur telegraph stations along
the New England coast.

In tests made during the daytime both in
and Iowa, and from our own test-

ing station on the roof of our Chicago build-
ing, this receiving outfit has picked up mes-
sages from stations within a radius of 140
unites. These tests were made with a single
tube detector, but similar tests made with a
detector and two stage amplifier amplified
toe messages a hundred times and brought
them out so clear and distinct that with the
aid of a loud speaker they could be heard
many feet from the Instrument.

These tests were made under ordinary
summer weather conditions, with the outfit
just as it collies to you. and under the same
conditions as you will use them. With this
outfit you can equal, if not surpass. every
0110 of these receiving records.

In spite of the fact that this set costs
you less than M. when tested side by
side with much more expensive instru-
ments it has bettered them in results
again and again. You will have difficulty
in finding another °milt at this price
with an °quill receiving range.

All merchandise in this catalogue shipped from Northern Illinois 3



0
TunerDetector
and Two StageAmplifier

With Antenna Equipment, Batteries,
Tubes and Headphones

The
Airline

De Luxe
Radio

Receiving
Set

Licensed Under Arm-
strong Patent
No. 1,113,149

for Amateur and
Experimental Use

For long distance receiving and volume
of tone, the Airline De Luxe will equal sets
selling at much higher prices. In fact we
have tested it against similar outfits sold
at nearly double our price and have found
the results obtained with the Airline De
Luxe actually superior.

A special effort has been made to keep the instrument as simple as possible
and yet incorporate the best features of the more complicated sets. The result
is an outfit that is easy to handle, yet makes use of the new wonderful radio
developments, such as the Armstrong regenerative circuit and vacuum tube
detectors and amplifiers. With this receiver, signals more than 100 times louder
than those obtainable with any ordinary circuit and a single audion detector
can be produced. This means that the instrument will pick up and reproduce

distinctly messages from distant transmitting stations. It also means that you can use either a single or
a series of telephone headsets; or, if you wish, you can connect to the instrument a loud speaker so an
audience can be entertained by the incoming radio program. While designed particularly for radio-
phone reception, the outfit is equally effective for radio telegraph reception.

We have carefully tested this set and found it to have an exceptionally wide range. The tests
made under varying unfavorable conditions show that the receiving range is at least 150 miles with
a transmitting station of ordinary commercial power. Under favorable conditions. stations from
500 to 1,000 miles were brought in regularly. Not only is the receiving range exceptional, but also
interferences from other stations is greatly minimized and the frequent atmospheric interferences are
likewise reduced. When speaking of the range of a radio set, it must be borne in mind that the range
will vary considerably and is influenced by atmospheric conditions, geographical location, season of
the year and the power of the transmitting station. Also the range is much greater at night than
during the daytime. We feel that this set can be depended upon to receive messages at night over
distances varying from 500 to 1.000 miles. However. under unusually unfavorable conditions the
receiving range will, of course. be reduced; just as the range of the highest powered commercial
receiving stations is likewise affected.

The Complete Set Includes
Combined Tuner and Detector Two -Stage

Amplifier.
One Detector Tube (see Page 21).
Two Amplifier Tubes (see Page 21).
One 45 -volt "B" Battery with taps for detector

circuit tube (see Page 33).
One 6 -volt 40 -ampere "A" Storage Battery

(see Page 33).
One high grade 2000 -ohm Headset with connect-ing Cord (s Pe
Completeee anteag

19).nna

equipment consisting of 150
feet of bare copper wire; 25 feet of insulating wire
for connecting to the ground; one single pole, double

throw switch; lightning arrester; 4 porcelain in-
sulating knobs with screws; two aerial wire' in-
sulators; two screweyes: one porcelain wall tube,
and one ground clamp.

Shipping weight, complete. 45 pounds.
683 J 638- ,,,$89.00complete outfit
663 J 646-Tuner and Detector Two -Stowe Am -
Winer, mounted complete in cabinet, but without
tubes, headset, batteries and antenna equipment.
Shipping weight. 15 pounds 355.00

4 All merchandise in this catalogue shipped from Northern Illinois nonrgomay71.4119Ca



Staireff0//le- the Speaker
orMusician maybe manymiles
away-Yet youhear perfectly
with yourALN,ItS

Description and Specifications
The receiving Instrument consists of a single

tuning circuit made up of a variable con-
denser in series with an antenna inductance
having four taps controlled by a switch lever.
Regeneration is obtained by tickler coil, wired
in the plate circuit. This feature greatly in-
creases the strength of the incoming signals.
Front the detector, the current Is passed
successively through two amplifying trans-
formers and two amplifying tubes, until it is
increased In volume more than 100 times.

Illustration
Shows Interior Arrangement of

Airline De Luxe Receiving Set

The above illustration shows the in-
terior arrangement of the Airline De
Luxe Receiving set, It shows how aerial.
ground and battery wires are connected.
The engineering and workmanship on
this outfit Is of the very best. It compares
favorably with that found in the highest
priced outfits on the market. All parts are
arranged for greatest efficiency. The work-
manship is of a quality that insures the
set giving Mug and satisfactory service
under practically any conditions where
such an outfit would be used.

Diagram at the right shows the cir-
cuit used in our Airline De Luxe Receiver.
This circuit for receiving broadcasting
programs is one of the best known. It
Is easily controlled and reproduces mes-
sages loudly and distinctly. A set embodY-
Ing this circuit can be easily constructed
using the parts listed in this catalogue.
However, we are uttering this outfit at
such an attractive price that but little
saving could be effected by building the
outfit yourself.

Genuine bakelite panel, 101/4 by 15% inches.
Glossy black finish. Tickler coil and variable
condenser controlled by two dials mounted on
panel. Detector filament current controlled
by vernier rheostat which gives finest con-
trol of current and greatly increases the
volume of sound obtainable by enabling very
close tuning. Amplifier tubes controlled by
separate rheostats symmetrically arranged on
panel. Tube sockets mounted on genuine
bakelite base and fitted with positive contact

springs. All connections are
made through the rear of the
set, entirely eliminating any
unsightly wires. Antenna in-
ductance and tickler coil
wound with green silk cov-
ered wire; 17 -plate variable
condenser.

Cabinet Is made especially
large to accommodate "13"
batteries. Connection posts
plainly marked. A single fila-
ment control Jack is pro-
vided. When a headset or
loud speaker is plugged in.
the "A" battery current is
turned on automatically.
When the plug is removed

automatically. thereby econ-
omizing on the storage battery
current. Fine hand rubbed.
quarter sawed oak fluished
cabinet, 111/4 by 15% by 9
inches.

This set Is licensed
under Armstrong Patent
No. 1, 113, 149 for amateur
and experimental use.

Attach a Loud Speaker to Your Airline De Luxe
Receiving set as listed does not include a loud speaker. Refer to Page 18 for complete

descriptions of loud speakers. Any of those shown give satisfactory results with this set.
In our tests we have found that when this set is connected up with the sounding cham-

ber of any good grade phonograph, when using our special loud speaker unit or the Baldwin
Type "C" Loud Speaker unit, as described on Page lg, most excellent results were obtained.
The concerts broadcasted from Chicago, Detroit and Schenectady were brought In very
clearly and provided excellent entertainment. We found also that this set, when connected
to a phonograph, using the regular headset supplied, which was attached by means of our
adapter number 63 J 658, gave excellent results. If no phonograph is available, any of the
amplifying horns listed can be used and the tones produced will be very plain and clear. For
theatres, large halls and assemblies we recommend a Magnavox. This Instrument produces
sound in any volume required. When standing close to the Magnavox the tones are not as
pleasing as those produced by the phonograph, but at a greater distance the reproduction Is
realistic and satisfactory.

The Entire Family
Will Enjoy a

Radio Receiving
Set

RADIO is the game the
whole family can play
together. Evening

after evening, Dad with his
pipe, Mother with her sew-
ing, old and young, big and
little, hovering happily over
the ``tuner;" brothers, sisters,
babies, grandparents-every
member of the family will
gather around the home
hearth to enjoy together the
entertainment that comes to
them with their radio outfit.

Broadcasting stations are now
covering the entire country with
programs of news, stories, music,
lectures, sermons-different every
evening - something to interest
people of every age. Little folks
delight in the stories; middle aged
folks sing, dance and play games
to the music, while the
grownups also enjoy the
varied p r o -
gram. T h e
entire family
may go to
school, to
church, or
to opera -
together,by
its own fire-
side, with
radio.

Almost every day ushers in some new
form of radio entertainment that will
make your outfit even more enjoyable.
Your radio set will grow more fascinat-
ing every day you own it, and will
bring countless new interests and new
ideas to every member of the family.
Boys and girls will profit by the advan-
tages, and the fun, that a radio outfit

brings to them.

nonrionety71&196? All merchandise in this catalogue shipped from Northern Illinois 5



Westinghouse "R. C." Radio Receiving Set

Vocarola
Loud

Speaker
As stated

above. t h eR. C. set
can be used
with a loud
speaker to
entertain a
room full of

eopple,
o

b u tno loud
speaker is
included in

the outfit. Vocarola Is the most satisfac-
tory to use with this set. For entertaining
larger audiences we recommend the Mag-
navox. See Page 19 for Loud Speakers.

THE most satisfactory, medium priced, long distance Radio
Receiving Set, and at the same time the simplest to
operate, is the Westinghouse "R. C." This receiver is man-
ufactured by the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing

Company, whose reputation for high grade electrical appli-
ances is well known. The "R. C." receiver will give results
equal to any receiver on the market today; it has none of the
complicated, intricate adjustments so often found in the higher
priced types of receivers which require trained radio operators to
handle. The "R. C." receiver is so simple that a beginner may
secure perfect results with it.

Either a telephone receiver headset can be used to hear the
signals, or a loud "speaker" may be connected so that a room
full of people may be entertained. In fact, the messages may be
so amplified with certain types of loud "speakers" that they may
be heard at a distance of 100 feet or more.

Many persons using these outfits in Chi-

MtdproiranTeser Otityfftrtimhiv teoarriCid:7
Of course, nearer stations such as Pittsburgh,
Kansas City and Minneapolis are heard as well.

However, it must be remembered that no
definite receiving range can be insured on this
or any other radio receiving outfit; the range
will vary according to atmospheric conditions.
the season of the year, the time of the day and
the power of the transmitting station. It is
quite possible that during a hot, stormy sum-
mer day a station at Chicago that had regu-
larly heard New York in the winter time would
temporarily be unable to cover a distance of
over 100 miles.

But. nevertheless, you always will be able
to "pick something interesting from 11w air,'
and when conditions are right and you can
bear a radio coneert-say 900 to 500 miles
distant, you and your family will be enthused
with the wonders of radio and feel well repaid
for your small investment.

Picture this outfit in your home all set so
that by a turn of the dial you receive from
Chicago a grand opera concert; another slight

The Westinghouse
"R. C." outfit, properly
installed, has a very
long range for radio-
phone broadcasting re-
ception. It combines
the Armstrong regener-
ative circuit with de-
tector and two -stage
amplifier. Makes a very
sensitive receiver that
will regularly "bring
in" distant stations.

Licensed under Armstrong
Patent No. 1.113.149 for am-
ateur and experimental use.

turn and you tune out Chicago and tune in the
Detroit Symphony Orchestra concert; again a
slight movement of the dial tunes out Detroit
and you hear a lecture from Pittsburgh.

Right in your own home in the evening after
the day's work is over, with lust a short aerial
wire outside the house, messages and concerts
are picked out of the air-no wire or other
connection to any other place.

Not only are the things mentioned sent out
by radio, but market reports, stock reports,
sermons, speeches, latest news Items and other
interesting programs are broadcasted regularly
so that all within range of the transmitting
station can hear. Dozens of new broadcasting
stations are either being built or are In prep-
aration. Within a short time stations will be
located at comparatively short distances
throughout the country. This means that any-
one can always get at least one station by
radio, and under favorable conditions any one
of a dozen or more can be heard.

With such an outfit as this, each station can
be tuned in separately and the others tuned out
so they will not Interfere.

The Complete Outfit Consists of:
The Westinghouse "R. C." Set-which is fully described on opposite page.
One Baldwin Type C Double Headset with universal Jack plug. (See Page 19. Article Number

63 J 5164 for description.)
One Radio Storage Battery. 6 -volt 80 -ampere hour capacity.
One Radlotron Detector Tube and two Radlotron mAmplifier Tubes.
One combination 45 -volt "B" Battery with 22% -volt tap for the detector circuit.
A complete antenna equipment consisting ot:
150 feet stranded aerial wire cable. 2 screweyes.
2 air -gap type, extra high grade aerial wire 1 ground clamp.insulators. 50 feet rubber covered connecting wire.1 extra high grade wall insulator (see Page

35). 15 feet flexible cord to connect batteries to
1 600 -volt 100 -ampere radio grounding instruments, etc.

switch; 25 feet No. 4 insulated ground wire. Shipping weight, complete, 50 pounds.1 lightning arrester.
I porcelain base switch. 663 J 621-complete outfit, with le-
ft large porcelain Insulating knobs with structions or installation and $145.00screws. operation

6 All merchandise in this catalogue shipped from Northern Illinois 17&nromajpedtdkir



Westinghouse D. A. and R. A. Radio Instruments
These two instruments, combined in one cabinet, make up the it. C. set shown on opposite

page. They are supplied separately so that either can be used with radio instruments of
other makes if desired.

Type R. A. Short Wave
Regenerative Tuner

Licensed Under Armstrong Patent
No.1,113,149forama teur and experimen tal use

This instrument takes the incoming radio
wave collected on the antenna wire and "tunes"
it so the other apparatus used can change the
wave so it may be heard in the head receivem
In order that this "tuning" can be done easily
by anyone, the instrument is made as simple as
possible and requires but one adjustment in
order to tune to the desired signal. The wave
length range is from 180 to 700 meters, which
means that amateur, broadcasted and commer-
cial messages may be tuned in. May be used
with a crystal or an audion detector, working
alone or in conjunction with an amplifier.

How It Works
This is a single circuit tuner and the oscillat-

ing circuit consists of a condenser of variable
capacity and a variometer inductance connected
in series. The rotating plates of the condenser
and the rotating coils of the variometer are
mounted on the same shaft (controlled by the large dial), and are so balanced that rotating the
one shaft changes simultaneously the inductance and capacity of the antenna circuit, thereby
keeping the efficiency of the oscillating circuit practically constant throughout the entire range
of the receiver. A single plate variable vernier condenser (controlled by lower left hand dial) is
connected In parallel with the main condenser, and makes extremely fine tuning possible. Throughthe use of an adjustable tickler coil (controlled by the lower right hand dial), regenerative am-
plific

selectivity of set.
Details of Construction

All connections are made at the back of the cabinet. Binding posts
extend through the rear of the tuner and they are plainly marked
by machine engraved insulating plates. The capacity effect of the
operator's body on tuning Is eliminated by means of a metal shield
mounted on the back of the front panel, and connected to the
ground circuit.

Panel-Means, dull satin finish. Cabinet-Height. 91/2 inches:
depth. 81/2 inches; width, 61/2 inches. Solid mahogany, varnishedand polished. Dials.-polished black NI Warta with beveled edges.
Markings tilled in white. Condensers-Rotary plate type, air di-
electric. Wiring diagram showitig all connections Is included, to-
gether with complete instructions for installing and operating. Net
weight, 6 pounds. Shipping weight. 10 pounds.53 J 622 $48.50

Load Coil for Use with Type R. C. Receiver or R. A. Tuner
The addition of this coil to either the R. C. or R. A. Instruments. increases the receiving

range, making possible the reception of signals having wavelengths from 1600 to 2800 meters.
6It 3 is J6301

readily attached to two binding posts at the rear of the cabinet. Ship. wt., 1 lb. $6.00
Westinghouse D. A. Detector

and Two -Stage Amplifier
This instrument can be used in conjunction with

any type of tuner-loose coupler, honeycomb coils
or regenerative tuner. It provides a vacuum tube
detector and two stages of audio frequency am-
plification. The results obtained with it are vastly
superior to the results obtained by a crystal detector
under the same conditions, the signals as given out
by the second stage of amplification being at least
one hundred times louder than on a crystal detector.
It is this type of instrument, used in connection with
a regenerative tuner such as the R. A. set listed
above, that makes possible the wonderful results
obtained by modern radio. Two such instruments
working together have received radio telephone
messages from stations 1000 or more miles distant.
(See description on opposite page.)

How It Works
The current Is first passed to the detector tube,

from which it passes on to an amplification trans-
former, which steps up the current and delivers
it to the first amplifying tube. The Incoming mes-
sages at this point already are greatly increased.
but are further amplified by passing through an-
other amplifying transformer, from whence the
current is delivered to a second amplifying tube,
and the current when delivered from this tube has been stepped up so loud and clear that messages
even from far distant stations can be heard very distinctly. either In the telephone headsets or
through the loud speaker. Two rheostats-one controlling the detector tube, the other controlling
the two amplifier tubes-give perfect control of the filament currents. Three telephone Jacks
mounted on the panel enable the signal to he heard either by the detector or first or second stage
of amplification by Inserting the plug in the corresponding Jack. All binding posts are located

at the rear of this Instrument, and are so arranged that direct wir-
ing connections can be made with the ft. A. tuner. The three sockets
for holding any standard vacuum tube are mounted on a shockproof
shelf which absorbs vibrations that otherwise would be transmitted
to the tubes and introduce undesirable noises.

Panel-Micarta, dull satin finish.
The cabinet Is 91/2 inches high, 8fI Inches deep and 61/2 inches

wide, solid mahogany, varnished and polished. The instrument Is
completely shielded on all sides, entirely eliminating capacity
effects from operator's body.

Wiring diagram showing all connections is included, to-
gether with complete instructions for Installation and operation.

No batteries, tubes or headphones Included. Net weight. 10
pounds. Shipping weight, 13 pounds.563 J 624 $49.50

nonrsmtay7raa' 9,62.
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Follow the Big
Games by Radio
Only a few thousand ac-

tually will see the games, but
millions will sit in grand-
stand seats in their own
homes, and with their radios
"tuned in," listen for the
good word that Ruth or
Hornsby or Walker has
"clouted 'em" into the cham-
pionship.

Last year, for the first
time in history, fans miles
from the scene of the battle
"watched" the game, play
by play, as it came to them
over the wireless telephone.

This year you who own
radio outfits are in the midst
of the world of sports no
matter where you live. Broad-
casting stations all over the
country will relay to you the
news of the games. Not
only baseball, but football, basket
ball, polo, hockey, golf-all the
sporting news is yours first hand.

A radio outfit keeps you "in
step"-it gives you a grand-
stand seat for the biggest sport-
ing events of the season, the
country over.

All merchandise in this catalogue shipped from No

sti'vfiOkS



Acme Apparatus
CME Apparatus has made a place for itself in the radio field as
being equal to the best merchandise offered. Not only is it of
excellent quality, but the radio circuits have been carefully de-
sigded. and durably constructed. Coupled with these two

points, Acme Apparatus is offered by us at very reasonable prices.
It represents what we consider the best value of any advertised
brands on the market.

Acme Detector and Two -Stage Amplifier
A superior instrument. Consists of an audion detector to which is

added two stages of audio frequency amplification. The circuit used
is one of the best and insures maximum amplification without distor-
tion and without the objectionable noises and howling. High grade
materials are used throughout. The instrument is exceptionally well
finished and presents a neat, handsome appearance. Can be used
with any tuner employing any ordinary circuit, and is arranged to be
directly connected to any regenerative tuner.

Circuit Diagram of the
Acme Detector Two -Stage Amplifier

This diagram shows
the circuit used In the
Acme Detector Two -
Stage Amplifier. one
of the best circuits
known. and Insures
excellent results when
a good grade of audio
frequency transformer
is used. The con-
struction of an In-
strument of this kind Is
comparatively easy.
You will find that you
can make a high grade
instrument with the
materials listed In this
catalogue.

$3950

Details
High grade sockets mounted on bakelite base. Positive spring

contacts. Grid condenser in detector circuit. Rheostat pro-
vided for control of filament circuit in finely divided steps.
Acme Audio Frequency Transformers are used. Space is
provided in the cabinet for "B" batteries. All connections are
made at the rear of the cabinet. Ten binding posts mounted on
bakelite strip are provided for input. output, and "A" and "B"
batteries connection. Oil rubbed satin finish, bakelite panel,
in brown hand rubbed finish: base size, i2y4 by 944 incites:
height, 1014 inches. 'To Is attached with two hinges. making the
Interior easily accessible. Filament control lacks are provided
so that phone or loud speaker can be connected to either de-
tector, or first or second stage of amplification. These jacks are
very desirable as they economize the "A" battery current, the
current being drawn only when plug is Inserted in jack. Ship -p53

J 6ing
weig43t, 12 WHIM'S. $39.50

Acme Two -Stage Amplifier
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This Amplifier is the same as

the above Detector Two -Stage
Amplifier, except that the De-
tector unit has been omitted.

It is especially designed for
connection to any style of De-
tector unit, either auction or
crystal. It will take the signals as
delivered by the Detector unit,
and increase them in volume at
least 100 times. This Amplifier
is designed to give the best pos-
sible radio results and will am-
plify radiophone or radio tele-
graph messages without any of
the frequently occurring howling
and induction noises which are so
objectionable.

Description of the Acme Two -Stage Amplifier
Sockets mounted on bakelite base: positive spring connections. Filament current con-

trolled by durable, positive acting rheostats. Acme Audio Frequency Transformers are
used. Ample space is provided inside the cabinet for the "B" battery. All connectionsare from the rear. Eight binding posts mounted on bakelite strip provide connec-
tions for input, "A" and "II" batteries and output. Rheostat controlled by genuine
bakelite knobs with corrugated edges for secure finger grip. Oil rubbed satin finish.
bakelite panel 8 by 10 inches. Jacks are provided for connection to external detector
and 'first or second stages of amplification. Amplifier jacks control filament current and
insure maximum economy in the use of the "A" battery current, as current Is used only
when plug Is Inserted in lack. Elegantly finished. genuine solid mahogany cabinet in
brown hand rubbed finish. Base size, t)% by 914 inches: height, 10.4 Inches. Shipping
weight. 8 pounds.

$29.50563 J 644

se in this catalogue shipped from Northern Illinois Renrionag71Caultir



Acmefone Loud Speaking
Radio Receiving Set

THIS receiver is fitted with a loud speaking device built right into the
cabinet, which reproduces radio messages so that they can be distinct-
ly heard in any part of a room of ordinary size. This special feature

makes this an excellent outfit to entertain small audiences in the home, club,
church or hall. Without any other attachments you can get music,
lectures, news items, reports of sporting events, market reports, etc., from
any transmitting station within the range of the instrument, which ordi-
narily is from 50 to 75 miles. However, we wish to make clear the fact that
this instrument does not have as broad a range as some of the other types
of instruments, such as the Westinghouse R. C. and combination R. A. and
D. A. sets, or our Airline instruments. While we consider that this instru-
ment will work satisfactorily at a range of from 50 to 75 miles and even
farther, it must be understood that no definite receiving range can be stated
on any radio receiving set-as geographical location, atmospheric condi-
tions, the season of the year, the time of day and the power of the trans-
mitting station entirely determine the receiving range. However, if you
live nearby a transmitting station you will find this a very complete and sat-
isfactory instrument. The control is so simple that a child can get excellent
results.

Technical Description and Specifications
To, operate the Acmefone the three small knobs which control the "tubes"

are turned clockwise until the tubes light up. After that all adjusting is done
by means of the dial located beneath the loud speaker opening. This dial
is simply rotated back and forth until the message wanted is plainly heard.
The volume of sound may be easily controlled so that the music, speech,
etc., comes through the speaking horn loud enough to be distinctly heard
by everyone in the mein.

The receiver has a single tuning circuit, with a variable condenser in series with an an-
tenna inductance. This circuit is directly connected to the detector circuit, to which is
added, two stages of amplification. The best grade tube sockets are used, and the trans-
formers are the Acme make, which are recognized as an ong the most efficient. The loud
speaker is connected to the second stage of an plification and has for its working unit a
special scientifically designed amplifying unit directly connected to a sounding born which
is very carefully worked out to give clear, pure tones. Provision is made to mount the
"B" battery inside of the cabinet. so that the external connections are those that lead to the
aerial. ground and storage battery. Genuine mahogany cabinet, size 8y4 by 16 by 11%

indict. Satin finish, machine engraved formica panel.
Jaelflit are provided in the detector, first and second
amplifier circuits, so that any standard telephone head-
set can be plugged in either one of the three circuits;
and when a receiver is in circuit the loud speaker is automatically disconnected.

The Complete Outfit Includes:
The Aemefone receiver as described: one detector tube: two amplifier tubes; two small size "B" bat-

teries; one 6 -volt 40 -ampere hour "A" radio storage battery: one high grade 2000 -ohm telephone headset
with Universal plug, and 6 feet flexible connecting cord. Also a complete antenna equipment consisting
of 150 feet of bare copper aerial wire, 25 feet insulated wire for connecting to the ground, a single pole
double throw switch, a lightning arrester, 4 porcelain insulating knobs with screws, 2 aerial wire insu-
lators, 2 screweyes, a porcelain wall tube and a ground clamp. Shipping weight, complete, 45 pounds.

$98.00663 J 626 -Complete outfit
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Tuska Expert Tuner

Licensed Under
Armstrong Patent No.1,113,149
for Amateur and Experimental Use

A complete super -selective Tuner, designed especially for those who desire the
most selective and effective tuning system available. This set is what is known as
a three -circuit tuner, and the circuit used is of the regenerative type. AU wave
lengths from ISO to /0O meters can be covered with maximum efficiency. There
are two distinct circuits. one with a range of 150 to 385 meters. the other fronj 375
to 800 meters. Change from one circuit to the other may be effected instantly by
means of the 12 -point Jack switeh, the connections to which are so arranged that
there are absolutely no dead end or capacity losses from the long wave inductances.
The hookup is so arranged that taps on the primary of the coupler arc avoided.
which makes for more satisfactory operation. A lead shield is provided on the
back of the panel, so that capacity effects from the hands and body of the operator
are entirely eliminated.

Specifications
Antenna condenser. 43 plate, capacity .001 mfd.. fitted with molded knob and

dial: diameter, 334 incites. Secondary tuning condenser, 13 plate, capacity,
.00025, fitted with molded knob and dial; diameter, Stit inches. High grade Tuska
molded plate varlometer for regeneration, fitted with molded knob and dial;
diameter 3% inches. Coupling control. Long and short wave change Jack switch.
Satin finished formica panel, 6 by 17th inches. Polished nickel finished binding
posts plainly marked. Polished mahogany finished cabinet, Inside dimensions.
6 by 614 by 17/2 Inches. All apparatus is directly mounted on the panel so that
all working parts can be removed from the cabinet In one unit. Shipping weight,
complete. IS pounds.
563 J 668-Completely assembled with cabinet $58.50

Type 220

The above diagram shows the circuit of the Tuska Expert
Tuner. This is a very effective circuit and the tuner may be
constructed easily from the parts listed in this catalogue

The above Illustration shows the interior arrangement
of the Tuska Expert Tunes'!" All parts are symmetrically
arranged to give the best radio results with the least possi-
bility of objectionable Inter -Induction..

Tuska Standard Receiver-Type 222

Licensed Under Arm-
strong Patent No. 1,113,149
for Amateur and Experimental Use

This is one of the finest Receivers on the market. The circuit used is one of the
most effective and the materials and workmanship ire of the very best. It is a
complete receiving set in itself, consisting of a tuner directly connectod to a detector
tube circuit. It is ready for operation upon the connection of aerial, ground. bat-
teries. phone and tube. The Standard Receiver is comprised of an antenna induc-
tance, secondary tuning condenser, plate varlometer for regeneration, coupling
control, long and short wave switch. grid condenser. rheostat and tube socket. The
type of circuit and controls proviled make this Instrument very selective: in other
words, you can more nearly tune in the station you desire to hear without inter-
ference from other stations. While this set is very selective. it Is not difficult to
handle, and is recommended to the beginner or semi -experienced operator who
desires a high grade complete outfit for radiophone or C. W and spark code
reception.

Specifications.
Cabinet size inside. 6 by 6% by 17./2 inches. Fine polished mahogany finish.

Satin finished formica panel, 6 by 17% inches, with machine engraved markings.
Variable condenser, II plate. capacity .00025. filled with one-piece molded knob
and dial: diameter 3% inches. Small capacity to enable very fine tuning. Antenna
inductance with green silk windings wound on molded tube. Five taps controlled
by switch lever. High-grade Tuska variometer. molded type with one-piece knob
and dial; diameter 3t4 inches. Loading coils wound with green silk windings on
molded tubes. Changes from short to long waves by means of switch lever. Short
wave range. ISO to 385 meters. Long wave range. 375 to 800 meters. High grade
filament control rheostat, grid condenser, tube socket. All connections by means of
nickel finished binding posts plainly marked All apparatus mounted on the panel
so when panel is removed from cabinet the entire working parts are removed, per-
mitting easy access to every part. Shipping weight. complete, iS pounds.$55.00563 J 660 - Wired eomPlete

The above diagram shows the circuit of the Tusks
Standard Receiver. This hookup gives excellent results.
Ry adding two stages of audio frequency amplification
you have a long distance receiver equal to the best.

The above Illustration shows the Interior construction
of the Tuska Standard Receiver. The parts are symmet-
rically arranged to give the best radio results.

Two -Step Amplifier
Same height and depth to match Tuska . Standard

Receiver. Polished mahogany finished cabinet. Binding
posts arranged for direct connections The second stage
of this amplifier increases the audibility more than 100
times. Shipping weight. 9 pounds. $27.50563 J 666
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Scotland Listens to U. S. with a Paragon
In the late winter of 1922, 200 -meter wavelength messages

transmitted from Atlantic seaboard towns were picked up in
Scotland. With the aid of the two instruments shown below,
Paul F. Godley, one of America's leading radio men, while at
Ardrossan, Scotland, received messages sent. from various ama-
teur stations on the Atlantic coast; Of course, only the very
best. instruments are capable of such remarkable results, and
these tests and many others have proved that Paragon instru-
ments are among tlw very best.

Paragon Detector Amplifier
We have selected this as being the highest grade instrument of Its

kind on the market. A most efficient hookup Is used and the parts and
workmanship are of the very best. Overall amplification with this
amplifier is at a maximum. It is free from howling and tube noises.
May be used In conjunction with any tuner on the market, and is
arranged especially for direct connection with regenerative tuners.
Grained finish, formica panel 6i' by 10K inches. Perfect machine
engraved lettering, white filled. All metal parts polished nickel finish.
Case is of heavy quarter sawed oak in a fine dull, dark rubbed finish.
Top is hinged, giving quick, easy access to the interior. Filament
circuit of detector tube is provided with both controlling rheostat
and a 300 -ohm potentiometer. which permits of very fine adjustment
necessary in the modern tube.

Paragon
.A.-2Circuit
The diagram at

the left shows the
hookup used onthe Paragon
D.A.-2 Detec-
t o r Two -StageAmplifier.
This instrument
is made of care-
fully selected ma-
terials by skilled
workmen. result-
ing in a superla-tive product.
However, a n y
one interested In
radio can make
up an instrument
that will workequally well
from the mate-
rials listed la this
catalogue.

Detector circuit is also provided with an adjustable grid leak.
Rheostats and potentiometers are controlled by dial indicators
which are supericff. in operation and appearance to the usual un-
sightly knobs. ----"Each circuit tray be separately connectI to the
receiver: headset or loud speaker. A special stage cortrolling switch
progressively lights filaments and transfers telephote connections.
No Jacks or plugs are used. The amplifying transformers awed are
the best available. All connections are made with heavy wire. neatly
arranged and enclosed in insulating tubing. No tubes. batteries or
phones included. Shipping weight. 12 pounds.
563 J 682 62.75

Paragon R.A.-10
Regenerative Tuner

This instrument incorporates the best radio con-
struction. it is made of the finest select materials by
experienced, skilled radio workmen, and the perform-
ance of the instrument justifies the claim that it is the
finest short wave receiver in the world. Easy to handle
even in the hands of inexperienced persons; and in the
hands of experts it has broken all records for long dis-
tance reception. Greatest efficiency is attained on wave
lengths of 200 meters, but superior results are also
obtained at wavelengths of 360 meters. Will function
perfectly over wavelengths ranging from 160 to 10.100
meters. The units are arranged for greatest efficiency
and convenience of operation. Absolutely free front
body and capacity effects, so that the circuits may be
rapidly had easily adjusted.

ParagonbA
10-*:. ... R.A.-10-

.. Circuit

..,

II The diagram to the
left

0
shows the circuit

used in the Paragon
It .A . - 1 0 Receiver.

....w 1.This Is a ery efficient
hookup that has
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Ivo i proven to be one of
the best ever devsed.
Many amateurs have
constructed equally
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efficient sets front
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Page 25 you will thud
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epee complete infor-
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Licensed Under Armstrong Patent
No. 1, 113, 149 for Amateur

and Experimental Use
The instrument is inductive'y coupled. The primary of

the coupler which composes the antenna circuit has two
sets of taps, twelve of very fine control and twelve of
coarser control. The secondary is controlled by a etal and
operates through an arc of 180°. In receivers of this char-
acter, adjustment of coupling is delicate. The large arc
of the secondary makes it easier to obtain these adjust-
ments. The variable condenser Is bridged across the coupler
secondary. It is recognized that this is tne best way to
control the grid circuit. High grade variorneter with
molded stator and rotor forms is wired is the plate cir-
cuit. A special switch Is provided for changing from long
to short waves.

Details
Formica panel. 1914 Inches long, 13th inches aside, oil

rubbed. grained finish. Engraved lettering filled In with
ticontrasng white enamel. Metal parts olished nickel

finish. Dials of polished black molded condenehe. In-
ductances wound on formica tubes. Heavy quarter sawed
oak i.abinet, line dark rubbed finish. Ettendiatlitted withAline ernier) control. Ship. wt., 20 bounds. $72 7556'3 J 683
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Licensed Under Armstrong Patent
No.1,113.149 for Amateur and

Experimental Use

$6 5 00

Westinghouse Aeriola Sr. Receiving Set
This receiving set is so simple to operate that a child

can get good results with it. Its special features enable
it to receive messages distinctly from far distant stations
as well as any of the more complicated sets of the same
tyyppe, and better than many of them. These sets used in
Chicago during the last season regularly received the
radiophone concerts sent out from Detroit and often picked
up Pittsburgh, besides many other nearby stations. It
must be understood, however! that no definite recei4ng
range can be given on any radio receiving set, as the local
atmospheric conditions, geographical location, season of
the year, time of day and strength of the transmitting
station entirely govern the range of a receiving outfit.

The whole outfit is so compact and light in weight
that it can be easily carried around, and because of its
simplicity it can be set up and put in operation in just
a few moments. The tuner, one single dry cell, a small
"B" battery, one set of- telephone head receivers and an
antenna outfit make up the entire set, and the net weight
is only 11 pounds.

This is a wonderful little outfit for home entertainment.
Can be quickly set up in any room on a table or sideboard.
Make the connections and you can tune in to hear the
radiophone programs, music, news items, market reports,
stock reports, speeches.

Because of its compactness and light weight you can
easily move it about and give entertainments in your church,
hall, or your neighbor's house. In the summer when you

make auto trips you can take
this outfit along. Tie the
antenna wires to a couple of
trees, or from a tree to your
ear, connect up the outfit and
you are ready to "listen in."
/go matter where you may go
you can pick something in-
teresting from the air almost
any time with this outfit.

12

Specifications: The tuner is of the single circuit
type, the antenna circuit being tuned by a variometer; taps
being entirely eliminated. A special condenser with leads
giving two different capacities is provided. One connection
gives wavelength range of 180 to 350 meters, the other 300
to 500 meters. Regeneration is by means of a combination
tickler coil and variometer mounted beside the antenna
circuit inductance and connected in the plate circuit. Fila-
ment control rheostat gives very fine control of filament
circuit. A grid leak and phone stopping condenser are also
provided. Binding posts for all connections. Size of con-
taining cabinet, 8 yz by 7 y. by 7 inches.

Complete outfit includes the tuner, as described above;
an aenotron detector tube requiring only one single dry
cell for filament circuit; Brandes 2000 -ohm telephone
headset receivers; American 2 ji by 6 -inch dry cell; signal
corps size "B" battery; complete antenna equipment con-
sisting of 150 feet of bare copper aerial wire, 25 feet 111911-
lated wire for connecting to the ground, single pole double
throw switch, lightning arrester, 4 porcelain insulating
knobs with screws, 2 aerial wire insulators, 2 screweyes,
porcelain wall tube, and ground clamp. Shipping weight,
complete, 16 pounds. $65.00563 J 652-Complete outfit

Two -Stage Amplifier
63 J 649 - Westinghouse Type AC Two -Stage Dry
Battery Audio Amplifier, for Aeriola Sr. Price
includes two tubes. Shipping weight, 6 pounds. 68.00

Aeriotron Detector Tube
The detector tubes supplied with the above outfits will

give many months of service if properly used.
The operator must be very careful not to apply
too much current to the filament circuit. The
filament should be lighted only a dull cherry
red. Lighting beyond this point will burn it
out very quickly. The current specifications
for this tube are 1 -volt filament, 20 -volt plate.
Shipping weight, 1 pound.
563 J 6195-Extra Tubes $6.50

O
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wonderful results produced by the more modern equipment,
such as a regenerative tuner working in conjunction with a
vacuum tube detector and two -stage amplifier.

If you want a radio receiving set that will prodt.ce the
best possible results, we recommend our Airline Special Set,
shown on Pages 2 and 3, Os the Airline De Luxe Set shown
on Pages 4 and 5. Either of these outfits will receive
radio messages from far distant stations-stations entirely
beyond the range of crystal detector receivers such as those
shown below.

Short Range Crystal Detector Receiving Sets
THE "heart" of these sets, and the part most mysteri-

ous in its action, is the "crystal detector "-from which
the sets are named. By means of this device, with the
help of the tuning coil, the incoming radio waves are

changed in such a manner that speech, music and other sounds
are reproduced in the telephone headsets to exactly correspond
with the sounds given into the transmitter at the transmitting
station. However, too much must not be expected of Crystal
Detector receiving sets. They will do what we claim for
them, but it should be remembered that they can not equal the

Marvel Radio
Receiving Set

People who live within 7 miles of a radio transmitting cation of
commercial power and wish to make only a limited investment in a
radio set, will find in this, the "Marvel," a practical set that will
receive signals so they can he heard plainly. It will receive radio
telephone and radio telegraph equally well. Its range on telegraphy
is somewhat greater than on telephone.

The construction of the set is very simple, and with the material
supplied it can be put Into operation within a few moments. No
batteries and no source of power are needed, and there are no parts
to break or wear out. The set includes a receiving tuner with tapped
tuning coil and a tested crystal detector; single telephone headset with
leather covered headband and flexible connecting cords; and complete
antenna outfit, consisting of 150 feet bare copper aerial wire, 5 por-
celain insulators, and a single pole double throw switch. A code
sheet and instruction booklet also are included. Shipping weight of
complete set, 6 pounds.
563 J 659-Complete set $8.95

Complete
Antenna

Equipment
Same as sup-

plied with most of
our recei-ing sets.
Consists of 150
feet of bare copper
aerial wire, 25 feet
Insulated wire forconnecting

ground, a single
pole double throw
switch, a. lightning
arrester. 4 porce-lain insulating
knobs with screws,
2 aerial wire in-
sulators, 2 screw -
eyes, a 12 -Inch
Porcelaiu wall
tube. 20 feet of
annunciator wire,and a ground
clamp. Shipping
weight, complete,
8 pounds.

63 J 5156-Complete em $2.9m 5

Westinghouse
Aericla Jr.

The Westinghouse Company produced this outfit so that every
American home could have a complete radio receiving set at a low
cost. It has an effective receiving range of approximately 10 miles.
and if you are located within that distance of a radio transmitting
station you can receive messages distinctly. It will receive either radio
telephone or telegraph. and on radio telegraph its range Is eoessiderablY
more than 10 'Mies. Under favorable conditions It will receive radio
telephone messages as far as 25 miles and radio telegraph messages
from stations as far distant as 100 mites or more. The complete set
can be installed easily. It is so simple in operation that a child can
get results with it. All the essential parts required to make an efficient
tuner of this type are Included. The tuning is effected by means of a
variable inductance controlled by a lever which constitutes the only
adjustment necessary, except for an occasional setting of the detector.
The crystal detector changes the blooming current so that sounds
are produced in the headset receivers exactly the same as they are
sent out from the transmitting station. The outfit includes a high
grade receiver set and complete antenna equipment consisting of 150
feet of bare Copper aerial wire. 25 feet. insulated wire for connecting
to the ground, single pole double tcrow switch, lightning arrester,
4 porcelain Insulating knobs with screws, 2 aerial wire insulators, 2
screweyes, porcelain wall tube and a ground clamp. Connections
are simple and easy and the set ran be put into operation very
quickly. Wavelength range. 195 to 500 meters. Shipping weight
of complete set, 9 pounds.
563 J 656-Complete set $25.00

Airline Jr. Crystal Receiver
This is a very well made Crystal Receiver Set that will bring in messages over as long a

distance as any receiver using a crystal detector. It is very eMcient in design. The tuning Is
done by means of a lever which makes contact on the antenna circuit coil and is controlled by
a knob and dial mounted on the panel. Detector crystal is enclosed in protecting glass case.
Marked binding post connections for aerial, ground and headset. No batteries or other source
of power Is needed. This set has an effective range for receiving radiophone messages of
about 10 miles. Under favorable conditions it will receive over distances as great as 25miles. Mahogany finished cabinet, 6 by 4 by 4 inches. Price Is for tuner and detectoronly. No headset or antenna equipment included. Shipping weight. 4 pounds. $7.4083 J 6292

Reliable Radio Sets and Supplies
In this catalogue is shown the pick of the merchandise to be had In the entire radio

field. We have carefully selected reliable Instruments and apparatus made by fore-
most manufacturers. Quality, service and value are the salient points upon which we
Insisted, and we pass them on to you. Apparatus shown in this catalogue Is made by such
prominent manufacturers as The Radio Corporation of America, Westinghouse Elec-
trical and Manufacturing Co.. The Acme Apparatus Co., C. D. Tusks Co., Adams
Morgan Co. (Paragon), and many others equally well known.

nmrpmaprataistir All merchandise in this catalogue shipped from Northern Illinois 13



Short Wave, Long Distance Regenerative Tuner

'295°
Licensed Under Armstrong Patent

No. 1,113,149 for Amateur and
Experimental Use

Specifications Short Wave Long
Distance Regenerative Tuner

Solid Mahogany Cabinet
Polished Finish

This instrument makes possible the reception of
messages to which other types of apparatus will nut
respond. The range is from 150 to 425 meters and
by the addition of external loaders, such as the
inductance toils shown on I'age 24, this range may
be raised as desired. Properly handled, signals may be ieml
from. stations at extreme istai ices or through heavy static :iiiinterference.

The antenna ;Ind closed circuits are inductively
coupled and the coupling is variable. Regeneration is ob-
tained by tuning both the grid and plate circuits to resonance
with the incoming signal. Highest eflicieney and amplification
are obtained by reducing capacity and resistance in circuits to
absolute minimum, and the best regenerative effects are secur-
ed by the use of properly designed variometers. These instru-
ments are known as three -circuit tuners. They are not quite
as simple to handle as dome other types of tuners, but pro-
perly handled, they give better results than any other type of
tuner en short wave reception, such as radiophone broadcast-
ing. With an hour's practice anyone can handle these sets as

563 .
effectively as an expert. Shipping weight, 10 lbs. $29 50610

The inductive coupler consists of a primary, the imbalance of which is
vaned by two 7 -point switches, and a rotating secondary. By means of this
arrangement, very fine tuning is possible. Two variometcrs tune both grid and
plate circuits. High grade dials and knobs fitted to variometers and couplers,
finely graduated scales in contrasting white enamel. Induetanee switch has a
smooth working positive contact. Panel, 61/4 by 16 inches, of condensiteeeloron,
satin finish, finely machine engraved. Binding posts polished nickel finish.
Cabinet solid mahogany, polished finish, 6 inches deep.

Illustration Shows Method of Wiring
The picture to the right shows the very simple method of wiring used in this

tuner. The circuit, has been very carefully worked out to avoid complicated con-
nections, thereby resulting in a set which works at maximum efficiency.

Connection and Diagrams of Tuner and Detector

Showing Connection of
Res' ..:nerative Tuner and Detector

Two -Stage Amplifier
The illustration above shows how our regenerative tuner and

detector and two -stage amplifier can be connect d. Binding
posts are arranged so that connections are direct without
unsightly wiring. These two units working together are cap-
able of producing results equal to the beet sets on the market.
They are very sensitive and efficient. Connected to a good
outdoor aerial, their range is limited only by the power of the
transmitting station, and stations hundreds of miles away
have been heard regularly. Very good results are obtained with
indoor aerials such as the one shown on Page 34. The range, of
course, is not equal to the range when connected with a good
outdoor aerial; but for use in cities where it is desired to listen
in on a local broadcasting station,;len indoor aerial is very con-
venient. Not only is it unnecessa to have any outdoor wiring,
but interference from other s ns can be greatly reamed
due to the fact that a loop aer uch as this, can be directed
toward the station from which ale are desired, and signals
from other stations thus gre y reduced or even entirely
eliminated.

Figure 1
This diagram

shows a popular type
of Armstrong regen-
erative circuit. The
circuit used In the
above regenerative is
the same as this.
The variable conden-
ser, tube, batteries,
etc., are not Included
in the tuner. This
circuit is generally
considered as giving
Wee best results of
any of the regener-
ative circuits. The
grid and plate are
each tuned, are In
one continuous cir-
cult and are not
affected by the Im-
pedance of the re-
ceivers, as Is the case
in sonic other types
of hookup.

Figure 2
Another type of

Armstrong regen-
erative circuit. ft
varies from the cir-
cuit shown at right
in that the receivers
are placed in the
same circuit with the
hrid and plate. This

ookup gives effec-
tive results. but is
not generally con-
sidered to be as good
tin that shown In
Figure 1.-

A -Antenna
E -Ground
P -Primary of

Vs riocoupler
3 -Secondary

VG -Grid Varierneter
VC -Variable Con-

denser
VP -Plate Variometer
R -Receivers
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Detector and Two -Step Amplifier
This is a very com-

pact, well arranged in-
strument, neat in ap-
pearance and very
efficient in results. It
can be used in connec-
tion with any type of
tuner on the market,
but most efficient re-
sults are obtained on
short wave reception
when used in conjunc-
tion with any first class
three - circuit regen-
erative tuner. It is
especially designed to
work in conjunction
with our regenerative
tuner. Has one detec-
tor and two audio frequency amplifying circuits.. Grid condenser
in detector circuit. The amplification transformers used are the
most efficient -available and produce maximum amplification, with any standard am-
plifier tubes Standard tube sockets mounted on shelf. Provided with jacks so
that either a receiver headset or loud speaker can be connected in on any of the
three circuits. One plug to fit jacks included. Satin finish bakelite panel; 7 IA
inches high, 8% inches wide. High grade solid mahogany cabinet, polished finish.
with hinged top, making interior easily accessible. Binding posts polished nickel
finish, plainly marked for all connections. Arranged to use separate "13" battery

in detector and amplifier circuits. No
tubes, batteries or phones included. Ship-
ping weight, 10 pounds.

$29.50

Showing Interior View of Detector
and Two -Step Amplifier

563 J 615

The illustration at the left shows the
very simple arrangement of this set.
The wiring circuit has been very care-
fully worked out so that "howling," due
to induction between wires, is entirely
avoided. A wed designed set, both
mechanically and electrically.

How To Order
Before orcieriag Radio Sets or Sup-

plies front this Catalogue, see Page 30.
We have made it easy for our cus-
tomers to order.

Filling Empty Churches
HUNDREDS of country churches, long pastorless, can now

be opened every Sunday, filled with an eager, interested con-
gregation, their influence in the community revived-by Radio.

A radio receiving set and loud speaker "picks up" the entire service from a broad-
casting station or front a church service in some not too far distant city. Songs, in
which the congregation joins, choir tousle, prayers, sermons -the service complete
is transmitted by air to these isolated country churches.

This iSt but one of the many uses for radio in the church, to big congregations
As well as small ones. Radio brings the music of great choirs; inspiring sermons
of nationally known ministers and mis-
s \entertainment of all kinds to church and

ionaries, educational lectures, and

Sunday School gatherings.
It is a small investment considering

the unlimited opportunities it affords
for creating interest :Ind broadening the
retigious and educational work of the
einti ell.

Detector and Amplifier
Units

Detector Panel in
Cabinet

This unit is so arranged
that any type of detector cir-
cuit can be used. Satin finish
condensite seleron panel
Pine finish solid mahogany
cabinet with hinged too. Bind-
ing posts for ail connections.
High grade filament control
rheostat. Molded tube socket
to take any standard tube.
(:rid condenser in grid cir-
cuit. Shipping weight. 3 pounds.83 J 6354

Amplifier Unit in
Cabinet

This instrument is arranged
to mirk in conjunction with
the above detector unit In
cabinet. Binding posts are
arranged for straighe wiring
connections between detector
and amplifier. High grade
filament control rheostat.
Molded tube socket to take
any standard tube. Very eftl-
cient amplifying transformer. Satin finish coudensite
edema panel. solid mahogany cabinet, finely finished.
Produces results equal to the highest grade amplifier
63t.J
uni shipping weiglz, 4 pounds. $9.806356

$6.45

Detector Unit
This is a very efficient tletertor unit.

Satin finish condereilte celeron panel.
3.A by 6 inches. mounted on wood base.
Binding posts with insulating knobs for
all connections. High grtule
filament emit rob rheostat.
Molded tube socket to take
any standard tube. Gehl leak
condenser in grid circuit. The
wiring is arranged so that
any type of vacuum tube cir-
cuit can hr used. Shipping

63
eiJ635gt,2 pou0nds. $4.70

Amplifier Unit
A very effective amplifier

unit, designed for tr,e in con-
nection with the above tletec-
tor unit. Satin finish conden-
site eeleron panel, 3K by 6
inches. Mounted on wood
base. Binding posts arranged
for straight wire connections
to our detector unit. High
crade filament control rheo-
i-tat, molded tube socket. Very
efficient amplifying transformer. A detector unit and
two amplifier units can be wired together and when used
in eonninction with any type of tuner, make a very effec-
tive tuning set for either radiophone or coda signals.
shipping weight, 3 pounds. $8.1063 J 6352

V. T. Control
Panel 4

This is a real tanIPi
A

device, for It mar I

tuned either for detector
control, for amplifier
control, alone or In cas-
cade: and for the con-
trol of power tubeseither singly or in groups. The inde-
structible conderisite base is molded and has a beautiful.
glossy black finish. In the base is mounted a standard
V. T. socket, a (Lament control rheostat (6 ohms, 1f
amps.), a grid leak condenser of Just the right capacity,
and nine terminal posts which instantaneously adapt the
unit to any known vacuum tube circuit. Metal fittings
are polished nickel finish. Insulating qualifies of base are
very high: base is heatproof. Unit may be used in any
position. Outside dimensions, approximately t. by 314 by
1% inches. Shipping weight, 2 pounds. $4.6863 J 5108
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Four Special Knocked Down Receiving Sets
MIKV4.,81 ),

Knocked Down Detector Two -Stage
Amplifier

This set contains all the Darts necessary to make a high grade
detector two -stage amplifier. Materials supplied are of the very
best quality and the results obtained from the completed instrument
will compare favorably with any other similar instrument on the
market. We supply illustrated instructions. telling clearly how to
put the set together. The parts can be assembled easily In a few
hours, and you will save money by making your own set. What you
learn about radio while doing the assembling will greatly increase
your pleasure and enjoyment. The instrument when completed can
be used with any type of tuner.

The Complete Set Includes:
Solid mahogany cabinet. polished and hand rubbed finish; conden-

site celeron panel 6 by 14 by 346 inches; ten binding posts with insulat-
ed knobs; complete set of name plates to mark binding posts; three
molded vacuum tube sockets; three high grade rheostats; three jacks;
one plug; two audio frequency amplifying transformers; necessary
connecting wire; screws for panel; complete instructions.
Shipping weight, complete, 8 pounds. $18.75563 J 665-Complete set

Tuska Knocked Down Standard
Receiver

Licensed Under Armstrong Patent No. 1,113.149
for Amateur and Experimental Use

A complete set of parts to build up a combined super -selective
tuner and audion detector like that shown on Page 10. The circuit
used is one of the most effective, and the materials are of the very
best. While this set is very selective, it Is not difficult to handle, and
Is recommended to the beginner or experienced operator who desires
a high grade tuner with detector unit. The parts can be assembled
easily in a few hours. You will save money by assembling Your own
set, and what you learn about radio while doing so will greatly add
to your pleasure and enjoyment.

The Complete Set Includes:
A finely polished. mahogany finished cabinet, 6 by 63L by 1714

inches; satin finished bakelite panel with holes properly drilled and
arranged so all parts may be fitted easily; 11 -plate variable condenser
with molded knob and dial, diameter 376 inches; molded variometer
of polished black composition; two taps and a switch lever with a
molded composition knob and pointer for short and long wave switch:
high grade filament control rheostat; grid condenser; tube socket;
wires for connections; binding posts; nuts; screws and washers; also
complete Instructions for assembling, Installing and operating.
Shipping weight, complete, 18 pounds. $39.95563 J 661-Complete set

Tuska Knocked Down Expert Tuner
Licensed Under Armstrong Patent No. 1,113,149

for Amateur and Experimental Use
A complete set of parts to build up a super -selective tuner like

that shown on Page 10. Designed especially for those who desire the
most selective and effective tuning system available. This set is what
is known as the three -circuit tuner, and the circuit used Is of the
regenerative type. All wave lengths from 150 to 800 meters can be
covered with maximum efficiency. There are two distinct circuits. one
with a range of 150 to 385 meters, the other from 375 to 800 meters.
Change from one circuit to the other may be effected Instantly by
means of the 12 -point jack switch, the connections to which are so
arranged that there are no dead end or capacity losses from the long
wave inductances. The hookup is so arranged that taps on the prims ry
of the coupler are avoided, which makes for more satisfactory opera-
tion. A lead shield is provided on the back of the panel, so capacity
effects from the hands and body of the operator are eliminated entirely.
In a few hours you can assemble these parts easily. Not only will you
save money by doing your own assembling, but you also will learn
much about radio.

The Complete Set Includes:
Polished, mahogany finished cabinet, inside dimensions; 6 by 6%

by 171/2 inches; satin finished bakelite panel, 6 by 171/2 inches. with
holes properly placed and drilled so all parts may be fitted easily;
43 -plate variable antenna condenser with molded knob and dial,
diameter 316 inches, variocoupler with molded stator and rotor;
variometer molded of polished black composition; short and long
wave switch; loading coil wound on form so all connections may be
made easily; wire for connections; binding posts; nuts; screws and
washers; complete instructions for assembling. installing, operating.
Shipping weight, complete. 18 pounds. $42.60563 J 669-Complete set

Tuska Knocked Down Regenerative
Tuner Set

Licensed Under Armstrong Patent No. 1,113,149
for Amateur and Experimental Use

Furnished complete with two varlometers, varlocoupler, switch
lever and contact points, dials, connecting wire, binding posts, and
panel 8 inches high and 171/2 Inches long. All parts can be assembled
easily in the proper relative positions to make a solid, high grade
instrument. The variometer and variocoupler are the molded type,
and are the best instruments of their kind. The dials are very neat,
being molded in one piece with the knobs. Numerous wiring circuits
can be used. The wave length range is from 180 to 600 meters.
Mahogany finished cabinet In polished, hand rubbed finish.
Shipping weight, complete, 10 pounds. $26.50563 J 678-Complete set
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Airline Two -Stage Audio Frequency Amplifier
This instrument can be used In connection with either a crystal or

audion detector, to amplify radio signals. It will increase the volume of
sound at least 100 times. You do not get the fullest enjoyment from your
radio outfit unless you use an Amplifier, as a detector alone will not bring
in all of the signals that it Is possible for you to get. Add this instru-
ment to your outfit and you will greatly increase your receiving range.
Not only this, but by attaching a loud speaker to your outfit, radio
programs can be reproduced loud enough so they can be heard all
over an ordinary size room.

Audion tubes in conjunction with audio frequency amplifiers, com-
prise the working part of this instrument. The radio current enters
the first transformer, from whence it passes through the first amplifier
tube. From the tube it passes through the second transformer. From
the second transformer the current passes through the second ampli-
fier tube, and at this point the current is more than 100 times stronger
than when it leaves the detector. Because of careful engineering and
high grade materials, this instrument is entirely free from howling
and other objectionable noises. All working parts are mounted on a
panel and can be removed from the cabinet as a unit if desired.

Details: Sockets mounted on genuine bakelite bases. Positive
contact spring connectors at right angles with each other. Controlling
rheostats regulate filament current in finely divided steps. Bakelite
Banel, 6 by 10% inches. Highly efficient audio frequency transformers.

inding poet connections for Input, output and A and B batteries,
all plainly marked. Handsome mahogany finished cabinet. 8%. by 12

63 J 603 $21.00by 7 inches. Shipping weight. 6 pounds.

See Illustration Below
The illustsation below shows our Airline Special Detector Tuner

and our Airline Two -Stage Amplifier working together. These two
Instruments match each other in appearance and are connected easily.
When used together they will produce results equal to the best In-
struments of this type.

The prices we quote on these items will enable you to get a better
outfit for your money than it is possible to obtain elsewhere. We are
able to make such attractive prices because these instruments are
specially manufactured for us by one of the largest and most efficient
radio factories in the country. The production cost is low, and to this
Is added only our one profit. While the price is low. the quality is high.
We guarantee these instruments to produce results equal to or better
than any instruments of their type on the market. if you are not en-
tirely satisfied with the purchase, you may return the goods to us
and we will gladly refund the purchase price, together with any trans-
portation charges you have paid.

13 -BATTERY
STORAG E BATTERY I STO E BATTERY

I

Detector Unit
Consists of an audion tube

socket mounted on bakelite
base, 3 by 3% inches. To
this panel is attached grid
condenser and vernier con-
trol rheostat, the elements
being wired together so they
are connected easily to the

tuning device and batteries. Unit can be
mounted on set with only two screws. Shipping
weigJ

610ht.
1i4 pounds. $2.1963 4

Amplifier Unit
Same as above, except with audion frequency

amp ted.lifying transformer added and condenser
omit Shipping weight, 3 pounds
63 J 6107 $5.89

Diagram
Shows Circuit

The diagram to the
right shows circuit
used in our Airline
Two -Stage Amplifier.
This is a very efficient
hookup and is the
simplest made. The
phones are only con-
nected on the second
stage which makes for
easier construction.
You can easily build
an instrument of this
kind with the parts
listed in this cata-
logue. The cost will
be low and the results
obtained. if care is
exercised In the con-
struction, will be very
satisfactory.

BATTERY

Detector
Amplifying

Unit
This unit con-

sists of detector
unit as described
at left; mounted
beside the detec-
tor unit's an am-

plifier unit consisting of tube socket audio
frequency amplifying transformer and regular
filament control rheostat. The bases of the
two sockets are in one solid panel, 6 by 3%
Inches. Units are wired together for direct
connection to tuner output and batteries.
Shipping weight. 3% pounds.

8.2063 J 6105

A

*Mt

O

Input Circuit Used in Airline
Two -Stage

Frequency Amplifier

Detector Two -Stage Amplifier Unit
Same description as unit at left, except with

one additional step of amplification added.
Sockets are mounted on bakelite panel. 9 by
3% inches. All parts attached. Units wired
together for direct connection to tuner, phones
and batteries. Shipping weight, .5 pounds.

$14.2063 J 6106

Knocked Down Tuner Detector Set
This set contains all the parts needed to make a first class re-

ceiving set. Will regularly bring in stations 100 miles or more
distant, and under favorable conditions will bring in stations 500
or more miles away. Wavelength range, 151) to 6.50 meters.

Details: Bakelite panel, 7 by 10 inches, oil rubbed satin finish.
Instruments and connections plainly marked with machine en-
graving filled in with contrasting white enamel. Proper size holes
are drilled in panel so all parts can be mounted quickly and securely.
Antenna inductance is of green silk covered wire. Three taps for
fine tuning; 23 -plate variable condenser in antenna circuit permits
of very close tuning. Detector socket Vernier control rheostat.
All connections can be made at rear of set permitting very neat con-
nections. All connecting wires cut to length and bent so wiring
can be done readily. Complete instructions for assembling in-
cluded. Shipping weight per set, 4 pounds. $16.9563 J 6101 -Without cabinet. Per set
63 J 8099-Cabinet only. Shipping weight, 10 pounds 3.20

Same as above set, except two stages of amplification added,
providing for, in addition to parts specified, two audio frequency
transformers, two amplifier tube sockets, two regular filament
control rheostats and the necessary additional connecting wires.
Panel size, 7 by 1614i inches. Shipping weight, 10 lbs. e z.952
63 J 6103-Without cabinet. Per set "
63 .1 61 02-Cabinet to take tuner detector two-step unit 3.90
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The Entire Family Hears the Pro rai
with the Loud Speaker

fl
1l

Magnavox
Loud Speaker

Substituted for the head-
set, the Magnavox enables
everything received byradio to be swelled to a

volume of sound required for any occasion, without
losing even the most delicate tone modulations or a
single bit of the original clearness. It makes a radio
set practical for home entertainment, concerts and
dances. In addition, many business uses readily
suggest themselves. Plate voltages on amplifier can
be from 50 up to 300 volts, and 00 volts has been
found to be a good working voltage. The higher
the voltage the louder the sound. Horn diameter,
14 inches. Black enamel finish. Shipping weight,17 pounds.
563 J 690 $31.50

NOTICE
Loud speakers will not give
satisfactory results unless
you use one or more stages

of Audio -Frequency
Amplification

.Wood Fiber as
Clear Speaker

This clear tone Loud
speaker is die cast of wood
fiber, and reproduces radio
sounds with the rich resonance of a seasoned wood
sounding chamber. The tones are sweet and Clear
and are amplified to a remarkable degree. This
instrument presents a handsome appearance. It is
artistically modeled. giving it the appearance of
genuine carved wood. Rich old Roman geld tibish.
Designed for use with any loud speaking unit. We
recommend either our Special Unit or the Baldwin
Type C. No unit is included. Height, 20 inches.
Shipping weight. 6 pounds. $9.7563 J 714

Headset Amplifier
Just attach the headset to the receptacles

provided for that purpose and the incoming
message - music., speech, whatever it may be.
is swelled in volume of sound so that it can he
heard all over any ordinary size room in the
home. The amplified sound is clear and rich
in tone and without objectionable overtones.
rsladc of aluminum in fine polished finish.
Headsets easily and quickly held in place.
Height. 16% inches. Shipping weight. 5

63
pounds

713
. $8.95J

Order One of These
Loud Speakers

You do not get maximum benefit from your
radio set unless you have a loud speaker.
Set your apparatus to receive from the station
you want to hear. and whenever a message is
sent out you will hear it loud and clear.
With a loud speaker, you can entertain your
friends in your home or in an auditorium.
Attached to a receiver having two steps of
amplification, messages can be reproduced
loud enough for most occasions.

Westinghouse Vocarola
Usually several people want to listen in

on the radio set at one time. This instru-
ment makes it unnecessary to have a sepa-
rate headset for each person. as it reproduces
radiophone messages loud enough so they
usually can be heard distinctly for a distance
of 20 feet or more. Consists of a metal
amplifying horn to which is adapted a very -
sensitive loud reproducer. Produces pure,
clear tones. (fives excellent results with any
receiving set lacing one or two stages of
amplification. Very compact. Furnished
with six feet of cord and plug to connect to
aniplifier lacks. Can be laid on table or
hung on wall. No battery currents required.
Shipping weight. 3 pounds.
563J 691 $20.00

Federal Pleiophone
Loud Speaker (Improved Model)

Entertain Your Friends with a Loud Speaker
Get the Full Benefit of Your Radio Set

This is a complete loud speaker, and is offered
at a very reasonable price. When used with two
stages of amplification it will give sufficient signal
intensity so it may be heard distinctly for a distance
of 15 feet or more. Consists of a specially wound,
high resistance receiver mounted in the base, to
which is connected a heavy amplifying horn. Finished
in black enamel. Fitted with six feet of green silk

connecting cord. Base diameter, 5
inches. Height, 1214 Inches. Bowl
diameter, 3% inches. Shipping weight./ 63 J
4 pounds.

695 $12.95

Adaptophone
This device is for use with a single headphone

or loud speaker unit and will enable you to use
the sound chamber of your phonograph to am-
plify the incoming radio messages. The adapter
is made of flexible rubber and the small end will
lit the tonearm of practically any phonograph;
tile large end will take any receiver unit. Ship-
ping

J 62weight9.
9
4 ounces. 69063

Deveau Loud Speaker
Radio sets equipped with this in-

strument in conjunction with suitable
receiving apparatus, will reproduce
radio telegraph and radiophone signals
callable of being heard in many cases
as much as 100 feet from the instru-
ment. Best results are obtained when
connected to sets having one or two
stages of amplification. Consists of an
amplifying reproducer connected to a
sound amplifying chamber of special
design, which swells the sound to great-
est volume without distortion. Shipping

563
weight.J

692
8 pounds. $29.50

Arkay Loud Speaker
Radio Horn

With this radio horn you can make
your own loud speaker by simply in-
serting one of the phones front your
headset in the ham.. It is so designed
as to reproduce signals, speeches and
broadcasting music without distortion,
ghing a pure and natural tone. Care-
fully constructed of brass throughout.
Black enameled finish. Any make of
radio receiver can be used. Best results
are obtained with receivers of a Baldwin.
our Special or Brandeis type. Works
best on two stages of amplification. al-
though one stage often produces sounds
of suMeient tontine. Shipping weight,
4
63 J 6

pounds93. $3.95
Double Phonograph Adapter
With the aid of this device you can attach

your headset to practically any phonograph
and use the phonograph sound chamber to
amplify the sound. This combination will
swell the sound of the incoming radio signals
so they will be reproduced loud and clear and
with excellent tone qualities. Shipping weight,
8 ounces.
63 J 6295-To fit our Cecilian $1.60
Phonograph
63 J 6296-TO fit Victrola, Sonora, 511-
vertone S1.6063 J 6297 --To fit Columbia. . 1.6063 J 6298-To fit Edison.... ... 1.60
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Our Special High Grade Supersensitive
Radio Receiver Headset

This excellent headset is offered at a very reasonable price. Equal in
sensitiveness and results to many phones selling at much higher prices.
Light in weight and of substantial, durable construction. Every detail has
been worked out carefully and only the best materials are used. The work-
manship is the best, resulting in a neat appearing, finely finished set. Army -
Navy style headband is shaped to give most comfort. Covered with heavy
webbing. Adjustment to fit the head is quick, simple and
secure. No Chance to pull the hair. Metal receiver shells,
polished finish, with polished black molded caps. Five -
mot connecting cord with enclosed terminals. Equally
suitable for use on the highest grade sets or the inex-
pensive crystal sets. Vie guarantee these Set:, to Satisfy
you. If they do not, return them :mil we will gladly re-
fund purchase price, together with transportation charges.
Shipping weight, per set, 1 IA pounds.

6 3 J 5171-2000 ohms total resistance. $3.69Per set

Complete

$685
2000 Ohms

Frost Headsets
The product of an old, reli-

able manufacturer. Has proved
very satisfactory under a wide
range of coned r ions. very sensi-
tive. Guaranteed high quality
and assures reliable: cn ice anti
satisfaction. Shells Made of
molded composition. Web cov-
ered headband, easily and
quickly adjusted to the head.
Shipping weight, per set, 114
pounds.
63 J 5160-2000 ohms total
resistance. $3.58Per set
63 J 5161-2000 ohms total
resistance.
Per set $4.27

Brandes Matched Tone
Headsets

These headsets have estab-
lished themselves as being
the best at the price on the
market and emu.] to many
selling at higher prices. They
are used throughout the world
and are famous for their ex-
cellent workmam hip, dura-
bility and extreme sensitive-
ness. The receivers of each
set are very carefully selected,
so the tone values of the two
receivers of each pair are
exactly the same,. resulting
in the message being heard
very distinctly. Improved
style, comfortable. easily ad-
justed. Army -Nary headband

covered wit It webbing. Will not catch the hair. Fitted with 6 -foot
polarity indicating connecting cord. Shipping weight, per set, 1
pounds.
63 J 5380-superior type: 2000 ohms total resistance. $ 6.85t'cr set
63 J 5381 -Navy type: :1000 011111:: total resistance

Per set 12.75

Single Receiver Headsets
A high grade single receiver mounted on a

leather covered spring headband. Resistance,
101)0 ohms. Especially designed for radio use
and very satisfactory where a low priced,
sensitive receiver Is desired for use in connec-
tion with the inexpensive crystal detector receiv-
ing sets: 3 -foot connecting cord. Shipping
weight, per set. 114 pounds.

$2.4563 J 5383-Per set
Watch Case Receiver

Regulation watch ease type tele-
phone receiver. folded co
position case. )dipolar. Resist-
ance, 75 1111111S. Shipping weight,
12 ounces. $1.0563 J 5384

Vocarola Phonograph Attachment

$1 800 wilti°1ad toned reproducers fitted
attachments for placing

------r
them on a phonograph in place
of the regular reproducer. The

phonograph sound chamber is the am-_ pi ifN ing horn. Connected with the first
or second stage of amplification on any
good receiving set, radio messages can
be intensified to a volume of sound about
equal to that ordinarily giren off by at
phonograph. Shipping weight, 1 pound.

63 J 6364-To fit Victrolas $18.00
63 J 6366-To fit Grafanolas 18.00

6
A Set

Airline Long Distance
Headsets

Extra tine quality. Made es-
pecially for us by one of the fore-
most electrical manufacturers in
this country and we believe they
will very nearly equal the best
results of any headset on the
market regardless of cost. They
are stipers2lis it ice and excellent
for long distance receiving. Loud
in tone: will stand amplification
without disturbs. Light in
weight, strung in mechanical con-
struction. Shells are molded.

and are easily anti comfortably
mahogany colored, genuine bake -
I Ite. Headbands are web covered 11411311S
:Maisie,' to the head. Espeeially
designed for use with better grade receiving sets. Shipping weight,
per set, 114 pounds.
63 J 5168-2000 ohms total resLaance. Per set $4.85
63 J 5169-3000 ohms total resistance. Per set 5.60

Complete

$485
2000 Ohms

Baldwin Amplifying
Type "C" Headset
This is probably the most

famous radio receiver. En-
tirely different construction
than any other on the market.
It is fitted with special mica
diaphragms, actuated by a
very thin light armature
which is supersensitive to
the slightest variation of
current i.ssing through the
electro magnets. This special
type of elitist sort ion enables
signals to he heard which are
not ttutlib;it in the ordinary
headset. Tile high efficiency

Complete

Complete
with Radio

Pith;

has caused it to be used by the IT. S. Bureau of standards, by the
U. s. Navy and War Department, by many foreign governments, and
by various private operators all over the world. The shell containing
the mechanism is of molded bakelite. Comfortable web covered
headband with firm. quick adjustment. Six-foot connecting cord
lilted with unbersal plug to connect to any radio jack. Shipping
weight. 2 otainds. $11.7563 J 5164

Baldwin Type "C"
Loud Speaker

Consists of 'Baldwin Type "(:"
amplifying type of rep rodllecr
Attached to tin ordinary phono-
graph by means of our 63 J 6299
adapter. when connected to a receiver with
two steps of amplification, will produce
very fine results. Complete with 3 -foot
connecting cord. Shipping weight. 1 pound.
63 J 6367 $5.50

Special Amplifying Unit
Designed especially for use with

homemade loud speakers. Will .T -
produce radio messages loud and
distinctly It consists of a non-dls-
Vining reproducer fitted with an
adapter which can be attached eletily to the base of any amplifying
chamber. Three-foot connecting cord. Solid metal case, polished
finish, minimizes vibration. Shipping weight. 1 pound. $2.9563 J 5387

DIATIOIRIZAVATED

Receiving Cord .MTI Iblade of heavy mercerized cotton."-e
five feet long. For use with any ..,...........-...,-......--
standard double receiver. Shipping weight, 3 ounces.63 J 5385 71:V
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Weatherproof Detector Stand
Very rugged stand. Perfect, easy adjustment.

Phosphor bronze contact spring can be set and
locked in any position. A piece of tested galena
set in Wood's metal is mounted inside dust and
moisture -proof enclosed glass cylinder. All
metal parts nickel plated and polished. For-

mica base, 2 by 2 by 44 inches. A very
attractive and efficient piece of apparatus.
Shipping weight, I pound.

$1.3863 J 5303

Standard Galena Detector Stand
Improved Model

A popular detector stand. Tested piece of
galena is mounted in cup which can be ro-
tated. Crystal contact of phosphor bronze
wire coiled and pointed and soldered on
flat spring. Very tine adjustment obtainable
with screw. Molded base and adjustment
knob. Base size. 3 by 3 inches. Shipping

63
weigJht,

530
11/4

5
pounds. $1.15

Wizard Detector Stand
This detector Is an excellent value for

the money. Carefully made of highest grade
materials. Uses any detector mineral. Ad-
justment can be made to any position.
Black polished composition base. Metal
parts brass, nickel finish. Shipping weight,
4 ounces. 89063 J 6535

Complete Set of Crystal Detector Parts
Complete set of metal parts to

make up a high grade crystal
detector. Made of brass, nickel
finish. No base or crystal Includ-
ed. Shipping weight, per set,

3 ounces. 29063 J 6534

Detector Crystals
Genuine Arlington tested minerals, we are told, the

best that can be purchased at any price. All are thor-
oughly tested and guaranteed. Extremely sensitive.
Much of the success of your set depends upon the
quality of the crystals. For this reason it will nal,
you to use only the best, first grade, tested crystals.
You will get good results with these. Packed separate-

ly in sealed boxes. Shipping weight, each, 3 ounces.

63 J 5322-Supersensitive Silicon 22212
63 J 5320-Supersensitive Galena

Broadcast Tested Crystals
Each crystal is carefully tested on broadcast signals.

63 J 5325-Galena unmounted 10463 J 5326-Galena mounted
63 J 5 3 2 7-Silicon mounted It:

Detector Mineral Cup
To hold detector crystal. Made of brass, nickel finish.

Holds crystal securely. Easily mounted. Shipping weight,
2 ounces.

9063 J 5328

Cat Whisker Wire
Five-foot piece fine phosphor bronze wire for detector

cat whisker. Shipping weight, 1 ounce. 5063 J 5329

Test Buzzer
Watch case buzzer. Operates on one dry cell.

2 inches. Shipping weight. 8 ounces.
cover and base. Height, I Inch; diam-

eter 6463 J 345

Century Buzzer
Used by the Army and Navy and commercial wire-

less stations. For adjusting crystal detector. Oper-
ates on one or two dry cells. Base Is hard rubber
with black enameled brass cover. Two thumb screws
provide for adjustment of the armature to regulate
tone to desired pitch. Genuine platinum contacts.

Diameter, 2 inches. Shipping weight. 6 ounces. $2.1963 J 5346

Test Buzzer Push Button
For use with test buzzer. Nickel rim with pearl center.

Held firmly is %-inch hole by small spring clips. Shipping
63 J 5137weight, 4 ounces. 280

Circular Grid Condenser with
Grid Leak

Very convenient form of combined condenser and
grid leak.

Hole in
is mounted between two outside

metal plates. Hole in center for quick mounting. Mica
Insulated, copper conductors. Capacity, .0003 MFD;
6
leak

J
, 2 6m3egohms57 . Shipping weight, 3 ounces. 490

3

Telephone Bridging Condenser
Same in appearance and construction as above condenser, but made

for bridging across telephone terminal. Designed especially for use
in standard regenerative receivers and for highest efilelenoy at 380
meters. Capacity, .0008 MFD. Shipping weight, 3 ounces.
63 J 6358

Circular Grid Condenser
Grid condenser only. Capacity. .00025. Mica

insulated. Aluminum conductor plate. Bakelite
and plate. Easily mounted alone or with variable
grid leak listed below. Diameter, 11/4 Inches.
Shipping weight, 2 ounces. 28063 J 6359

Variable Grid Leak
' This leak is the same size and shape as the above condenser and
can be mounted with It, using same screws. It is so arranged that
seven different resistances can be obtained, ranging in ye megolun
steps from % to 1% megohms. Diameter, 136 inches. Shippingweight, 2 ounces. 39063 J 6361

Dubilier Micadons-Type 601
These condensers are made by a patented process

which gives them characteristics peculiarly adapted
to radio needs. They are recognized as being the
best articles of their kind obtainable. Strong
durable construction. Permanently accurate capac-
ities without fluctuations. Can be easily connected in parallel to In-
crease capacity or in series to reduce capacity. Shipping weight.
each, 3 ounces.

ii .j 319---:83=: :00012511129D
J i3 39-Capacity, .215144FFDD

B:
J 240-Capacity, :002 MFD

Dubilier Micadons
Type 600

Fitted with grid leak mounting and
Fahnstock spring binding posts for
easy connection. Same high grade con-
struction as above condenser. Recognized as standard in the field.
Condenser unit le sealed in molded composition base with a special
insulating compound. Grid leaks not included. Shipping weight,
4 ounces.
6 J 6241-Capacity. .0001 MFD
63J 6242-Capacity, .00025 MFD 63*
63J 6243-Capacity. .0005 MFD 6880

Fixed Receiving Condenser
A necessity on any receiving set. Used

as "stopping" condensers or for shunting
across telephones. Molded composition
bases. Nickel plated binding posts. Ship-
ping weight, 8 ounces
63 J 5364

Mounted Grid Leak
Condenser

Pencil mark type grid leak con-
denser. mounted between two sheets
of bakelite. Connections made through Insulated binding posts. Can
be fastened to panel or table. Shipping weight, 3 ounces. 580

1111
r...,;0'11011Pii;01011111

OWE1,410E

Si J 3118-7411110Tginigrpts. 40!

Special Grid Condenser
A well made, rugged condenser made of foil, Insulated by paraMne

paper and wrapped on a fiber base. Eyelets at each end of base for
easy connection. Shipping weight, each, 2 ounces.

63 J 6383-With pencil mark type grid leak 28*
140

Receiving Condenser
Special type receiving condenser. The foil and Insulation are

wrapped around a fiber sheet. Connections are made by means of
rivets In the ends of the condenser. Very compact. Equal In results
to

J
other phone condenser. Shipping weight, 2 ounces. 12063 61

Variable Grid Leak
A grid leak is necessary in the

operation of vacuum tube detectors
and some forms of amplifiers to per-
mit the surplus charge on the grid to
discharge. A variable grid leak is most desirable. The base of this
grid leak is molded from bakelite and a pencil mark between the con-
tact studs provides the variable resistance or leak. Two etude are
provided with washers and nuts for panel mounting. Shipping
weight, each, 3 ounces. 19063 J 5341-With stamped brass cap finished in black
63 J 5342-With very fine Quality turned brass OEM polished
nickel finish. Better constructed throughout 49*

20 All merchandise in this catalogue shipped from Northern Illinois Ropmet#71.fund:



The Tubes Through Which Radio Speaks
Cunningham C-300

Vacuum Tube Detector
Makes possible the reception of mes-

sages to which the crystal detector WI I
not respond. This tube is made espe-
cially for amateur and experimental use.
Equally suitable for radiophone or code
signals. These tubes are the "soft"
type, and while especially designed us
detectors, they will also give excellet:t
results as audio -frequency amplifiers.
They are remarkably free from tube
noises and "singing." Fi taxi with stand-
ard 4 -prong mounting to any stand-
ard tube socket. Operate on a plate
voltage of 1654 to 22%2 volts, filament
voltage 5 to 5s volts. For best results
a tapped "B" battery should be used.
We also recommend that a vernier
rheostat be used in the filament circuit,
as a very close adjustment of the filament
circuit voltage often is necessary to give
the best results.

$4.5863 J 5198
Shipping weight. 1 pound.

Westinghouse W. D. 11 Tube
This remarkable Tube operates On 1 dry cell as "A"

battery doing away with storage batteries. Single dry cell
gives long service. It is especially designed and licensed for
amateur and experimental use. Equally efficient as detector

Cunningham C -301A
Amplifier -Oscillator
These Amplifying Tubes, working In

conjunction with amplification trans-
formers, are used to increase the audi-
bility of signals passed through the
detector tube. One, two or three tubes
and transformers may be used in a
gronp, although the most successful and
the most satisfactory results are ob-
tained when two are used. These tubes
are of a high vacuum type and require
no delicate adjustment. They are very
uniform and free front tube noises.
Besides audio -frequency amplification,
these tubes can be used as detectors and
radio frequency amplifiers. The nor-
mal plate voltage is approximately 40
volts, although increasing amplification
can be obtained at plate voltage ranging
up to 100 volts. Fitted with standard 4 -
prong base.

Shipping weight, 1 pound.
63 J 51 99

.ATE ncr r

tr NSto portA.A'.

$6.12

or amplifier. Plate voltage for detector about 20 volts; for
amplifier. 40 volts. Filament current only Ve ampere
Not critical in adjustment. Requires special socket 6403
shown below. Shipping weight. 1 pound.

$6.5063 J 5195

Radiotron UV -200 Detector Tube
Same general specifications as Cunningham 0-31)0 Vacuum Tube

Detector Fitted with standard 4 -prong base. Operates on a plate
1,9.1..ar geestofrels6u1stowe22ramivomitesn,idflitahry

a tapped
ie .litf.5battoterlItevuoslts.

ed
In the plate circuit to enable a voltage potential best silted to the
Individual tube to be applied to the plate. We also recommend that a
vernier rheostat be used in the filament circuit, as a very close adjust-
ment of the filament circuit is often necessary. Ship. wt., 1 lb. $4.6063 J 51 94

Radiotron UV -201 Amplifier Tube
Same general specifications as Cunningham C -301A Vacuum Tube

Amplifier Oscillator. Fitted with standard 4 -prong base. The
normal plate voltage is approximately 40 volts, although increasing
amplification can be obtained at plate voltages, ranging up to 100
Notts. Operates on filament voltage of 5 to 5110 volts. Shipping
weight, 1 pound.

$6.1563 J 5192

W. D. 11 Tube Socket
For panel or table mounting

Arranged so rheostat may be mount-
ed between tube and panel. Bake-
lite construction. Binding post
connections. Phosphor bronze con-
tact springs. A convenient mount-
ing for one or more tubes. Shipping
weight 6 ounces. 42063 J 6403

Paragon Potentiometer
Completely mounted and fitted with controlling

lever and adjustment knob. Suitable for either
panel or table mounting. Base diameter, 2V6 in-
ches. Base height. Y8 inch. Molded of condensite.
Adjustable to panel of any thickness up to% Inch.

Permits eery close adjustment of plate circuit
current. Resistance, 300 ohms. Base and
knob made of polished black composition.
Shipping weight. 8 ounces
63 J 6368 $1.39

"A" Battery Potentiometer
This potentiometer voltage divider is especially

suitable for short wave radio frequency circuits.
Its purpose Is to vary the potential of some por-
tion of the circuit with respect to another. The

winding consists of a special non -corrosive
enameled resistance wire which will resist
the wear of the contactor. Also suitable for
controlling plate voltage of gas content
detector tubes and for balancing the grid
to a point of zero, A -C potential, when A -C
is used to light the filaments of amplifier

tubes. Total resistance, 100 ohms. Base and knob made of polished
black composition which will retain its shape anti finish Indefinitely.
Shipping weight. 6 ounces. $1.1963 J 6384

Graphite Potentiometer
Used for regulating plate voltage o f

detector tubes. Resistance can be varied
accurately and evenly. Nearly pure graphite, molded solid. Outside
diameter, 2,31. inches. Inside diameter, 2%6 inches. Cross section size,
%z by % Inch. Resistance, 4000 ohms. Ends copper plated. Shipping
weight, 3 ounces. $1.1063 J 5620

Fixed Grid Condenser
The conductors are stamped from sheet copper

and are insulated with best grade insulating paper.
The entire unit Is enclosed and the terminals are
spaced so as to mount at the back of the panel on
the connecting posts of the grid leak 63 J 5341.

Approximate capacity, .00025 MFD, which is the correct value for
the new tyge detector tubes. Shipping weight, 2 ounces. 150
Si 8t ye

Insulated Grid Condenser for use in grid cir-
cuit of vacuum tube. Approximate capacity. .00025 MFD. 210
Not mounted. Shipping weight. 2 ounces

Socket Adapter for W. D. 11 Tube
Fits into a standard V.T. socket and makes a

convenient method of changing from 6 volt to 1 Ifs
volt tubes. Also permits installation of W.D. if
tubes in sets manufactured to use 6 volt
Bakelite construction. Brass contact pins and
springs. A high grade adapter. Shipping weight.
6 ounces. 59063 J 6441

Receiving Grid Leaks
Different detection and amplification circuits

require grid leaks of different vatues. These cartridge forms of
grid leaks are supplied in resistances to meet the requirements of
all circuits ordinarily used. The resistance values are fixed and
the ratings are accurate. Various resistances can be obtained by
using two or three leaks wired in series or multiple. Shipping weight,
each, 2 ounces.
63 J 6372-Resistance, .5 megohm

34Si J 6374-Resistance, 1:7Tgere,A. 36
6. J 6378 Resistance, 2.5 ntegohms 236

OEM

Tubular Grid and Plate
Condensers

These condensers are cartridge anape and the
same size as the above grid leaks. They can be
mounted. interchangeable, in the grid mountings owing Grid Leak or
listed below. A tubular grid leak and a tubular Condemn Mounted
grid condenser mounted side by side in a double or triple mounting,
permits easy change of grid leak or condenser valve. Shipping weight,
each, 3 ounces.
63 J 6371-Capacity, .0001 MFD Q40
63 J 6373-Capacity, .00025 MFD
63 J 6375-Capacity, .0005 MFD
63 J 6377-Capacity. .001 MFD

Grid Leak Mountings
Consists of two spring clips with

screw connections mounted on a
Bakelite base. Grid leak cartridges
can be readily inserted or removed.
Shipping weight, each, 3 ounces.

13 J 6370-Single mounting
3 J 6363-Double mounting3 J 6365-Triple mounting

Variable Grid Leak
A variable grid leak with six fixed values

varying in half megohm steps from Vs to 3
megohms. Resistance wire mounted on bakelite strip. Each step of
resistance has a wire lead width can be attached to a switch point,
thereby enabling the resistance to be eonveniently varied by means
of a switah lever. Shipping weight, 3 ounces
63 J 6381 690
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Bringing Happiness to "Stay -at -Homes"
GRANDMOTHER, who scarcely has left her chair for years, is going to church twice

every Sunday, to concerts every evening, and yesterday she tuned into a baseball game.
Second childhood? No indeed. She has become a radio fan. Each morning she scans

the paper for the day's program, decides what she wants to attend, and when the hour arrives
her rocking chair becomes a front seat. She is happy and contented for the afternoon -and
she is becoming the best informed member of the family.

Radio opens a new world to people shut in by ill health. Receiving instruments are so
simple anyone can operate them. Those who are denied the big outdoors, are kept in touch
with the outside world by Radio. It holds their interest. makes them forget themselves, and
is the best tonic they possibly could find.

For the blind, radio takes the place of books and newspapers. For the crippled or bedridden,
it is transportation to churches, concerts, lectures, theaters- Radio bridges distance and
weather, bringing pleasures untold to every member of the family.

Variable Condensers
Table Mounting Type with

Glass Case

A high grade variable condenser,
properly designed and very carefully
made. Both stationary and rotary
plates stamped from sheet aluminum.
Accurately machined spacers insure
perfect (-entering of plates. Square
formica sheet ends with engraved scale.
Regulating dial anti pointer. Glass
ease protects mechanism. Shipping
weight, each. 3 pounds. ft") "b A
63.16480 -21 -plate size .p0.4/"Z

'ap:wity, .0005 MED.
63 J 6481 -.1:1-plate size. Capacity. .001 MED 3.98

Variable Condensers
Panel Mounting Type

High grade condensers. perfect in elec.-
trim' and mechanical construction. Can he
mounted on any panel up to y, inch in thick-
ness. Compact, rigid. efficient. Vs inch shaft.
63 J 6486 -43 -plate size. Capacity.
.001 NIFD. Shipping weight. 2 $2.45pounds
63 J 6485 -23 -plate size. Capacity.
.0005 NI ED. Ship. wt., to pounds $1 .95
63 J 6484 -11 -plate size: Capacity.

.00025 NIFD. Shipping weight, 1 pound 51.45
63 J 6488 -5 -plate vernier. Shipping weight. 1 pound 1.2Q
63 J 6483 -3 -plate vernier. Shipping weight, 1 pound 1 .1

Coto Variable Air Condensers
Panel Mounting Type

After looking over the market care-
fully, we do not hesitate itt saying that
these are the finest condensers
to be hati today. Their mechanical
construetion is a step ahead of any
other make, and the design and mate-
rials used are such that the greatest
electrical efficiency is obtained. They
are suitable for use in C. W. transmis-
sion circuits as well as for reception
purposes. Mechanically durable. Solid
cast aluminum bearing support. Bear -
hut wear automatically taken up Will
staN in any position. As many plates
can be removed as necessary if a
smaller rapacity condenser Is desired.

Positive electrical coiniect ions. Y4 in.shaft.Ship.wt..each.:2113s.$3.67
61 J 6489 -15 -plate size. Capacity, .0005 MED
6 J 6490 -23 -plate size. Capacity. .0007 NI ED 4.08
63 J 6491 -33 -plate size. Capacity. .001 NI ED 4.93

Crosley Variable
Condenser

This condenser works on an en-
tirely new principle. Has two plates
which are binged and are opened
and closed like a book by means
of a special cam ar rata:einem.
The plates are surfaced with copper.
Gne copper sheet is covered with
mica so that when the two plates
are clamped Lightly together. max-
i intim capacity Is obtained. Rated at
.0005 MED.. but Math.1111111 capacity
will average .0008 NI PI/. Excellent
for receiving circuits and will with-

stand 1000 volts. making t suitable for ( .\V. transmission. I.:sped:WY
adapted to panel mounting. Shipping weight, 1 /2 pounds. $1.1463 J 6510

Knocked Down Variable Condensers
A complete set of parts, furnished unassembled. Can be readily put

together, and when assembled make a first class variable condenser.
Intended for panel mounting. Same high quality as above condensers.
Y.L inch shaft. Shipping weight, each, 1%2 pounds.
63 J 5162- 3 -plate size. Otpacity, .00005 $ 89
63 J 5184. -11 -plate size. Capacity, .001)25 .NI ED_ ... 1 .15
64 J 5185 -21 -plate size. Capacity. .0005 NIEL)... I .58
63 J 5 183 -41 -plate size. Capacity. .001 1 .95

Precision Type Variable
Condensers

These are among the best made variable
eondensers. CiVIIIIille aluntIntun alloy
plates, perfectly flat. The stationary plates
are set itt polished nickel finish milled
posts, insuring an accuracy unattainable
by any other construction. Ileavy bakelite
end plates. finely finished. For panel
mounting; 1/4 -inch shaft. shipping weights:
2.h. 2 and 1 lh pounds.
63 J 6387 -43 -plate size.
Capacity, .001 NIED $3.38

63 J 6388 -21 -plate size. Capacity..0005 NI ED S 3 . S
63 J 6389--11-plate sine. CapaCit.r..00025 MED 2.78

Balanced Type Variable
Condensers

Condensers constructed with half the Plates
placed apposite the other half so the rotating
plates are exactly balanced. insuring their stay-
ing in any position, Highest grade materials.
Bakelite end. plates. Aluminum alloy plates.
Heavy Vs -inch shaft. Convenient for panel or
table mounting. Shipping weights: 3 and 2
pounds.
63J 6391 -Capacity. .01)1 NIED $395
63 J 6392 -Capacity. .0005 MED

Straightline Type Variable
Condensers

The special feature of these condensers
is the straightlitie characteristic. Because
of this feat tire, each degree of graduation On
it dial indicates an equal variation in wine -
length tuning. This enables easy select ism of
stations of different wavelength when Puce
the values of your set. are known. Made lif
finest materials. Bakelite end pieces. Alum-
inum alloy plates. Shipping weight, 3 lbs.
13 J 6393 -Ca paci t y. .0(11 :twitI)

J 6394 -capacity, .11005 MED
3 J 6395 -Capacity. .00023 NIED

Vernier Type Variable
Condensers

These condense I'S are one of the greatest
Improvements in radio equipment itt many
months. They combine the ad, antage of
a strong, well made variable condenser
anti the tine tuning of the single plate ver-
nier. 'Yhe illustration shows clearly how
this is accomplished. For tuning in en her
tc!ephnne or C W. signals this arrange-
ment is ideal, The station may be roughly
tuned with the large knob and maximum
signal strength obtained with nee
meats of the small knob. The workman-
ship is excellent. Either knob may be
inured without disturbing the adjusment
of the other. You owe it to yourself and y4.114. Set it) use muse con-
densers throughout. Plates are of heavy. hard aluminum and will
not warp. End plates of bakelite Spacers between plates are ac-
curately machined. Each condenser is equipped with an attractive
knob and dial, engraved with 180 degree scale tilled with white ena-
mel: vernier plate is controlled by cunt enient knob. projecting through
center of large dial. Shipping weights: 3, 4 and 5 pounds. $2.9563 J 6111 -capacil., 12 plate .00025 NIFD

3J 6112 -Capacity. 22 plate .0005 NI ED 34063 J 6113 -Capacity, 42 plate .001 MED 4.10
Advertised Brands Variable Condensers

63 J 5175 -Murdock No. 307. Polished black composition top
and bottom plates with transpa rent enclosing cylinder. 22 stn Iona ry
plates and 21 movable plates. Capacity, .001 MED. Diameter. 314
inches. Length. 31/4 inches. Binding posts and pointer nickel plated:
180 degree engraved scale imbedded in panel. Shipping
weight. 2 pounds $4.20
63 J 51 77 -Murdock No. 3fift. Same as above. except has 12 sta-
tionary plates anti 11 rotary plates. Capacity. .0005 MID. Shipping
weight. I lh pounds $3.78

2.98

Chelsea Variable Air Condenser -Panel Mounting Style
These variable air condensers embody the same high 'grade fea-

tures as those listed above. They are suitable for mounting on any
panel up to Inch thick. They are fitted with a counterweight wl ieh
Is placed on the rotating shaft and exactly balances the rotating Plates.
so the condenser will stay set at any point It is placed. Complete with
dials. Shipping weights: 2 anti 3 pounds. $3.7863 J 6497 -Capacity. .00011 MED
63 J 6498 -Capacity. .0011 MED 4.22
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Molded Bakelite Variometer
The finest grade variometer.

Careful. accurate workmanship.
Scientifically designed for highest
efficiency. Rotor and stator forms
are of reddish brown color molded
bakelite, highly polished. Windings

`7 Impregnated and securely held in
place. Suitable for table or panel
mounting. Binding post connec-
tions. Wavelength range, 180 to
650 meters; 1/4 -inch shaft. Ship-
ping weight, 4 pounds. $5.85
63 J 6305

Molded Bakelite
Variocoupler

Designed to match the above variom-
eter in appearance and quality. Rotor
t(i.grrd s stator forms

ed by kelite. highly polished.
1,0 Suitable for table or panel mounting.

range..to14618t0.ps6,p0ontenerirrs
n

each. eight of six turns each. Shipping
weight, 4 pounds.
63 J 6306 $5.85

Molded Variometer
The stator and rotor forms of

this variometer are molded of a
special composition which can not
warp or shrink and will retain its
shape indefinitely. The windings
are molded into the stator form
and wound upon the rotor form in
such a way that they can not come
loose. Because of the materials
used, this variometer produces
maximum inductance with mini-

mum distributed capacity. A very important point in the design is
the clearance spacing between the rotor and stator. Many careful
experiments were conducted to deter mine the correct spacing, with the
result that the spacing used gives greatest possible efficiency. A very
handsome appearing instrument in polished black finish. Binding
post connection. Wavelength range. 150 to 600 meters: 41/4 inches
square by 15 Inches thick. 1/4 -Inch shaft. Shipping weight,
4 pounds. $4.4563 J 6310
63 J 6314-Panel mounting brackets. Ship. wt., 6 oz. Pair .35
63 J 6721 -25-Inchzdiameter dial with knob. N -inch shaft. Ship-

ping weight, 6 Ounces 690
63 J 6731 -35 -inch diameter dial with knob. Shipping weight,

6 ounces 89e

Molded Variocoupler
The rotor and stator forms of

these variocouplers are of molded
composition. A very high grade
article, perfect in design and con-
struction. Secondary is wound on
the rotating element. Primary is
wound on the stator and has live
taps which may be connected to
switch points and the Inductance
varied by means of an inductance
switch. Windings are especially

designed for short wave work from 150 to 600 meters. Brackets
are provided, which makes it easy to fasten coupler to base or panel.
Primary tapped fur close tuning. 4 -inch shaft. Shipping
weight, 3 pounds. $4.4563 J 6311 .
63 J 6725-Molded dial and knob with 90° scale 1/4 -inch shaft hole
to fit coupler shafts. Shipping weight, 6 ounces 69e

/_" - -_ _ - Our Special Wood
Variometer

This is one of the Finest looking
'...'' l_II In quality to any wood variometer

and best made varlometei S. Equal

'7 .. . {.-> 1' made. The rotor anti stator forms
are =deo( solid genuine mahogany.

 I, finely finished and shellacked. Will
----j not warp nor shrink. Designed for

low dielectric losses and maxinitim
range of inductance. Pbsitive con-
tacts eliminate possibility of scrap-
ing or frying due to poor connec-
tions. Rotor wire has green silk
covering: 1/4 -inch shalt. Wavelength

63range. 6307180to 650 meters. Shipping weight. 3 Pounds. $3.10J

Our Special Variocoupler
Designed especially to match our

special variometer. Fine looking.
Very best quality. Stator tube and
rotor ball molded bakellie. Both
wound with green silk covered wire.
Polished molded bakelite base for
table mounting. Also arranged for
panel mounting. Tapped .primary
for fine tuning. Positive contacts.
Wavelength range. 180 to 650
meters: Vs -inch shaft. Shipping
weight. 21/4 pounds $3.1063 J 6308

Does the Man in the Moon
Talk to Your Little Folks? Lai

-21

NCE upon a time there was a giant-" a4
"0-o-o",-says Little Brother, and he curls 14
up in your lap and forgets to wriggle as he

listens to a wondrous fairy tale. For the Man in
the Moon is telling Little Brother his bedtime
story-by radio.

In millions of homes, when supper is over and the lamps
are lit, Little Brothers and Sisters are coaxed into their
nighties by the same wondrous story that Little Brother
hears. The Little Brother at Your House becomes one
of these many happy little listeners when you own a radio
outfit.

Almost every broadcasting station sends out, as the
children's share of the evening's program, bedtime stories
which are carefully chosen and charmingly told by people
who know and understand children. Little folks from coast
to coast have learned to love and look forward to this radio
story hour.

Minril-MTEMITEURETREAri
180° Variocoupler

This style coupler is preferred
by many because of its high ern-
cieney: Rotor and suitor tubes are
of genuine natural finish formica.
Windings are impregnated to pro-
duce lowest distributed capacity.
The soldered cable connections elim-
inate scraping contacts. For panel
or table mounting; 1/4 -inch shaft.
Wavelength range, 175 to 600
meters. Tapped primary for fine
tuning. Shipping weight, 25
hounds.
63 J 6309 $3.25

Wood Form Variometer
We oiler this variometer at a

very attractive price. While not
equal to our special variometer in
appearance. it will very near's
equal It or any other variometer in
radio results. Wood forms of kiln
dried wood. Rotor windings
Properly 'slculated for best results
Positive cable contacts. Binding
post connections. Wavelength
range. 180 to 600 meters: 1/4 -inch
shaft. Ship. wt., 3 pounds. $1.95
63 J 5641

Wonder Variocoupler
This in one of the best values we

know ot. Especially designed to
work with above variometer. A well
made, efficiently designed instru-
ment. Gives best of results: 180°
coupling. Primary lapped for One
tuning. For table or panel mounting.
Wavelength range, 180 to 550 meters.
IA -Inch shaft. Shipping weight. 2

pounds. $1.7563 J 6313

Variometer Parts
Consists of a complete set of

parts for, making a first class
arionager. Set consists of
two stator forms, one rotor,
and t lie necessary metal shafts,
bearings and screws to com-
plete the instrument. No wire
is included, so that you can
arrange tile windings to suit
your Oval ideas. A wooden form
for the stator windings is in -
chided. ('oils are first wound on
form and then slipped into the
stator. Wood parts made of
genuine solid mahogany. Ship.
weight, 15 pounds $1.35
63 J 6322 f.3 -Pti

Variocoupler Parts
Includes all necessary parts ex-

cept wire, to make a high grade
varlocounler. Secondary is wound
on the wooden rotor, primary is
wound on an insulating tube and can
be tapped at any point. Brass
shafts, hearings and connecting
screws finished ready to assemble.
No wire included. Shipping weight,

63
I p our&325 $1.13J 6
63 J 6326-Rotor ball only.
Shipping weight, 6 ounces..  .304
63 J 6327-Stator tube only.
Shipping weight, 6 ounces.... 380
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Simple Receiving
Circuit Diagram

A-Aerial
p T-qE-ruonuenird

V-Variable Condenser
C-Fixed Condenser
D-Detector
P-Receivers

E
The above diagram shows a simple receiving circuit, using a loose

coupler and detector. This circuit has been used for many years and
produees very satisfactory results with the instruments shown on
this page. Amateur stations, radio broadcasting, regular commercial
messages, long distance commercial messages, time signals, etc.. are
all easily tuned in. The range of such a set is not as great as the range
of a vacuum tube receiving set, nor are the signals as loud. It is
impossible to state exactly how far such a set will receive. as the range
will depend upon atmospheric conditions. However, many amateurs
are daily copying stations a hundred miles distant and It Is not un-
usual to copy code stations 400 or 500 miles away. Satisfactory
results on radiophone broadcasting with these types of Instruments
are limited to distances of 10 to 25 miles, except under favorable
conditions when the range may be somewhat increased.

Improved $ 1 750
Model

Navy Type
Receiving Transformer

A very selective instrument for the more advanced stations. Pri-
mary Inductance Is controlled In steps by units and tens switches.
Secondary has 12 -point control. Perfect workmanship on switches
and points makes a very smooth acting switch. Has wave range up to
4000 meters and is very effective on short wave lengths, 200 to 600
meters. Formica panels. All connections plainly marked. Metal
parts of brass, polished nickel finish. Single silk covered windings.
Mahogany finished woodwork. Base is 18 Inches long. 6% inches
wide. Shipping weight, 25 pounds. $17.50563 J 600

0// INIIINNIIINIiN Il'll!li
oimaINIONIll

A Big Value at

$595

Improved Model Receiving Transformer
An efficient. high grade long wave tuner. Has same winding as

our Navy type. Will receive all government time stations such as
Arlington and Key West. Works up to 4000 meters. Very effective
on short waves. 200 to 600 meters. Primary controlled by slider.
Secondary inductance varied by a 10 -point switch mounted on
formica panel, silk covered wire windings. Brass metal parts pol-
ished and lacquered. Mahogany finished woodwork. Base is 18

563
inches long. 6 inches wide. Shipping weight, 14 pounds. $5.95J 601

Junior Loose Coupler

$495

This Coupler is specially designed to work on wave lengths from
180 to 600 meters. It is a very efficient tuner and can be used to
receive either code or radiophone signals. Although low in price, it
is of high grade construction and finish throughout. Rubbed mahog-
any finish woodwork. Brass parts polished and lacquered. Base
size, 12 by 3.,4 inches. Shipping weight, 6 pounds. $4.95563 J 5103

Diagram Showing Receiving
Instruments Connected

The above diagram is a graphic representation of the circuit shown
in the diagram to the left and shows the instruments actually con-
nected in the ciroult. This circuit has been extensively tried out under
varying conditions and has given good results. It must be under-
stood. however, that there are many other ways of connecting up
receiving instruments that give equally good results. The instruction
books listed on Page 45 give complete information covering various
types of circuits and results to be obtained under varying conditions.

Two -Slide Radio
Tuning Coil

Machine spaced enameled
copper wire windings on non-
shrinkable tube. Windings
cannot come loose. Control
Is by means of two smooth
working sliders. Mahogany
finished endpleces. Range
tip to 1000 meters on average antenna.
ping weight, 4 pounds.
63 J 5104

PM/Or

I.

IP4lio111111

a aim.."
14: i1144,,t,1tV,0;,;qN;iiii 11*,'(i'l''1''''1'14,1)1.k

Length, 8% inches. S p-
$2.65

Beginner's Tuning Coil
For the beginner, this is a good

working, low priced Coil. It will
tune In amateur, broadcasting and
commercial stations. Eight inches
long. Wood ends, mahogany stained.
Enameled wire. Two brass slider
rods with sliders. Shipping weight,

643 J 5
pounds.106 $1.78

Wound Coils
With these Coils you can build

Eour own tuner or loose coupler.
namel wire wound on fiber tubes.

2 pounds. K2
63 J 52 -6 by 3 inches 0-1

63 J s2 -8 by 3 inches 760
63 J 52 -8 by 314 inches 88*

Cardboard Tubes
These Tubes are used for making

tuning coils, loading coils, etc. They
are made of specially prepared wood
pulp and are treated so that they will
hold their shape permanently. Easily rut to any length desired.
Sizes given are outside measurements. Shipping weight, 1 pound.
63 J 6515-Diameter. 3 Inches. Per one -foot piece 180
63 piece... 21CJ 65 6-Diameter, 314 inches. Per one -foot pie
63 J 65 7-Diameter, 4 inches. Per one -foot piece 23t

Slider Rods
Used for building up tuning coils. blade of solid brass, smooth,

polished finish. Holes drilled In end. Rods are lie Inch square.
Shipping weight of

Inches
rods,l 6 ounces.

inches loonn::
long. 2 rods for

6 J 6 77-12 inchesnees
rodsode

for

Slide Contacter
Slider for Me -inch rod. Stiff spring insures posi-

tive contact when slide Is moved either forward or
backward. Shipping weight.. 3 ounces.

63 J 6532-Two for 180

Wood
Parts for

Loose
Coupler
Complete

set of wood
parts for loose
Coupler. Of
best naturalfinish hard
wood. Base
size, 6 by I8 Inches. Made to take 3% inch (inside measurement)
primary tube and 314 inch (inside measurement) secondary. Shipping
weight. complete set, 6 pounds. 59063 J 6585-Complete set, not assembled.
63 J 6586-Set of two round brass slide rods for secondary to
slide upon. threaded on ends and fitted with nuts. Shipping weight.
per set ooff two, 4 pounds. 370Per63

J 6589-Tubes for coupler. Shipping weight, per set of two.
1 pound. Per set of 2 44*

6c1
1 8c
20c
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Leading Radio Broad-
casting Stations

THE central points from which radio telephone or telegraph
messages are sent out are called Broadcasting Stations. The
accompanying map shows the principal large broadcasting

stations in operation today. There are hundreds of other smaller
ones, some of them sending out very fine programs. Additional
stations are being built constantly, so that within a few months the
country will be intensively covered by high powered stations.

Radio messages, like waves on a still pond of water when a stone is
dropped into it, travel outward from the broadcasting station
in circles, diminishing in strength the farther out they go. Thus,
within a radius of 50 miles of a station the radio waves are very
strong, and you need only a simple receiving set to hear them plainly.
But tilt: farther you live from a broadcasting station, the weaker are
the waves, and the more efficient must be your receiver to get them
clearly. Beyond a radius of 200 miles only the more sensitive sets
ordinarily will pick up messages.

Before ordering your outfit, consult
this map. Figure out how far you are
from a broadcasting station and select
an outfit sensitive enough to hear it.
Of course not every broadcasting station
is listed here; new ones are being
erected daily, and only the leading ones
have been included. However, you will
have no difficulty in finding out whether
there is one nearer to your home and how
sensitive an instrument you will need.

In the description of the radio instru-
ments in this book we have tried to tell
you how far they could be expected to
pick up messages. But you must bear
in mind that radio is very greatly affect-
ed by atmospheric conditions, and any
instrument you buy will work better at

Waved
Radio messages are sent out on differ-

ent wavelengths. If a broadcasting
station is sending out messages on a
wavelength of 360 meters, in order to
hear the message, your receiving set
must he tuned to pick up 360 -meter
wavelengths. If it is tuned to a longer
or shorter wavelength, you will be unable
to hear your broadcasting station dis-
tinctly, if at all.

In order to avoid confusion and to
keep the air clear from commercial or
official messages, the United States
government has reserved certain wave-
lengths for certain uses.

Call
City Letters

East Pittsburg. Pa KI/KA
Salt Lake City. Utah KDYI.
San Diego. Calif hin NI
Portland, Oregon KI/1(1
Great Falls. Mont Kl)YS
Kalamath Falls. Ore KI/YU
Phoenix. Arizona KDYW
Denver, Colo. KIWY
Tucson. Arizona KDZA
Aberdeen. Wash. KNT
State College. N. M KOB
Los Angeles, Calif KOG
Reno, Nevada KOJ
San Francisco, Calif KPO
St. Louis, Mo KSI)
Seattle, Wash. KTW
Chicago. Ill KYW
New Orleans, La WAAB
St. Paul, Minn WAAH
Wichita, Kansas NVAAP
Greenwich, Conn WAAQ
Omaha, Neb NVAAW
El Dorado Kansas WAH
Minneapolis, Minn WBAH
Paterson, N. J WBAN
Decatur, Ill. WBAO
Fort Worth, Texas WRAP
Hamilton, Ohio WBAU
Columbus, Ohio WBAV
New York Cify. N. Y WRAY
Richmond. Vu NVISAZ
Anthony, Kansas WBI.
Chicago, Ill WBU
Springfield, Mass. WBZ

some times than others. Radio mes-
sages always travel better at night than
in the daytime, and they are heard
farther and more clearly on a clear,
crisp winter day than on a hot summer
day. Then, too, local conditions have a
marked effect. Some places are in a
"shadow" or "pocket" for some sta-
tions, while they may be heard plainly
from others. For example, it is usually
difficult to send messages between
Milwaukee and Chicago, while under
the same conditions either of these
stations can communicate with Detroit
or Pittsburgh. The power of the trans-
mitting or broadcasting station must be
considered also, as some stations can
send messages farther than others.

engths
Amateur operators may send on 150

to 200 -meter wavelengths; broadcasting
stations usually send music or enter-
tainment on 360 -meter wavelengths,
while, market reports are generally sent
out on 485 -meter wavelengths.

Although amateurs are not allowed
to transmit messages on wavelengths
longer than 200 meters, they may listen
in on any wavelength which their in-
strument is adjusted to receive.

The following list gives the leading
broadcasting stations and their call
letters.

Call
OW Letters

1 nnance. t lido WCAQ
Rapid City, S. I) Wt 'AT
Quincy. Ill. WCA W
Detroit, 'Mich WCX
Tampa. Fla.. NV DA K
Kansas City. klii w DA F
Jacksonville. Fla.. W DAL
Chicago. Ill..... W DAP
Worcester, Mass... .. , w DAT
New York City. N. Y WDT
Roselle Park, N. J W DV
Atwood. Iiansgs . W EA 1.)
St. Louis. Mo. WEB
Montgomery. Ala. \VCR
Medford Hillside. Mass WC I
Chicago, Ill WNIAQ
Buffalo. N. 1 .. MIR
Schenectady. N. 1' WGY
Madison, Wis. wilA
Kansas City, Mo W LIB
Rochester. N. Y WHQ
Newark. N. J W.IZ
Indianapolis. Ind WLK
Cincinnati. Ohio W LW
Auburn, Me.. WMI3
Davenport. Iowa WOC
Indianapolis. Ind. WOH
Philadelphia, Pa WOO
Newark, N. J WOR
Jefferson City. Mn. WOS
Memphis. Tenn. WPO
Atlanta. Ga. WSB
Paris, -Texas WTK
Detroit, Mich. WWJ
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The Radio Outfit
An Investment

O
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"Wheat steady; corn down three; sharp
break in hogs late today -don't ship." Dad
drops the radio receiver with a bang, rushes to
the door and shouts "Hi. Ed. don't load those
hogs-we're going to hold 'eat!" "Well," says
he with a grin as he again takes up the re-
ceiver, "that information saved me about
five times the cost of this radio outfit."

1)ntl has been listening to the daily market
report on farm produce, broadcasted free by
the State Agricultural College.

Many progressive State Universities are send-
ing out this information by radio to farmers.
We:oher, crop and market reports-facts that
arc daily vital to the success of the farmers.
should be the means of saving them thousands
of dollars in a single season.

Your State University probably is sending out
these reports. If you are not "listening in" on your
radiophone, getting this information when it will
be of the greatest benefit to you, you are letting
dollars slip through your fingers. The original
cost of your radio outfit may be more than saved
in a day.
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It is Estimated
There are Over 300

Broadcasting
Stations in the
United States

* Stars Indicate Long.
Range Broadcasting
Stations,

Dots Indicate Stations
of Lower Power.

The Antenna or Aerial
The antenna or aerial is that part of the radio apparatus which collects

the radio waves from the air. These waves are conducted to the receiving
instrument through a wire called the "lead-in."

\single Wire Antenna Three Wire Antenna

'-zorne of the best results in receiv-
ing are obtained with a single wire
an enna 75 to 125 feet long.

This type antenna will receive
hest when .pointed toward the
station from which the 'signals or
speech desired is being sent out.

If limited space will not permit you
to put up an antenna of 75 feet or more,
construct your antenna with two or
more wires strung parallel and spaced
not less than two feet apart. A wooden
stick can be used to separate the wire.

When properly constructed, the receiving antenna may be used also for trans-
mitting messages. For this purpose an antenna consisting of from three to five
wires from 60 to 85 feet long, is the most suitable. The antenna always should
be clear of all objects and above them if possibre. It should also he well in-
sulated from its support.q.

Indoor Antenna
An outdoor antenna is not abso-

lutely necessary. A four or five
wire antenna, from 35 to 50 feet long,
strung inside the house often gives
very good results. A compact type
of aerial, known as the "loop
antenna," has been very successful
when used with the more sensitive
instruments.

Any of the aerial wire we list
(see Page 34) is satisfactory, but
the seven strand cable, 63J 5150,
is the best..

Broadcasting stations already have
been perfected to the stage where the
programs they send out are received In
a very realistic way. Much scientific
research work Is now being done to
further perfect these stations and. In a
comparatively short thne, the quality of
the programs sent out will be very near
to perfection. Your present radio set
will reproduce these perfectly trans-
mitted programs Just as they are sent
out.. The improvement will be in the
trinsmission, not in reeeption. as the
receiving apparatus made today will re-
produce perfectly any radio program.
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Armstrong Super -Regenerative Circuits
The Armstrong Super -Regenerative

Cireult on which a patent was recently
issued to Major Armstrong, marks
another step in the progress of radio.
This circuit, while it has not yet been
commercially applied, provides a sub-
ject for much interesting experiment by
the radio enthusiast. It opens up a
field of reception quite new in its scope.

With this circuit it is possible to have
a set entirely inside of a building, using
a loop for the antenna, and receive
stations as far distant as 100 miles or
more with great volume of sound.
Compared to the older circuits the
volume of sound obtainable is astoun l-
ing, as it is possible with the adaPtion
of the circuit shown in Figure 1 to am-
plify radio signals from 100.000 to
1,000,000 times. Also it is possible to
tune so sharply that interfering stations
can be tuned out easily. The circuit
responds poorly to spark signals such
as are used in the usual commercial
radio stations, with the result that a set
using this circuit can be set up much
nearer a commercial station and be
almost free from interference from that
station.

This circuit is particularly effective
on short waves making ft especially
desirable for receiving the broadcasted
musical programs, news items, stock
and market reports.

A technical description of this circuit
is too lengthy and complicated to give
on this page. However, on the opposite
page is listed a pamphlet which contains
a complete description and gives com-
plete information regarding the neces-
sary apparatus and methods of hand-
ling.

The apparatus and material used are
the same as have been in use in radio
for some time and all the necessary
articles will be found listed in this
catalogue.

We might say, that the installation
and operation of this circuit is rather
complicated, but many persons with but
limited technical knowledge have built
sets that operate very suceessfull>.

1. Loop. 2. Coupler Sec-
ondary used as tickler.

3. Coupler Primary.
4, 5. 6. 5 -watt Power Tube.
7. 1250 -turn Honeycomb coil.
8. 400 -turn Honeycomb toil.

1. Loop, 12 turns No. 20 wire
spaced ti in. on 3 ft. square.

2. Secondary of coupler used
as tickler.

3. Primary of coupler.
4. Variometer.

1. Connection to Loop. 7. "B" Battery.
2. Tickler -Secondary of Coupler. 8. 1250 -turn Honeycomb Coil.
3. Coupler Primary. CI .001 m d. Variable Condenser.
4. 5 -watt Tube. C2 .0005 mfd.Variable Condenser.
5. "C" Battery. C3 .001 m d. Variable Condenser.
6. "A" Battery. C4 .001 mfd. Variable Condenser.

Honeycomb
Coils

9. 1500 -turn Honeycomb Coil.
10. Audio Freq. Amp. Trans.
Cl. .001 mfd. Var. Condenser.
C2. .001 mfd. Var. Condenser.

5. 6, 5 -watt power tubes.
7. "C" Battery.
8. "A" Battery.
9. "B" Battery.

10. "C" Battery.
11. 1500 turn Honeycomb Coil

1. Loop 12 turns No.20 wire
spaced 14 In. on 3 ft.
square.

2. Tickler -Secondary of
Variocoupier

3. Primary of Varitiebillger.
4. 5 -watt Tube.
5. "C" Battery.
6. "A" Battery.
7. "B" Battery.

RI, R2, R3. 6 Rheostats.
C4. .0025 mfd. fixed condenser.
R4. R.5 12000 -ohm non -induc-

tive resistances.
R6. 100 millihen Choke Coll.
52. "C" Battery.

Cl .001 mid Var Condenser.
C2 .001 mid. Var Condenser.
C3 .0005 mfd. Fixed Con-

denser.
R.1 -R2 Rheostats.
R3 300 -ohm Potentiometer.

8. 1250 -turn Honeycomb Coils.
Cl .001 mfd. Var Condenser.
C2 .001 mfd. Var Condenser.
C3 .001 mid. Var Condenser
C4 .0005 mfd. Var Condenser.
RI Rheostat
R2.R3 12000 -ohm non induc-

tive resistance.
R4 100 millihenries Choke Coil.

These Two Illustrations Show
Honeycomb Coil in Radio Circuits

These two diagrams show Honeycomb Coils
used in regenerative circuits. The diagram to
the right shows the coils used in an audion de-
ector circuit and shows the schematic wiring.
The diagram to the left shows regenerative
audion detector circuit with one stage of audio
requency amplioatlon added and the different
tages of the way audio frequency can be added.

Learn more about Radio. Reed good
books on this fascinating subject. See
Page 45 for titles and descriptions of
the most authoritative Radio Books.
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Build Your Own Radio Set
From These Blueprints

BUILD your own Radio Set and you will get a
clearer understanding of this wonderful new in-
vention. Think of being able to make, all by

yourself, an outfit, that will enable you to listen to lec-
tures, music, opera, concerts -perhaps hundreds of miles
away.

The blueprints and instructions offered will show
you how to build your own set. They have been care-
fully planned and drawn up so that when you have fin-
ished building you will have a Radio Set of the latest

design which works as well as the best commercial
outfit. And, too, you will have the added sat-
isfaction of knowing that you made it yourself.

Blueprints of Receiving Sets
These blueprints show in detail how to construct various types

of receiving instruments. They give exact. complete construction
detail, of each part required and wicing diagram of connections.

How to Make 150 to 25,000 Meter Armstrong
Regenerative Tuner

Designed for the experimenter who desires to cover the entire range
of wavelengths now used by all classes of stations, and still secure
maximum efficiency over the entire waveleneth range. This uniform
efficiency is obtained by using a specially designed switch which per-
mits the proper adjustment of the capacity inductance ratio for max-
imum grid voltage, and eliminates losses in unused portions of the
inductances. Regeneration is provided inductively on the lower wave-
lengths and conductively on the longer wavelengths. Shipping weight.
per set, 3 pounds. $1.8063 J 6330 -Per set of 3 blueprints

How to Make 160 to 1,000 Meter Armstrong Improved
Regenerative Tuner,Using Variable Condensers

Designed for amateur relay stations, being especially efficient on
wavelengths from 160 to 400 meters. and giving approximately a re-
generative amplification of 100 through the entire wavelength range.
Receiver is free from body capacity effects even when receiving C. W.
signals. Replaces the two-variometer timers. Shipping weight,
per set, 4 pounds. $2.406332 -Per set of 4 blueprints

How to Make 150 to 3,000 Meter Armstrong Single
Circuit Regenerative Tuner

This deafen has three distinct advantages over any single circuit
receiver now made. First: The ratio of inductance to capacity is
variable and can be adjusted for maximum results. Second: Vario-
meters which arc inefficient at their lower wavelength ranges are
eliminated. Third: Combined inductive regeneration and tuned
plate circuit is employed for maximum regenerative amplification.
Shipping weight, per set, 2 pounds. $1.2063 J 6334 -Per sett of blueprinte

How to Make Detector and Three -Stage Audio
Frequency Amplifier

Designed especially for use with the 160 to 850 and 150 to 3,000
meter Armstrong regenerative receivers, and having all latest advan-
tageous features. Provision Is made to use a soft tube potentiometer
"B" battery adjustment, plate tuning circuit, filament ammeter; anti
the changes from one stage to any of the other stages is effected
through a single switch, this switch also automatically controlling
the filament circuits. The new Radio Corporation Amplifying Trans-
formers are used, and insure maximum results. Shipping weight,
per set, 4 pounds. $2.4063 J 6337 -Per set of 4 blueprints

How to Make 160 to 850 Meter Armstrong
Super-Autodyne Receiver

This receiver, the very latest development in short wave reception.
is used extensively by commercial radio stations to handle ship traffic.
Used in connection with a small indoor loop antenna, it is possible to
eliminate at least one-half of the total interference through the directive
qualities of the loop. An additional advantage when using loop antenna
is that maximum received energy is obtained from the desired station
because of the directive feature of the loops. With this circuit it is pos-
sible to use resistance coupled amplification for short wave reception.
and finally two stages of audio frequency amplification.

In laboratory tests, small powered 200 meter C. W. stations 500 to
1,000 miles away have been heard, not only loud enough to read, but
readable five to ten feet from the phones. On 600 meters it is not
unusual to hear a 2 K. W. ship station 1,500 to 2,000 miles distant.
Shipping weight, per set, 4 pounds. $2.4063 J 6336 -Per set of 4 blueprints.

How to Make Detector and Two -Stage Amplifier for
Tuner 63 J 6336

The mechanical arrangement of this instrument is symmetrical to
the above receiver and the electrical constants selected for best mutual
relations. Change from detector to either step of amplification is
obtained through plug and jacks. Provision is made to use a "soft"
gaseous detector tube, but only using one "A" and one "B" battery,
and the "B" potential applied to the detector tube is variable. Ship-
ping weight, per set. a pounds. $1.8063 J 6338 -Per set of 3 blueprints

Twenty Radiophone Diagrams
A selection of diagrams and hook-ups which will help you to make

up wireless telephone outfits from simplest detector circuit to the
mcg5t, modern regenerative and amplifying set. Consist of twenty
blueprint diagrams. 8j4 by 1114 inches, and one 4 -page direction
pamphlet containing illustrated Symbol Key Chart directions of
How to Read Diagrams. How to Follow Circuit, etc., and explanation
of each diagram.

1 -Single Slide Tuning Coll
with Crystal Detector.

2 -Double Slide Tuning Coll
with Crystal Detector.

3 -Loose Coupler with Crystal
1)eteetor.

4 -Regenerative Set, using 2 -
elide Tuner.

5 -Plain Audion Detector Cir-
cuit.

6 -Feed -back Circuit with a
Loose Coupler.

7 -Armstrong Feed -back Circuit.
8 -Standard Short Wave Re-

generative Set.
9 -Honeycomb Coil Receiver for

all wavelengths.
10 -Short wave Regenerative Set.

with 2 -step Amplifier.
Shipping weight. 2 pounds.
63 J diagrams

11 -Combination Cirouit for Long
and Short Waves.

12 -Detector and 2 -stage Am-
plifier with automatic Fil-
ament Control Jacks.

13 -Single Circuit Regenerative
Tuner.

14 -Circuit for elimination of
Induction from power lines.

15 -Loop Aerial Receiver.
16 -Radio and Audion frequency

amplifier.
17-Cireult of a C. W. Trans-

mitter for low power.
18 -5 -watt Radiophone Trams -

miner.
19 -10 -watt Phone and C. W.

Tranarn liter.
20 -High Power C. W. Trans-

mitter,
440

Blueprints Showing How to Assemble Armstrong
Super -Regenerative Receiver

The Armstrong super -regenerative circuit produces some very
exceptional receiving results. The particular circuit selected for these
blueprints is the three -tube type, which has proven one of the most
satisfactory. Wiring diagram, panel and interior arrangement are
shown clearly. In addition, complete data on construction of loop
aerial and coupler are given. A detailed list of materials and hints on
operation and construction are included. Shipping weight, per set, 2
pounds. $2.4063 J 6345 -Per set of 4 blueprints

Blueprints Showing How to Assemble 100 to 3,000
Meter Loop Antenna

Gives data and specification for construction of loop antenna to
receive on wavelengths of 100 to 3,000 meters. Shipping weight,
2 pounds. 0063 J 6346

Blueprints Showing How to Assemble 1,000 to 25,000
Meter Loop Antenna

Gives data and specifications for construction of loop antenna to
receive on wavelengths of 1,000 to 25,000 meters. Shipping weight,
2 pounds. 60063 J 6347

How to Make a Regenerative Tuner
Complete instructions with drawings on how to make a regenerative

tuner with a range up to 800 meters. The type of tuner described
has a .001 h1FD variable condenser, a tapped inductance and a tickler
coil. This type of set, because of simplicity of operation and good
reception, is becoming very popular. Easy to build. All parts used
are listed in this catalogue. Shipping weight, 4 ounces. 44063 J 634063 J 6342 -Primary inductance tube for use with above set.
Size. 43i inches diameter by 514 inches long. Ship. wt., 2 pounds.356
63 J 6 34 3 -Tickler tube. Size, 3 inches diameter, 238 inches long.
Shipping weight. 2 pounds 300
63 J 6344 -No. 23 green single silk covered wire for above set.
Four ounces for 600
63 J 6335 -Brass bearings, with nuts to mount rotor shaft on
inductance tube. Shipping weight, 1 ounce. Per pair 180

How to Make Detector and Amplifier Units
Complete instructions with drawings These unite are very similar

in design to the units listed on Page 15. They are arranged so that
they can he wired together to make a detector and two or three -
stage amplifier. All materials required are listed in this catalogue.
Shipping weight. 4 ounces.
63 J 6341
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Build Your Own Radio Set
From These Blueprints

BUILD your own Radio Set and you will get a
clearer understanding of this wonderful new in-
vention. Think of being able to make, all by

yourself, an outfit, that will enable you to listen to lec-
tures, music, opera, concerts-perhaps hundreds of miles
away.

The blueprints and instructions offered will show
you how to build your own set. They have been care-
fully planned and drawn up so that when you have fin-
ished building you will have a Radio Set of the latest

design which works as well as the best commercial
' outfit. And, too, you will have the added sat -

t,1 isfaction of knowing that you made it yourself.

Blueprints of Receiving Sets
These blueprints show in detail how to construct various types

of receiving instruments. They give exert. complete construction
detail, of each part required and wiring diagram of connections.

How to Make 150 to 25,000 Meter Armstrong
Regenerative Tuner

Designed for the experimenter who desires to cover the entire range
of wavelengths now used by all classes of stations, and still secure
maximum efficiency over the entire wavelength range. This uniform
efficiency is obtained by using a specially designed -witch which per-
mits the proper adjustment of the capacity inductance ratio for max-
imum grid voltage, and eliminates losses in unused portions of the
inductances. Regeneration Is provided Inductively on the lower wave-
lengths and conductively on the longer wavelengths. Shipping weight,
Per set. 3 pounds. $1.8063 J 6330-Per set of 3 blueprints

How to Make 160 to 1,000 Meter Armstrong Improved
Regenerative Tuner,Using Variable Condensers

Designed for amateur relay stations. being especially efficient on
wavelengths from 160 to 400 meters. and giving approximately a re-
generative amplification of 100 through the entire wavelength range.
Receiver is free from body capacity effects even when receiving C. W.
signals. Replaces the two-variometer tuners. Shipping weight,
per set. 4 pounds. $2.4063 J 6332-Per set of 4 blueprints

How to Make 150 to 3,000 Meter Armstrong Single
Circuit Regenerative Tuner

This design has three distinct advantages over any single circuit
receiver now made. First: The ratio of inductance to capacity is
variable and can he adjusted for maximum results. Second: Vario-
meters which are inefficient at their lower wavelength ranges are
eliminated. Third: Combined Inductive regeneration and tuned
plate circuit is employed for maximum regenerative amplification.
Shipping weight. per set. 2 pounds. $1.2063 J 6334-Per set of 2 blueprints

How to Make Detector and Three -Stage Audio
Frequency Amplifier

Designed especially for use with the 160 to 850 and 150 to 3.000
meter Armstrong regenerative receivers, and having all latest advan-
tageous features. Provision is made to use a soft tube potentiometer
'B" battery adjustment, plate tuning circuit, filament ammeter; and

the changes from ono stage to any of the other stages is effected
through a single switch. this switch also automatically controlling
the filament circuits. The new Radio Corporation Amplifying Trans-
formers are used, and insure maximum results. Shipping weight,
per set. 4 pounds. $2.4063 J 6337-Per set of 4 blueprints

How to Make 160 to 850 Meter Armstrong
Super-Autodyne Receiver

This receiver, the very latest development in short wave reception.
is used extensively by commercial radio stations to handle chip traffic.
Used In connection with a small indoor loop antenna, it is possible to
eliminate at least one-half of the total interference through the directive
qualities of the loop. An additional advantage when using loop antenna
is that maximum received energy is obtained from the desired station
because of the directive feature of the loops. With this circuit It Is pos-
sible to use resistance coupled amplification for short wave reception,
and finally two stages of audio frequency amplification.

In laboratory tests, small powered 200 meter C. W. stations 500 to
1,000 miles away have been heard. not only loud enough to read, but
readable live to ten feet from the phones. On 600 meters it is not
unusual to hear a 2 K. W. ship station 1,500 to 2.000 miles distant.
Shipping weight, per set. 4 pounds. $2.4063 J 6336-Per set of 4 blueprints

How to Make Detector and Two -Stage Amplifier for
Tuner 63 J 6336

The mechanical arrangement of this instrument Is symmetrical to
the above receiver and the electrical constants selected for best mutual
relations. Change from detector to either step of amplification is
obtained through plug and Jacks. Provision is made to use a "soft"
gaseous detector tube, but only using one "A" and one "B" battery.
and the "B" potential applied to the detector tube Is variable. Ship-
ping weight, per set, 3 pounds. $1.8063 J 6338-Per set of 3 blueprints

Twenty Radiophone Diagrams
A selection of diagrams and hook-ups which will help you to make

lip wireless telephone outfits from simplest detector circuit to the
most modern regenerative and amplifying set. Consist of twenty
blueprint diagrams, Ski by 1114 inches, and one 4 -page direction
pamphlet containing illustrated Symbol Key Chart, directions of
How to Read Diagrams, How to Follow Circuit, etc., and explanation
of each diagram.

1-Single Slide Tuning Coil 11-Combination Circuit for Long
with Crystal Detector. and Short Waves.

2-Double Slide Tuning Coll 12-Detector and 2 -stage Am-
w.th Crystal Detector. plilier with automatic Fil-

3-Loose Coupler with Crystal anent Control Jacks.
Detector. 13-Single Circuit Regenerative

4-Regenerative Set, using 2- Tuner.
slide Tuner. 14-Circuit for elimination of

5-Plain Audion Detector Cir- induction from power lines.
cult. 15-Loop Aerial Receiver.

6-Feed-back Circuit with a 16-Radio and Audion frequency
Loose Coupler. amplifier.

7-ArmstrongFeed-back Circuit. 17-Circuit of a C. W. Trans -
8 -Standard Short Wave Re- mitter for low power.

generative Set. 18 -5 -watt Radiophone Trans-
9-Honeycomb Coll Receiver for mitten

all wavelengths. 19 -10 -watt Phone and C. W.
10-Short wave Regenerative Set. Transmitter.

with 2 -step Amplifier. 20-High Power C. W. Trans -
Shipping weight. 2 pounds. matter.
63 J 6348-20 diagrams 440

Blueprints Showing How to Assemble Armstrong
Super -Regenerative Receiver

The Armstrong super -regenerative circuit produces some very
exceptional receiving results. The particular circuit selected for these
blueprints is the three -tube type, which has proven one of the most
satisfactory. Wiring diagram, panel and interior arrangement are
shown clearly. In addition, complete data on construction of loop
aerial and coupler are given. A detailed list of materials and hints on
operation and construction are Included. Shipping weight, per set, 2
pounds. $2.4063 J 6346 Per set of 4 blueprints

Blueprints Showing How to Assemble 100 to 3,000
Meter Loop Antenna

Gives data and specification fur construction of loop antenna to
receive on wavelengths of 100 to 3,000 meters. Shipping weight,
2 pounds. 60063 J 6346

Blueprints Showing How to Assemble 1,000 to 25,000
Meter Loop Antenna

Gives data and specifications f.r construction of loop antenna to
receive on wavelengths of 1,000 to 25,000 meters. Shipping weight.
2 pounrks. 60063 J 6347

How to Make a Regenerative Tuner
Complete Instructions with drawings on how to make a regenerative

tuner with a range up to 800 meters. The type of tuner described
has a .001 bill) variable condenser, a tapped inductance and a tickler
coil. rats type of set, because of simplicity of operation and good
reception. Is becoming very popular. Easy to build. All parts used

re listed in this catalogue. Shipping weight, 4 ounces. 44063 J 63403 J 6342-Primary Inductance tube for use with above set.
Size, 41k Inches diameter by 514 inches long. Ship. wt., 2 pounds.350
63 J 6343-Tlokler tube. Sise, 3 Inches diameter. 2K inches long.
Shipping weight, 2 pounds 30r
63 J 6344-No. 23 green single silk covered wire for above set.
Four ounces for 600
63 J 6335-Brass bearings, with nuts to mount rotor shaft on
Inductance tube. Shipping weight., 1 ounce. Per pair 1 8t

How to Make Detector and Amplifier Units
Complete Instructions with drawings These unite are very similar

in design to the units listed on Page 15. They are arranged so that
they can be wired together to make a detector and two er three -
stage amplifier. All materials required are listed in this catalogue.
Shipping wetgbt. 4 ounces.
63 J 6341
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Leading Radio Broad-
casting Stations

THE central points from which radio telephone or telegraph
messages are sent out are called Broadcasting Stations. The
accompanying map shows the principal large broadcasting

stations in operation today. There are hundreds of other smaller
ones, some of them sending out very fine programs. Additional
stations are being built constantly, so that within a few months the
country will be intensively covered by high powered stations.

Radio messages, like waves on a still pond of water when a stone is
dropped into it, travel outward from the broadcasting station
in circles, diminishing in strength the farther out they go. Thus,
within a radius of 50 miles of a station the radio waves are very
strong, and you need only a simple receiving set to hear them plainly.
But the farther you live from a broadcasting station, the weaker are
the waves, and the snore efficient must be your receiver to get them
clearly. Beyond a radius of 200 miles only the more sensitive sets
ordinarily will pick up messages.

Before ordering your outfit, consult
this map. Figure out how far you are
from a broadcasting station and select
an outfit sensitive enough to hear it.
Of course not every broadcasting station
is listed here; new ones are being
erected daily, and only the leading ones
have been included. However, you will
have no difficulty in finding out whether
there is one nearer to your home and how
sensitive an instrument you will need.

In the description of the radio instru-
ments in this book we have tried to tell
you how far they could be expected to
pick up messages. But you must bear
in mind that radio is very greatly affect-
ed by atmospheric conditions, and any
instrument you buy will work better at

Wavel
Radio messages are sent out on differ-

ent wavelengths. If a broadcasting
station is sending out messages on a
wavelength of 360 meters, in order to
hear the message, your receiving set
must be tuned to pick up 360 -meter
wavelengths. If it is tuned to a longer
or shorter wavelength, you will be unable
to hear your broadcasting station dis-
tinctly, if at all.

In order to avoid confusion and to
keep the air clear from commercial or
official messages, the United States
government has reserved certain wave-
lengths for certain uses.

some times than others. Radio mes-
sages always travel better at night than
in the daytime, and they are heard
farther and more clearly on a clear,
crisp winter day than on a hot summer
day. Then, too, local conditions have a
marked effect. Some places are in a
"shadow" or "pocket" for some sta-
tions, while they may be heard plainly
from others. For example, it is usually
difficult to send messages between
Milwaukee and Chicago, while under
the same conditions either of these
stations can communicate with Detroit
or Pittsburgh. The power of the trans-
mitting or broadcasting station must be
considered also, as some stations can
send messages farther than others.

engths
Amateur operators may send on 150

to 200 -meter wavelengths; broadcasting
stations usually send music or enter-
tainment on 360 -meter wavelengths,
while market reports are generally sent
out on 485 -meter wavelengths.

Although amateurs are not allowed
to transmit messages on wavelengths
longer than 200 meters. they may listen
in on any wavelength which their in-
strument is adjusted to receive.

The following list gives the leading
broadcasting stations and their call
letters.

Call CRS
CRY Letters City Letters

KDKA Defiance, Ohio WCAQ
KDYL Rapid City. S. D WCAT

KDYM Quincy, III WCA W
Portland, Oregon KDYQ Detroit, Mich. WCN
Great Falls. Mont KDYS Tainpa. Fla. WDAN

KI /YU Kansas City. Mo WI )AF
KDYW Jacksonville, Fla W DA L
KDYY Chicago. Ill. W I /AP
KDZA Worcester. Mass WDAT

KNT New York City. N. Y WDT
KOR Roselle Park, N. J WDY
KOG AtWood. Kansas WEAL)
KOJ St. Louis. Mo. WEB
KPO MontgomerY, Ala. WGII
KSD Medford Hillside. MI *s WOI

KTW Chicago, Ill WNIAQ
KYW Buffalo. N. Y WGit

WAAB Schenectady. N. Y %MY
WAAH Madison. Wis WIIA
WAAP Kansas City, Mo. WHB
WAAQ Rochester. N. Y WHQ

WAAW Newark. N. J WJZ
WAH Indianapolis, Ind. WLK

WRAH Cincinnati. Ohio WLW
WBAN Auburn, Me WMB
WBAO Davenport. Iowa WOC
WBAP Indianapolis. Ind. WOH
WBAU Philadelphia, Pa WOO
WBAV Newark, N. J WOR

New York City, N. Y WBAY Jefferson City. Mo WOS
Richmond, Va WEAZ Memphis, Tenn. WPO

WBL Atlanta, Ga WSR
WBU Paris, Texas WTK
WBZ Detroit, Mich WWJ

East Pittsburg, Pa
Salt Diego.y, Utah
San Calif

Kalamath Falls. Ore
Phoenix, Arizona
Denver, Colo
Tucson. Arizon
Aberdeen, Wash.
State College, N. M
Los Angeles, Calif.
Reno, Nevada
San Francisco, Calif
St. Louis, Mo
Seattle, Wash.
Chicago. III
New Orleans, La
St. Paul, Minn
Wichita, Kansas
Greenwich. Conn
Omaha. Neb
El Dorado Kansas
Minneapolis, Minn
Paterson, N. .I
Decatur, ni
Fort Worth. Texas
Hamilton, Ohio
Columbus, Ohio

Anthony, Kansas
Chicago, Ill.
Springfield. Mass..
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The Radio Outfit
An Investment

"Wheat steady; corn down three; sharp
breat in hogs late today-don't ship." Dad
drops the radio receiver with a bang, rushes to
the door and shouts "Hi. Ed. don't load those
hogs-we're going to hold 'eta!" "Well," says
he with a grin as he again takes up the re-
ceiver, "that information saved me abOut
five times the cost of this radio outfit."

Dad has been listening to the daily market
report on farm produce, broadcasted free by.
the State Agricultural College.

Many progressive Stale Universities are send-
ing ot:t this information by radio to farmers.
Weather, crop and market reports-facts that.
are daily vital to the success of the farmers.
should be the means of saving them thousands
of dollars in a single season.

Your State University probably is sending out
these reports. If you are not "listening In" on your .

radiophone. getting this information when it will
be of the greatest benefit to you, you arc lotting
dollars slip through your fingers. The original
cost of your radio outfit may be more than saved
in a day.

SDI
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It is Estimated
There are Over 300

Broadcasting
Stations in the
United States

*Stars Indicate Long -
Range, Broadcasting
Stations.

Dots Indicate Stations
of Lower Power.

The Antenna or Aerial
The antcnna or aerial is that. pun he radio apparatus which collects

the radio waves from the air. These \, rive, are conducted to the receiving
inst rument through a wire called the 'lead-in.-

4.40ine of the best results in receiv-
h4, are obtained with a single wire
antenna 75 to 125 feet long.

This type antenna will receive
best when pointed toward the
station from which the 'signals or
speech desired is being sent out.

If limited space will not permit you
to put up an antenna of 75 feet or more,
construct your antenna with two or
more wires strung parallel and spaced
not less than two feet apart. A wooden
stick can be used to separate the wire.

When properly constructed, the receiving antenna may be used also for trans-
mitting messages. For this purpose an antenna consisting of from three to five
wires from 60 to 85 feet long, is the most suitable. The antenna always should
be clear of all objects and above them if possihh. It should also he well in-
sulated from its supports.

Indoor Antenna
An outdoor antenna is not abso-

lutely necessary. A four or five
wire antenna, from 35 to 50 feet long,
strung inside the house often gives
very good results. A compact type
of aerial, known as the "loop
antenna," has been very successful
when used with the more sensitive
instruments.

Any of the aerial wire we list
(see Page 34) is satisfactory, but
the seven strand cable, 63J 5150,
is the best..

Broadcasting stations already have
been twrfected to the stage where the
programs they send out are receive[ in
a very realistic way. 'Much scientific
research work is now being done to
further perfect these stations and, in a
comparatively short time, the quality of
the programs sent out will be very near
to perfection. Your present radio set
will reproduce these perfectly trans-
mitted programs Just as they are sent
out. The Improvement will be in the
transndssion. not In reception, as the
receiving apparatus made today will re-
produce perfectly any radio program.
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Armstrong Super -Regenerative Circuits
The Armstrong Super -Regenerative

Circuit on which a patent was recently
issued to Major Armstrong, marks
another step In the progress of radio.
This circuit, while It has not yet been
commercially applied, provides a sub-
ject for much interesting experiment by
the radio enthusiast. It opens up a
Held of reception quite new in Its scope.

With this circuit it is possible to have
a set entirely inside of a building, using
a loop for the antenna, and receive
stations as far distant as 100 miles or
more with great volume of sound.
Compared to the older circuits the
volume of sound obtainable is astoun l-
ing, as it is possible with the adaptio
of the circuit shown In Figure 1 to am-
plify radio signals from 100,000 to
1,000,000 times. Also It is possible to
tune so sharply that interfering stations
can be tuned out easily. The circuit.
responds poorly to spark signals such
as are used in the usual commercial
radio stations, with the result that a set
using this circuit can be set up much
nearer a commercial station and be
almost tree from interference from that
station.

This circuit, Is particularly effective
on short waves making ft especially
desirable for receiving the broadcasted
musical programs, news items, stock
and market reports.

A technical description of this circuit
Is too lengthy and complicated to give
on this page. However, on the opposite
page Is listed a pamphlet which contains
a complete description and gives com-
plete information regarding the neces-
sary apparatus and methods of hand-
ling.

The apparatus and material used are
the same as have been In use In radio
for some time and all the necessary
articles will be found listed In this
catalogue.

We might say, that the installation
and operation of this circuit is rather
complicated, but many persons with but
limited technical knowledge have built
sets that operate very successfully.

1. Loot, 2. Coupler Sec-
ondary used as tickler.

3. Coupler Primary.
4, 5, 6, 5 -watt Power Tube.
7. 1250 -turn Honeycomb coil.
8. 400 -torn Honeycomb ('oil.

I. Loop, 12 turns No. 20 wire
spaced V2 In. on 3 ft. square.

2. Secondary of coupler used
as tickler.

3. Primary of coupler.
4. Vartometer.

1. Connection to Loop. 7. "B" Battery.
2. Tickler -Secondary of Coupler. 8. 125041 rn Honeycomb Coil.
3. Coupler Primary. CI .001 m d. Variable Condenser.
4. 5 -watt Tube. C2 .0005 mfd.Variable Condenser.
5. "C" Battery. C3 .001 ni (1. Variable Condenser.
6. "A" Battery. C4 .001 mfd. Variable Condenser.

Honeycomb
Coils

9. 1500 -turn Honeycomb Coil.
10. Audio Freq. Amp. Trans.
Cl. .001 mkt. Var. Condenser.
C2. .001 mid. Var. Condenser.

5, 6, 5 -watt power tubes.
7. "C" Battery.
8. "A" Battery.
9. "B" Battery.

10. "C" Battery,
11. 1500 turn Honeycomb Coil

1. Loop 12 turns No.20 wire
spaced Ye In on 3 ft.
square.

2. Tickler -Secondary of
Variocoupler

3. Primary of Variocoupler.
4. 5 -watt Tube.
5. "C" Battery.
6. "A" Battery.
7. "B" Battery.

RI, 112, 113, 6 Rheostats.
(A. .0025 nifd. fixed condenser.
114, R5 12000 -ohm non-induo-

live resistances.
R6. 100 millihen Choke Coll.
52. "C" Battery.

CI .901 mfd Var Condenser.
C2 .001 mfd. Var Condenser.
C3 .0005 mid. Fixed Con-

denser.
111-112 Rheostats.
113 300 -ohm Potentiometer.

8. 12,10 -turn Honeycomb Coils.
Cl .001 mfd. Var Condenser.
C2 .001 mfd. Var Condenser.
C3 .001 mfd. Var Condenser
C4 .0005 mfd. Var Condenser.
R1 Rheostat
R2,R3 12000 -ohm non induc-

tive resistance.
R4 100 millihenries Choke Col .

These Two Illustrations Show
Honeycomb Coil in Radio Circuits

These two diagrams show Honeycomb Coils
used In regenerative circuits. The diagram to
the right shows the coils used in an audlon de-
tector circuit and shows the schematic wiring.
The diagram to the left shows regenerative
audlon detector circuit with one stage of audio
requency amplication added and the differen

stages of the way audio frequency can be added.

Learn more about Radio. Read good
books on this fascinating subject. See
Page 45 for titles and descriptions of
the most authoritative Radio Books.
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Honeycomb Inductance Coils
Honeycomb coils are used as receiving inductances, in various ways. Because of their compactness, wide range of adaptability

and low price, every radio amateur should have a complete set. With them any style of straight, regenerative, super -regenerative
or radio frequency hookup may be made, and results obtained are superior because of the efficiency of the coils and the concentra-
tion of the inductances.

These coils are compact and permit of easy
manipulation. They cover the entire range of
wavelengths without the dead end lessee which
exist when a tapped coil is used. and have low high
frequency resistance and low distributed capacity
losses.

The construction of the coil Is such that succes-
sive turns of conductor are wound at an angle to
preceding turns and spaced therefrom, which
gives the coil the cellular structure from which It
derives Its name. These air cells and the angular
disposition of the turns reduce the losses in the
coil to a marked degree. With the proper conden-
sers these coils will cover the entire range of wave-
lengths used in radio. By use of the mounting

Characteristics and

plugs and braekets listed below, these coils can be
very conveniently attached to a panel or other
support. The panel brackets are of two types -
fixed and trunnion. The fixed Is used where the
coil is stationary, and the trunnion where it is
desirable to rotate the coil for changing the degree
of Coupling, as between primary and secondary
coils. Each coil, therefore, and its panel support is
a separate unit which allows a great variety of
arrangements to suit the ideas of the experimenter.
For instance, the secondary inductance may be
split up and a smaller coil used for coupling, and
the secondary loaded by another coil to the proper
value. The flexibility of these fixtures may be
readily appreciated.

Prices -Honeycomb Wound Inductances

Unmounted
Coils

Mounted
Coils Num-

bar

PPurr.
Induc-

His-
trib.

Natu-
ral

Wave-

Ware-
length

with
.0001

Ways -
length
with
.001

Turns tance in Capac
'SIMI?. length Shunt Shunt

Article Each Article Each
MH. Meters Cap. Cap.

Number Number Meters Meters

63 d 5470 $ .39 63 J 6485 $ .94 25 .03781 26.80 60.0 132 370
63 J 5471 .4 2 63 J 5486 .97 35 .07810 30.82 92.5 192 532
63 J 5472 .49 63 J 5487 1 .04 50 .1519 36.38 140.0 278 748

63 J 5473 .55 633 5488 1.10 75 .3160 28.55 179. 386 1062
63 J 5474 .59 63 J 5489 1.14 100 .5614 35.98 268. 527 1438
63 J 5475 .62 63 J 5490 1 . 17 150 1.2915 21.18 312. 771 2160

63 J 5476 .68 63 J 5491 1.23 200 2.219 18.80 385. 1004 2838
63 J 5483 .72 63 J 5492 1.27 250 3.450 22.76 528. 1272 3570
63 J 5477 .80 63 J 5493 1.35 300 6.792 18.72 672. 1739 5015

63 J 5478 .98 63 J 5494 1 .5 3 400 9.00 17.21 742. 1990 5720
63 J 5484 1 .1 0 63 J 5495 1.65 500 14.45 17.20 940. 2515 7220
69 J 5479 1 .2 3 63 J 5496 1.78 600 24.18 19.10 1280. 3300 9380

63 J 5469 1 .3 6 63 J 5497 1 .91 750 32.31 18.19 1445. 3805 10880
68J 5480 1 .62 63 J 5498 2.1 7 1000 60.50 16.65 1700. 5200 14600

63 J 5481 1.87 63 J 5499 2.42 1250 96.18 15.41 2295. 6590 18730
63 J 5482 2.17 63 J 5500 2.72 1500 143.00 15.70 2825. 8040 22860

Shipping weight, each, 6 ounces to 3 pounds, according to size.

Turney Spider Web Inductance

Shipping weight, 2 pounds
63 J 6550

A new form of inductance.
May be used on wavelengths
180-400 meters. Adaptable to
any style of hookup, with any
of the crystal or vacuum tube
detectors. Special instruc-
tions accompany each set, and
with the hook-up given in in-
structions some remarkable
results may be obtained. The
three coils, one stationary, two
movable -are mounted in wax
finish golden oak cabinet.
Close adjustment Is attain-
able. Six binding posts
mounted on formica strip for
easy connection on any type
circuit.

$4.45

Coil Mounting Plug
Used to mount any standard honeycomb type

coll. By using tape, string or other suitable ma-
terial, fiber strips attached to plug can be se-
curely bound to coil. Carefully and accurately
made. Shipping weight, 4 ounces. 48063 J 6543

Fixed Panel Plug
Fitted with brackets to mount on panel

or other support. A well made plug.
nicely finished. Will give accurate serv-
ice. Made of molded bakelite. Takes
any standard coil plug. Shipping weight,
4 ounces.
63 J 6545 550

Molded Bakelite Movable Coil
Mounting May be swung to

any position desired.
Used in making two
or three -coil mount-
ing with variable
coupling. Complete
with anti -capacity

handle. Shipping weight, 6 ounces
63 J 6548 830

Unmounted
Honeycomb Coil

Mounted Honeycomb Coil

Triple Coil Mounting
For mounting three standard honey.

comb coils of any size. Center mount -
Mg is stationary, two outside mount-
ings are pivoted and adjusted by knob
and shaft and may be locked at am
position. Made of sheet bakelite with
nickel finished metal parts. For
panel mounting. Shipping weight. 2pounds.$4.28
63 J 6537

Two Coil Mounting
For mounting two standard honeycomb

coils of any size. One mounting Is stationary,
the other pivots and is adjusted by knob and
shaft and may be locked in any position.
Made of sheet bakelite with nickel finished
metal parts. For panel mounting. Shipping
weight. 2 pounds. $3.1563 J 6538

Resistance and Choke
Coils

Fine quality devices carefully and
accurately made. Shipping weight,
each, 8 ounces.63.1 6552 -Iron core choke
coil, 100

6552-Iron
918*

63 J 6553 -Iron core choke
98*coil, one henrie

63 J 6554 -Open core choke colt. to
millihenries 89*
63 J 6555 -Open core choke coll. 5
mIllihendeR 89*
63 J 6556 -Wire wound non -inductive
12000 -ohm resistance $1 .42
63 J 6557 -Molded non -Inductive approx-
imate 12000 -ohm resistance

tunas
OHMS

OISISIMICL
T STEC

The New Armstrong
Super -Regenerative Receiver

An Illustrated pamphlet showing how to construct and operate this
new receiver. A complete and careful detailed explanation of the
theory and operation of the one, two and three -tube circuits, with a
list of materials needed. Illustrated with diagrams and photographs.

63 J
Shippi

6558ng
weight, 4 ounces. 390
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Special Panel Mounting Rheostat
An exceptionally smooth working rheostat at a

very attractive price. Permits delicate and accurate
variations of the filament current. Can he mounted
on any panel up to % inch thickness. Special grade
of non -corrosive resistance wire wound on fiber
support. Diameter. 1% inches. Resistance 6 ohms.
Capacity I ampere, complete with knob and
pointer. Suitable for either amplifier or detector
t 63ubes.J 640

pinghip weight, 3 ounces. 38e

Panel Mounting Rheostat
Used to regulate filament current to detector

or amplifier tubes. Smooth, even operation; no
clicking. Neat apoearing. Compact. Large
attractive knob with pointer. Correct mechanical
construction. Not affected by heat. Capacity.
I amperes. Resistance, 6 ohms. Mounts on
panels up to 64 inch thick. Base diameter. 2%
inches. ScrewMiles. I inch centers. Shipping
weight. 6 ounces. 48o

Single Knob Vernier Rheostat
Micrometer Adjustment

Permits vernier adjustment at any point
With this rheostat better results 111c ob-
tained using the critical tubes now on the
market. Simple, quick, positive control of
both main anti vernier resistance, by only
one knob. Resistance. fi ohms. Capacity.

I ,h amperes. Molded contlensite base and knob. For panel mount-i63ng.
J

Shipping weight, 8 ounces. .$1.196407

63 J 6409

Improved Vernier Rheostat
A rheostat which permits of finest vernier control

at any degree of resistance of a battery current.
This is necessary for best results with the modern
critical tubes. Bakelite knobs engraved to dis-
tinguish vernier and coarse adjuster. One of the
best designed arid best constructed vernier rheo-
stats on the market. Compact. rugged, easily
mounted. Fiber base. Molded knob. Resistance,6% Mons. Capacity, 1% amperes. Shipping
weight, 4 ounces. $1.08

Bradleystat Graphite Vernier Rheostat
Gives most even and finest control of

filament current. Resistance is controlled
by varying pressure on graphite and screw
adjustment permits milliampere current
regulation. Very ruggedly constructed. Will
handle detector. amplifier or 5 -watt trans-
mitter tubes. Resistance, 15 ohms. Capa-

city. 2% ampet es. Porcelain case encloses graphite discs. Shipping
63 J
weight,6 1 pou406nd. $1.58

63 J 5313

Porcelain Base Rheostat
A rugged rheostat for experimental

work. Glazed white porcelain base.
German silver resistance wire wound
on fiber strip embedded to base.
Smooth easy action. Molded knob.
Resistance. 11 ohms. Capacity. 3
amperes:. Diameter. 4 Inches. Ship-
ping weight, 1% pounds. 79e

Resistance Wire
A bare resistance wire selected for accuracy and uniformity.

For use In electrical measuring instruments, rheo-
stats. potentiometers, resistance coils. etc. Melting
point. 1210° Centigrade (2200°F.). The current
capacity given is fur temperature rise of 100° C
(2)2° F.) stretched in free air. Prices quoted are for 1 -
ounce spools. Shipping weight. per spool, 6 ounces.

Article
Number

IBA ft
Gaugesize

Current
Capacity

Resist -me
'
ei,

Foot
Per

Spool
63 J 644663 J 644763 J 644863 J 6449

20
22
24
34

3.50amps
2 50ainps
1.80 amps

.38 atnn.

.2R8 ohm

.463 ahm

.740 ohm
7.45 ohms

24c
27t
29e
45C

Amperite Current Adjuster
Vacuum tubes, to operate most effi-

ciently and last the longest must have the
filament at the proper temperature. To

set an ordinary rheostat at juat the right point with a varying batteryvoltage is (Moult. Amperite regulates the current automatically.
It will keep the filament current within eight one -hundredths of an
ampere of highest point of efficiency. For use with amplifying tubes
no rheostat is needed in conjunction with it. With a detector tube arheostat Is needed. Shipping weight. 2 ounces.

95063 J 6410

Metal Socket Shell
With this metal shell you can make your own

socket. Right size to take any standard tube.
Bayonet point groove catch. Well finished. Holes
for fastening to bars with screws or rivets.
Shipping weight. 2 ounces.

29063 J 6422

Bakelite Socket
Molded all in one piece of bakelite. A

strong. compact socket. Takes any standard
tube. Positive contact. A fine quality
article at a very low price. Shipping weight.
3 ounces.

22063 J 6430

Best Grade Bakelite Socket
A fine quality molded one-piece bakelite

socket. Reinforced at bayonet groove. Un-
breakable with ordinary usage. Ilindinq
post connections. Positive contact springs.
Neat and compact. Shipping weight, 4
ounces.
63 J 6432 32o

Porcelain V. T. Socket
Made entirely of glazed white porcelain.

High dielectric! strength. So rugged as to be
practically unbreakable. Positive contact.
Easily mounted 011 panel or base. For am-
plifier, detector or power tubes. Shipping
weight. S ounces:.

36o63 J 6419

Standard V. T. Socket
A very popular type of socket. Metal

tube, polished nickel finish. Inserted in
avoided bakelite base. Binding post con-
nections plainly marked. Shipping weight.
5 ounces.
63 J 6434 690

Combination V. T. Socket
A well made. finely finished socket for

panel or table mounting. Metal tube and
base, polished nickel finish. Conducting
strips fiber Insulated. Binding post con-
nections plainly marked. Shipping weight.
6 minces.
63 J 6435 390

Combination V. T. Socket
Can be mounted directly Oh panel or

fastened to base. Durable. rugged con-
ed ruct ion. Posit ice contacts. Easy con-
nections plainly marked. Motel time.
polished nickel finish. Molded condens-
fie base. Shipping weight, 6 ounces.

63 J 641 7 $1.12

Audion Control Unit
A rheostat and socket com-

bined in one. Very conveniently
arranged for panel or table mount-
ing. Socket and rheostat have
molded composition bases. High
grade smooth working rheostat.
Socket tube polished nickel finish.
Plainly marked binding p 0 s t
connections. Shipping weight. S
ounces.

I.63 J 6437 $1.89
Socostat

A combined single unit socket an
rheostat for table or panel mounting.
A novel article. Very compact.. (slake:
very neat job in building up set. The
usual rheostat being controlled by
a disc which. for panel mounting
extends through slot cut in panel.
Easy connections, plainly marked.

63 J
Shippin

6g438
weight, 8 ounces. $2.23

Three -Gang
Socket

Three sockets as a
single unit. Very con-
venient for making
up detector two -stage
amplifier. Permits a
neat. compact job. Binding post connections. Brackets for !

6pan3el mountin6424 g. Shipping weight. 8 1/1112(1011. $1.79J

Two -Gang Socket
TwO sockets as a single unit.

Very convenient for making up de-
tector one -stage amplifier or two -
stage atnpllfier units. Pertnits of a
neat compact job. Binding post
connections. Bracket for table or6.pan3Jel m642ounti3ng. Shipping weight, 6 ounces. $4 38
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Audio Frequency Amplifying
Transformer

A well designed, carefully made transformer
at an attractive price. Many of these trans-
formers arc in use and are giving very satis-
factory results. Quality has in no way been
Sacrificed to make this unusually low price; we
guarantee this transformer to be satisfactory in
every respect. Enclosed In neat metal case.
Binding post connections. Shipping weight, 1

6
ou3nJ

6474
d. $2.70
Audio Frequency Amplifying

Transformer
Radio Corp. Model 712

This transformer was designed espe-
cially to work willi UV -200 and UV -20I
tubes. Its characteristics are such that it
gives the better amplification with lets
disturbance, and losses are reduced to
lowest possible minimum. Windings are
encased within the laminated steel core.
Ends are protected by stamped steel
cover. Terminal posts are plainly
marked. Net weight, 2Oth ounces.

Length, 3% Inches. Height, 2% inches. Base. 2 by 2% inches. Wind-
ing ratio, 9 to I. Shipping weight, 1Si pounds. $7.0063 J 6425

All American Amplifying
Transformers

Designed with amplification and internal
resistance constants to meet the requirements
of Rtullotron UV -201. and Cunningham C-301
tubes. Winding ratio of 10 to 1. Especially
constructed to produce maximum amplifica-
tion without distortion or howling. These
transformers have given such satisfaction
that they are standard equipment with many
manufacturers of the higher grade instru-
ments. Shipping weight. each, 1 notuld.$4.05

63 J 6426 - NintInnxi
63 J 6428-Unmounted 3.15

Same high grade transformer, wound with 3 to 1 ratio, especially
for use with A. P. Moorhead, Western Electric and similar tubes. Also
desirable fur 3rd and 4th stage of amplification when using Radlotron
UV -20I or Cututinglutin C -apt. Ship. weight, each, 1 pound. 3.05
63 J 51 40-Nlounted
63 J 5 1 4 -Unmounted 2.95

Thordarson Amplifying
Transformer

A transformer of special merit. employing
onus mil construction features that serve to
produce superior results with any standard
tubes. Windings are of large size silk covered
wire, greatly reducing the possibility of burn-
outs. Proper Impedance is secured by use of
extra large core hf shell type. Winding ratio Is
31,2 to 1. Primary and secondary are wound to
give most efficient coupling, with low distributed

capacity. Howling is practically eliminated. Fully mounted with
binding post connections conveniently arranged. Shipping weight. 1

63
pouJ

6427
n. $3.65

National Amplifying
Transformers

nc.igned esperiallY for use with Radio-
tron Ii%' -201 and cutinitighani 0-301 tubes.
Winding ratio, 31/2 to I. This ratio
has been found very satisfactory with
these tribes. Shell type core gives maxi-
mum efficiency. Lass through leakage
very low. Gives inathmitti amplification
without howling. Enclosed in polished
aluminum ease with binding posts plainly
marked. Low In price. hilt will give results
equal to many selling at higher prices.

Shipping weight. eaten. 1 pound. $3.7063 J 6420 --Mounted
63 J 6421-Unmounted 2.98

ella

Federal Amplifying Transformer
The original amplifieatIon transformer. Its correct

design and careful. perfect workmanship insure the
best of results In any type of amplitietitinn circuit.
It is esiweitilly compact. Winding ratio. :1 to 1. Audi-
bility aniplffication is Claimed to be 20 times on It rst
step and 40(1 times on second step. Fully mounted.
Shipping weight. I pound. $5.6063 J 6429

Acme Audio Frequency
Amplifying Transformer
A transformer that leads through its

merits. Cotnbines realistic torte values
and volume without howling or distortion.
Because of its efficiency it will greatly in-
crease the range of any receiving set.
Especially desirable for use with loud
speaking devices. Easily mounted. Mark-
ed binding post connections on bakelite
panel. Guaranteed not to short or
"min eireuit when properly used. Ship-
ping weight, 1 pound. $4.3863 J 6473

Radio, Frequency Amplifying
Transformer

Radio Corp. UV -1714

Range of 200 to 5000 meters. The high
efficiency of this transformer will step up
the strength of the incoming signals to a
remarkable degree. By Means of a special
wiring arrangement. maximum efficiency is
obtained from 200. to 500 meters as well as
on longer wavelengths up to 5000 meters.
Shipping weight, 1 pound. $6.5063 J 6478

Radio Frequency Amplifying
Transformer

The development of radio frequenei amplifica-
tion will be the nest great step forward in the
progress of radio. The transformer used will
determine very largely the success obtained with
most radio frequency hookups. The transformer
we are offering here is the result of a long series of
experiments combined with very careful, thorough
engineering. it is of the air core type, the windings
being in pancake style. This transformer will give
very satisfactory results on a wavelength band
from ISO to 500 meters. During tests conducted in Chicago using a
hookup including one step of radio frequency aniplineation, a detector
and two stages of audio frequency amplification. amateur C. W. voice
stations alorg the Atlantic coast have been heard with an ordinary
one -wire antenna. We do not claim such results are possible under all
conditions, tut merely elle this as an example of what has been done.
using this transformer In circuit with other standard apparatus. Also,
very long ranges of reception are obtalfaable with indoor loop antennae.
Windings imelosed in sealed ease with convenient connections and
supports for mounting. Shipping weight. 1 Pound. $2.9563 J 6639
Coto Coil Radio Frequency

Amplifying Coil
Radio frequency amplification hook-

ups are fur two types-those using
Inductance transformers and those
using amplitiers of the tapped im-
pedance type. This instrument is of
the latter type and produces some
very wonderful results with the
proper hookup. Remember that
radio frequency amplification in-
creases both the range and stile( UMW
of a receiver_ These units cover wavelengths from ISO to 750 meters.
They can be mounted in tandem with a single control for all stages.
Shipping weight. 10 ounces.
63 J 6637 . ...... $4.95
Acme Radio Frequency

Transformers
These transformers are used

where a longer receiving range is
desired or for use with indoor un-
tenniu. They, were developed by

staff of the best engineers in the
country and the result is the most
advanced del elopment in radio fre-
quency transformers. Wiring diagrams supplied with each transformer.
Iron core t) PC. Mounted lu bakelite eases. Shipping weight, each.
1 pound.
63 J 6475-Single stage transformer. Wavelength range. 100 to
350 meters for amateur reception $4.38
63 J 6476-First stage transformer. Wavelength range. 250 to
500 meters $4.38
63 J 6477-Seeund stage transformer. Wavelength range. 250 to
500 meters.. $4.38

Arne Tu. Del Tabe
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P -Potentiometer 5 Plot. Vor.Cond R Rheostat

This diagram shows a very satisfactory method of connecting OUr
Transformer. 63 J 6630, using two states of radio frequency. detector
and one strum of audio frequency. Experience has proved that a hard
tube (amplifier) gives better results with this circuit than a soft (radio
detector) tube as the detector. The set made up as shown on this dia-
gram can be used with an indoor aerial anti will bring in signals often
from distances as great as 100 milt, With an outdoor aerial. the
range is greatly increased. In fact. 1010 Mlle records are common.
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Electric Drill Will save you
much time and
labor in your ex-
perimental work.
It drills quickly
clean cut boles in
panels of any ma-
terial. Will take
drills up to %
inch in diameter.
which is large
enough for all or-dinary radio
work. Fast work-
ing; high speed.
Switch in handle
to turn current

on and off. Works on any house lighting current from 105 to 120 volts,
either direct or alternating. Weighs only 4 pounds. Polished alu-
minum case, 6 -foot cord with attaching plug. Very durable. Will
last a lifetime with ordinary use. A very high grade drill that has gh en
satisfactory service under continuous usage on light manufacturing
work. This is the first time that a high grade drill of this kind has been
offered at this low figure. Shipping weight. 6 pounds. $23.7563 J 5825

Gasoline or Kerosene Blow Torch
Produces 400 degrees more beat than ordi-

nary torch. Specially designed burner of new
composition bronze has no holes along sides
and is not affected by wind-may be used in-
doors or out Produces a steady blue flame of
intense heat with low fuel consumption.

Tank made of extra heavy seamless drawn
brass. Bottom shaped to form funnel.

Recommended for linemen, radio experts.
electricians. mechanics, plumbers: painters and
any one who desires a high grade torch

Complete with soldering copper holder.
Height, 7 and 9 In. Ship. wts., 3 and 4 pounds.

84 J 5220-Capacity 1 pint $3.60
84 J 5221-Capacity. 1 quart 4.15

Insulating Tape
For wrapping wires where insulation has been

scraped off. In making joints on electric wires they
must first be soldered, then wrapped with rubber
splicing compound over which friction tape must be
wound. Shipping weight, per package. 1 pound.

63 J 5848-Black Friction Tape. % inch wide. A high 22egrade tape. Half -pound package
6 3 J 5854-Rubber Splicing Compound, 14 inch wide. One of
the best rubber splicing compounds on the market.
Half -pound package 24!

Side Cutting Pliers
Forged from the best quality steel.

For linemen and electricians. Polish-
ed Jaws. Ship.wts:12 and 16 oz.f7Cst
84 J 2203 -6 -inch ... I
84 J 2204 -7 -Inch.... .. 8190

Electricians' Pliers
High grade. 5% -inch, hardened steel

pliers with sharp nose. Used extensive-
ly on all electrical work. Handy around
any workshop. Ship. wt 6 oz. 80e84 J 2165

Side cutting nipper. Best hardened
tool steel, diagonal jaw. Shipping
weights. 6 and 10 ounces.
84 J 2186-Length, 5 Inch $ .98

Length, 6 Inch. 1.15

Radio Tap and Die Set
Standard sizes for radio instruments.

Set includes one each, plug tap and round
adjustable die of the following sizes:
%z. 1415z. '11z. 444. 1140. together witha 5 -Inch iong stook to hold dies and a
5%- nch long tap wrench. Shipping weight,
per set. 2 pounds.
84 J 7348-Per set $5.95

Screw Driver Set
This set of screw drivers with

blades ifs. K. y. and 14 inch
,,,--treffis wide will enable you to handle

practically any radio instrument screw without marring it. Made of
teel, nickel plated. Small drivers encased in large one. Length. 6lashes. Shipping weight, per set. 6 ounces.

45061 J 9760-Per set
Radio Drill Set

Set of six drills wire gauge sizes number 10. 15. 20, 28, 32. 41. to
drill holes to be tapped for standard radio screws, 116. %z. ,952.

111a. Shipping weight. per set. 1 pound. 54084 J 1053-Per set
Hand Drill

Goodell -Pratt hand drill, style
5%. One of the finest produced.
Best for radio instrument construc-
tion. Double gears, two speeds. 3 -
jaw chuck. Capacity, 0 to % inch.

Polished wood handle with space for drills. No drills included. Shin-
ning

J 1weig 29ht. 83 pounds. $4.2584

Automatic Blow Torch
With this blow torch you can make neat.

clean joints easily and quickly. Just fill both
cylinders with denatured alcohol, light the
large cylinder and in a few seconds a force is
automatically generated which will produce a
long, needlelike flame. This flame can be

directed to the exact spot to be soldered and the heat con-
fined to a very small space. Metal parts of brass, polished
nickel finish; 514 inches high, 2 inches wide; cylinders, i4
inch diameter. Will operate twenty minutes with one
filling. Shipping weight, 6 ounces.

$1.5863 J 5876

Super Blow Torch
A handy vest pocket blow torch. Is

clean, compact, neat and efficient. Gives
Instant, intensive and Bootless flame. Fill
cylinder with denatured alcohol, light
wick and torch is ready for immediate
use. By blowing on tube, a pointed, hot

Game is obtained. Can be directed to the ex-
act spot to be soldered. Burns twenty min-
utes with one filling. Height. 514 inches;
cylinder diameter. V. inch. Cylinder made
of brass, fine polished nickel finish. White
rubber tube. Shipping weight, 4 ounces/9g
63 J 5877
Baby Gasoline Torch

For Difficult Work in Tight Corners
The smallest practical Torch made. Lights with a match.

Perfect and powerful. Burns without air pressure. Simple
and automatic. with DO movable parts, valves or pump to
get out of order or be replaced. Tank height. 2% inches;
diameter, 11%o inch. Requires no pumping and always Is
ready for use: simply hold a lighted match to the burner and
it lights quickly. Will burn steadily for one hour on one
filling of gasoline. Shipping weight. 5 ounces. $1.5863 J 5860

and light household repairing.
set, 1% pounds.
63 J 5844-Per set

Soldering Set
A complete set for doing all

ordinary small soldering.
Consists of large soldering
capper, bar of solders pow-
dered resin and directions.
Suitable for electrical work

lu wooden box. Shipping weight, per
$1.32

Electric Soldering Iron
An electric heated

soldering iron. At-
tach it to any 105
to 120 -volt house

lighting socket, turn on the cur-
rent and In two to three minutes
iron will heat to proper temper-
ature and maintain its even heat

as long as current is left turned on. Suitable for general household
use and light manufacturing work. Complete with 6 -foot cord and
attaching plug. Shipping weight, 2 pounds.

mplyelk
63 J 5873 $5.85

63 J 5875

Combination Etcher
and Soldering Iron
Has electrically heated point

for etching radio panels and
marking connections. Stylo
paper supplied in silver, gold,
green and red for marking let-

ters. Soldering point Included for
soldering any radio connection. Used
on current of any voltage. Complete
with 6 -foot cord and attaching plug.
Shipping weight, 2 pounds. $4.85

soldering iron,
of self heating

oldering iron. solder and
A complete soldering set,

Radio Soldering Outfit

flux. Denatured alcohol Is
used for fuel and one fill-
ing, about two ounces. keeps

the Iron heated for about twenty minutes. Ship. wt., 214 lbs. $1.7863 J 5846
Makes a Soldered Joint with Heat of a Match

Solderail is a paste combination of solder-
ing metal and soldering flux. Put a drop of
it on the Joint to be soldered, heat the joint
(one match is sufficient for small work) and
the soldering is complete. Makes a good

electrical and mechanical connection. In a convenient collapsible
tube. Shipping weight. 2 ounces. 19e63 J 5822

Wire Solder
63 J 5830-Resin core Wire Solder. Requires no flux. Indis-
pensable for soldering electrical connections and extensively used on
telephone and radio work. Shipping weight, pound, 1% pounds.690
Per pound
63 J 5831-Acid Core Wire Solder. Especially desirable for
telephone connections. Net weight, 3 ounces. Shipping weight, 6
ounces 1 9*
63 Jpoun8d532-Plain Wire Solder. Veryhandy for electrical solderi28*ng .
Per
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Storage "A" Batteries
Ten Days' Trial in Your Own Home

When we entered the radio field, one of the first things we did was to get in contact
with a manufacturer who could make a high grade Storage Battery for radio purposes.
Our efforts were unusually successful. Not only are we offering a battery of the very best
quality, but also our prices are right. They are lower than : S being asked for many "A"
batteries of inferior value. You need not hesitate to order from us, for you don't risk a
cent. Try the battery for ten day's is your own home. If it does not prove entirely satis-
factory, write us for shipping Instructions, and the purchase price, plus transportation
gharges. will be refunded promptly.

We offer only full size, honestly rated batteries that will deliver rated capacity
and store. They are made of select new materials. We positively do not sell re-
built batteries.

These batteries are especially designed to meet all conditions of radio. The
plates are extra heavy so the battery will hold its charge for a long period of time and
withstand aulphation when left in a partially discharged condition. This is a feature
which adds greatly to the service you will obtain from these batteries. The case is
made of fine, hard maple with dovetailed corners.

Rubber covered wire terminal leads with all brass wire connectors are provided so that
connection wires will not be affected by acid fumes. Acidproof carrying handle makes It
easy to move battery around. This is the most practical Radio battery on the market
and Is an exceptional value. Take advantage of our 10 -Day Trial offer.
663 4 492 -8 -volt 40 -ampere size. Shipping weight. 30 pounds $ 9.55
6 J 494 -6 -volt 80 -ampere size. Shipping weight, 42 pounds 13.25

Radio Storage "B" Battery
A storage battery is more

desirable than a dry
cell battery for use in the
"B" battery circuit, as the
voltage will not vary per-
ceptibly over a period of
several hours use. Also a
storage battery hi com-
paratively free from the
many internal noises which

often are so objeetionable n the dry cell "13" battery. This Is a 12 -cell
battery put up in a compact unit rubber case, which is carefully
sealed to insure a dry, clean exterior. Retalas charge over a long
period of time. The full 24 volts. or taps of two -volt variation, may be
used. The battery Is shipped to you fully charged, but with the elec-
trolite in a separate container. Outside dimensions: 113;is inches
long: 2%, Inches wide: 3%5 Inches high. Can be easily recharged with
ordinary alternating house lighting current by means of our battery
charging rectifier listed below. Shipping weight. 7 pounds. $8.75
663 J 716

Vacuum Tube Plate
Circuit Battery

The A'udion "B" Battery
Our "B' batteries are made of the

finest materials by one of the best
battery makers. We guarantee them
to equal in results any battery on the
market. Fresh stock at all times. Very
uniform and have extra lung shelf life.
Shipping weights: 2, 5 and 9 pounds.

63 J 6618-221 sit battery. Signal corps standard $ .94
size, by 2 by 2% Inches.
83 J 821 -221/4 -volt battery Navy standard size, 61/4
by 4,by inchee 1.48
63 6451 -45 -volt battery. Double Navy size. 61/4 by 5
by 3 inches 2.96

Tapped "B" Batteries
Shipping weights 3 and 9 pounds.

83 J 6455-22ti volt. Navy size
battery Dimensions. 61/4 by 4 by 3
inches Tapped to give 21.
1914. 18 and 16% volts.

63 J 6457 -45 -volt, double Navy
size battery. Dimensions, 6'/. by 4
by 6 inches. Tapped to gthe 45.221/4.
21, 1914. 18 and 161/4 volts.S3.20

Hipwell "B" Battery
Refillable variable "B" Battery. Guaranteed

noiseless. Because of its renewable, reilliable
feature. full service of the entire battery Is
assured Can be tapped at any point. as each
cell is fitted with an individual connection.
Shipping weights: 2 and 5 pounds.
63j 6469 -221/2 -volt. 15 -cell small* e fi A
battery; size, 214 by 2% by 4% inches. le
63 J 6461 -22,/e -volt. 15 -call large
battery; size, 21/4 by 414 by 7 inches.. 2.45

"B" Battery Meters
This is a special 'Voltmeter with a scale read-

ing 0 to 60 volts. It will show the &semi con-
dition of your "B" battery. Teets 2214 or 45 -volt
batteries. Polished nickel ease about the size of
a watch; fitted with 8 inch ooanectiag cord.

133
Shipping6587weight. 5 ounces. 970J

63 J 6463

11/2 -Volt Unit Cells
These Units measure 1)$ by 21/4 inches and can be

used as renewals in any Navy size buttery. They also
fit the standard 1% -inch diameter flashlight cases.
Shipping weight of three, 12 ounces. 39063 J 6465-3 cells for

Standard Dry Cell
Highest quality, standard size, 214 by

6 -Inch Dry Cell. Initial test, 11/4 volts, 25 to 30 amperes.
Shipping weight, each. 3 pounds. 39063 J 2501-Each

Unit Dry Cell Battery
Consists of four regular

size, 21/4 ,by 6 -inch dry cells,
connected together and sealed
.in an airtight container. This
method of construction great-
ly prolongs the life of battery.
Binding pow, connections. handle for carry-
ing: can be used as an "A" battery. Tests
6 volts, 22 to 30 amperes. Size. 101/4 by
2% by 7 inches. Shipping weight. com-
plete, 10 pounds. $1.95463 J 418-Complete.

41/2 -Volt "C" Battery and "B" Battery Unit
These Units may be used in making up "B" batteries.

Five batteries connected making a standard 221/4 -volt
battery, or four connected will produce eighteen volts,
etc. Should one cell of the series go dead, it is only
necessary to renew the block in which It is located and
you again have a perfect working set of batteries Cells
are same size as used in Navy type batteries. Shipping
weight. 1 pound.

370

Charge Your Own Storage Battery with
This Battery Charging Rectifier

This Rectifier, when connected with 110 -volt 60 -
cycle alternating current, will supply a direct current
for charging any type of storage battery. Just con-
nect the attaching wire to any standard light socket and
the rectifier charges the battery without further atten-
tion at a coat of a few cents.
Suitable for charging radio
or auto storage batteries. No
chance to get connections
wrong as charger automa-
tically seeks its own polarity.
Only one moving part which.
with ordinary use, will
last for years and can be
replaced easily when neces-
sary. Very compact. Size,
7 by 5% by 5% inches. Con-
sists of a very efficient step-
down transformer mounted
in steel frame. From trans-
fermer,eur rent passes through
vibrating device which chang-
es the alternating to direct
eurrent. Ampere meter registers charging rate. Prices
Includes 10 -foot connecting cord with socket plug, battery
leads, and two clips. Shipping weight, 10 pounds
563 J 6193-Charges 6 -volt battery at 7 $13.95
ampere rate
$83 J 6191-Charges 12 -volt battery at
e ampere rate 13.95
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Indoor Loop Antenna
This loop was designed to meet the

requirements of those persons desiring
to receive radio messages without the
use of an outside aerial wire. Some Or-

\ cults and Instruments using a louD
? antenna for the aerial will, under

." favorable conditions, receive stations
several hundred miles distant. Specially
adapted for receiving up to 600 meters
wavelength. Very sharp tuning can be
obtained. Interference can be practical-
ly eliminated. Can also be used for
direction finding. Conies knocked down
complete with all accessary parts and
wire. Directions for assembling anti
using included. Height. 44 Indies.
Shipping weight, 5 pounds. $4.35
563 J 651

1.0 '''
' Helix Antenna

A new device to be used In place of straight wire antenna. It
can be put in a small space inside a room, or on the outside of a
window, where space is 1111111rd. Excellent results have been obtained
with it. Especially Intended for use in receiving from nearby broad-
casting stations. Not intended for receiving long distances, although
stations more than a hundred tulles distant have been timed lu with
sensitive sets. Very efficient on 200 to 600 meter waves. Can
be installed in space from 6 to 10 feet wide. Shipping weight, 3
poun

6248ds. $1.3863 J
Copper Antenna Wire

supplied only in size coils listed.
63 J 5150 -Aerial cable. Composed of stranded hard drawn cop-
per wire. High tensile strength. Large surface area, giving low re-
sistance and better results. Shipplig weight, per 10(1 feet. 3 pounds.

100 feet, 690 200 hat. $1.36 500 feet, $3.25
63 J 51 51 -Bare copper wire No. 14 gauge.

500 feet. 1.70WO feet. 42c
63 J 5152 -Bare copper wire No. 12 gauge.

100 feet, 62c 500 feet, 2.65
Copper Weld Antenna Wire

The ideal wire for radio aerials. Minch stronger than ordinary
copper wire. Mode with a steel core onto which is welded an outer
sheath of copper. Size No. 14. Shipping weight, 2 pounds. 42063 J 51 54 -100 -foot coil

nommisat Braided Antenna Cable* This cable was specially developed for
radio use. It Is made of 16 flat strands

of highest grade copper, braided lido a hollow cable about Ye Inch
In circumference. This leaky,: about twice the circumference of the
ordinary antenna wire and the greater conducting surface otters a
lower "skin effect- at mono frequency, which considerably increases
the range of either a receiving or sending set. Especially desirable for
use on indoor loop antenna. Shipping weight. per coil, 3 pounds.$2.10
63 J 6246 -100 -foot coil

New Code
Mr4RWPW4544/01WA....-1) Rubber Covered

Wire
Solid conductor copper wire, insulated with rubber compound over

which is one cotton sail/rated braid. Shipping weights, per loll feet, 3
:Ind 13 minims. Sold only hi lengths listed. $ .2563 J 301 5 -Sirs: 14. 25 feet
100 feet 95t .500 feet 3.95
63 J 3036 -Size 4. 10 feet
25 feet $1 .42 100 feet 5.25

New Code
Twisted Pair
Cotton Lamp

Cord
Two conductor, twisted New Code Is nip cord. Conductor con-

sists of line copper wire strand, twisted together and insulated with
rubber compound. Covering is of tine quality Interwoven yellow and
green cotton. Sold only hl lengths listed. shipping weight, per 100
feet, 6 pounds.

Article
Number Size 10 Feet 25 Feet 100 Feet 250 Feet

63 J 3180 30c
48c I S1.73 $3.7068c 2.39 5.50

63 J 3175 22c
63 J 3185 420 7 3.60 8.50

Lamp Cord Connector
For quickly making or breaking con-

nection between two lengths of lamp cord.
Easily and quickly connected onto cord.

Very neat and compact; conducting parts imbedded in molded com-
po6sitio n.

2694
Shipping weight, 2 ounces. 3203 J

Antenna Wire Connector Block
If you have an antenna of more than one wire. you

should connect the wires together with this connector
block. Does away with soldering and loose connections.
Made of solid brass. Easy to install. Shipping weight.
5 ounces. 22063 J 6604

V Iron Ground Rod
Length, 6 feet. Heavily galvanized. Necessary with every radio

outfit to Insure a perfect ground contact front lightning switch. Ship-
ping weight. 4 pounds. 43063 J 1081

Ground Clamp
if you ground your outfit on a water pipe or

steam pipe, you should use a ground clamp to
insure a perfect connection. Adjustable to any
size pits, um to 1th inches In diameter. w
63 J 6606

Box Type Loop Antenna
Differs from the one shown to the left

In that the wires are all equidistant from
tile center. This type loop has given
especially good results when used with
tuners employing the super regenerative
circuit. Very convenient stud practical.
Shipped knocked down. Can be easily
assembled and taken down. Complete
wood frame and stand with wire and
binding post connections. Size of loop is
two feet on each side. Nlodern radio fre-
quency circuits and the super -regenerative
circuits have opened a very broad field
fur indoor loop antennas. Reception over dis-
t:Mee:4 of from 2(10 to 300 miles Is MI11111.111, Mill
many longer distance records have 1)(1.11 reported.
In congested localities loops are especially desir-
able, as it is possible to prifetimilb tune out
most interfering stations. Shipping weight. 6

$5.10ounces
563 J 653

Electric Light Socket Antenna
Screw this device into any electric light socket and you

can use it to replace the usual outdoor aerial. It is best
for receiving from nearby stations and Is not recommended
for long distance reception. Simple to install; gives excel-
lent results; absolutely safe. Shipping weight, Ii

$1.1963 J 6605

Ground Switch
A switch especially

intended US Ull aerial
grounding switch.The _
Underwriters' Stand-
ard 600 volt, 100 111111)(WC. Single 11,1e.
asbestos composition base which has
Shipping weight. 5 pounds.
63 J 5359

7-1frr

stile throw. Mounted oil an
high insulating properties.

$2.85
Same type switch as above.

except the separate parts are
mounted on a high voltage in-
sulation 314 inches high. In-
sulators fitted with screw and
washer at bottom su that
switch may be mounted on any
panel or base not over 1 inch
thick. Ship. wt., 7 lbS. $4.60
63 J 6600

Ground Switch

A complete set of Partsparts -contacts, switch

ampere switch. Sup-
infbase or panel. Shipping

lever and handle of the for
above 600 -volt 100-

piled with screws. Can be mo
weight, 2 pounds.
63 J 6602 $2.15

Lightning Arrester
If you should neglect to throw your aerial

switch to the ground contact when not
using your instruments and an electrical
storm should occur, serious injury might
result to your apparatus. By Installing
one of these arresters in your antenna
eireult above the ground switch. your
lustruments will be protected against possible injury.
Mounted on a porcelain base. Shipping weight, 114
pounds.

72063 J 6608

Brach Outdoor Type Vacuum Arrester
This arrester Is built for outdoor service anti. is ar-

ranged so that it can be hung on the antique. or lead-in
wire. It is lilted with a soldering lug and bluffing post.
The safety gap points of this arrester are set compara-
tively far apart in a high vacuum chamber. Very sensi-
tive to induction and static currents, yet will not permit
leakage of radio currents. Approved by Fire Underwriters.

63
Depe Jnd6607able. Shipping weight, S ounces. $2.28

Outdoor Type Porcelain Enclosed
Lightning Arrester

The safety gap points are set comparatively
close together inside a porcelain protective cover.
Very dependable and reliable. ("onvenient srr %v
pest connections. Can be suspended (min lead-
in wire or fastened to any support. Shipping
weight. 2 pounds. $1.5863 J 6611

Brach Indoor Type Vacuum
Arrester

This arrester must be mounted so
that it is protected from moisture.
Approved by Fire Underwriters. Rill
not permit leakage of radio currents.
Shipping weight, 6 ounces. $1.9063 J 6609

Pipe Cap and Point
These two fittings any be attached to any

galvanized iron pipe; 34 -inch iron ills size.
Pipe so fitted can be easily driven into the
ground to Insure good ground connection. Screw connection on cap
for fastening ground wire. Shipping weight, per set, 2 pounds. 76
63 J 6244 -Per set

All merchandise in this catalogue shipped from Northern Illinois nontiomy7147.419eit



Popular Size Insulator
A rugged. solid type of Insulator for

!WWI' aerhils.
63 J 6612 1,,)ogii, ,,[.r all. 5I/2 Incites. Tensile strength, 35,0[
pounds. Flash over voltage. 411.001) volts. shipping weight. 8 360

11118
63 J 6614-L0,1.mi over all. 81/2 inches. Tensile strength, 1.000
pounds Mash ov,r voltage, 90.000 volts. Shipping weight. 11/4
pounds 660

Air Gap Type Insulators
In this typo Insulator. air gaps have been interposml

0. between live part... thus imposing particular stress on
the air and preventing any localized heating. This

greatly builds Up the electrical strength of the Insulator and In thus
preventing hot spots, eliminates possible mechanical failure.
63 J 6620-Leu:alt. 4 inches Tensile strength. 75" pounds. 1100
I lash over voltage. 37.000 volts. Shipping weight, 11/2 pounds a,

4l ' A -.(_ --'-7 Length. 73f inches. Tensile strength._ -- ,2011 potitels. Flash over voltage, 72,000_t, ..... N1,11), Shipping ,, eight. 21/2 pounds. 910
aie. ,....--, .. 63 J 6622

Aerial for C. W. Transmission

1/4t.7.0
T,eitelli. 19 Inches. Tensile strength, 1.210 pounds. Flash over

voltage. 165.000 volts The ideal type 1,1' insulator to use for trans-
mitting aerials and is It necessity for (7. Sr. transmission. Shipping
weight. 6 pounds. $2.80634 6624

Post Type Insulator
-el for supporting wires or other live conduelors. Threaded in -

in and honour Most with machine screws and washers.
he readily fastenet to any panel base or instrument. Broad base

7,.mistclitoblleintnhoiteiii,liiizeig,.,crIel,t,..isglits given arc for
igutifteitorr olt.(1.11))

63 J 6626 -Height. Inch.e Diameter of
base. I 1/2 Inches; at top. 1 Shipping weight 480
8 ounces

63 J 6628 -1Telght. 31/2 Inches. Diameter
of base, 134 inches; at top, 11/2 Inches. Shin-
ning weight, I pound. ......
63 J 663g0 -height, 51/2 .......... Diameter
of base, 21/4 inches: at. top, 11/4 inches. Ship-
ping weight, 21/4 pounds ... . .S1 .20

Lead-in Bushing-Panel Insulator
63 J 6632 -Especially designed for panel work.
Length over.all, 234 inches: undt r shoulder, 1 inch: above
shoulder, 1 %inches. Ilas 31 -inch hole through center 580
from end to end. shinning weight. 8 ounces

63 J 6634 -Length over all, 51/4 inches: under shoulder. 2 Inches:
shoulder. 136 Inches Ilan rod through center ndenting at,i ts.'Threaded and fitted withi!iIMO. Shipping weight. 11/2 potinds.000

Window Sash Insulator
For bringing lead wires through Winslow sash orle irks, ILA; insulationoifne,t1oveovseLaulla:r1 n!ihrwitenhdeez

Shipping weight, 3 pounds.
63 6 6 3 3 -With 36 -Inch hole In center from end to end $1.3563 J 6638 -With rod projecting from -end to end and threaded
lIroieetiou id inch long at each end, fitted with nuts.. . $1 .72

Wall Insulators
Specially de-

igned as a lead-.' insulator for
outside walls.

Can he adjusted to any size wall not over 5'4 inches Oh*, Length
over all, 151/2 inches: under shoulder, 10 inches: shove shoulder.
inches. alas 1/2 -Inch hole In center from end to end. Shipping weight,
4 pounds.
63 J 6640

+1)141

Especially Designed Insulators
WE are here introducing a new line of Insulators for radio purposes which were produced after careful study and experiments.

The material used is the most satisfactory, moderately priced material for the purpose and has rubber as a base. Tough
and durable. No shellac is used. Has a high melting point 1360°F.) and the dielectic strength is very high. Not affected

by acids, water or any ordinary atmospheric conditions. A particular feature of these insulators is that, with exception of
63 J 6616 and 63 J 6618, there is no metal whatever used in their construction. This makes fot greater strength and better
resistance of the weather.

Insulator for Small Aerial
Length over all, 4 inches. Flash over voltage,

3.5otto volts. Shipping weight. 4 ounces. 6063 J 661 0 Each

P'EfV0 Round Insulator with Loops
o matt r style .of round beutlator with metal loops for kidding wire.

63 661 Length. 3 inches. Tensile strength, 250 pounds. OM61sJ over v
6
M:c.:e. 28,000 volts. Shipping weight. 4 ounces.63 J 6613 Length over all. 335 inches. Tensile strength, 350

pound.: Flasil over voltage. 42,000 volts. Shipping weight, 4 oz.i 4C

MArt",414

li

W42;41411111111001114

$2.10

Wall Insulator
Especially designed as a lead-itt insulator for bringing In wires

from the outside. (Inn he adjustor] to anY wall not over 12 Inches
thick. Length over all. 22 inches: under shoulder. 161/2 inches: above
shoulder. 51/2 Pieties. Flap !4 -Inch hole In mutter from end to end.
Shipping6we42ig 6ht, pounds. $3.4063 J 6

Reliable Electrose Insulators
These I osulators have been used

for radio purposes a good ninny
ears. They are molded of outline

uase composition which gives good
serviee as an insulator. Have
galvanized wrought iron eyes for aelkalMO
attaching wires.

caw
Article

Number Diameter
Length
Over
All

Strength
Eleetric W aloe

Dry Volt Rain
6 J 5630 In. 3 Ms in. 200 lbs. 40,000 2.5,000
6 J 5631 I in. 4 in. 1,00a0 lbs. 40,000 15,011063 J 5632 11/2 in, 101/21n. LOOP lbs. 90.000 50.000

Porcelain Strain Insulators
A well made glazed finish porcelain Insulator, strong and

durable lieavy ribs. Holes at cull end for attaching
wires. Very satisfactory for the ordinary receiving aerial.
Size. about 24.4 inches long by 11/4 belies diameter. Ship-
ping weight, each, 5 nnneeS

7063 J 6643 Each .........
Per clown 76C

Each

2603e
6150

Leading -in Insulators
A new ,tyle insulator which is very

desirable In many places because of its
small diameter. ft is
only necessary to drill
ill 34 -touch hole to insert the insulator. Can be Used
for bringing lead through a partition or wall. Made
of molded hard rubber compound, possessing high
insulating properties. Fitted with two nuts to hold
insulator securely In place. Provided 50th connec-
tions. Shipping weights: 4 and 10 ounces.

49663 J 6644 -For 4 -inch walls or smaller .. -

63 J 6645 -For 9 -inch walls or smaller.. 89s

Porcelain Brackets
These brackets are ideal for attaching

aerial or ground wires to buildings or
poles. Porcelain insulator is supported
by U -bolt width greatly adds to strength.
These brackets will stand it strait. of
700 pounds straight pull Metal parts
sherardized, making the bracket r let -
proof Shipping weight, each. 11/2 pounds. 45i v2i J 2219 -T-1:itit Ceein'asviir. holes for screws. 400

Porcelain Tubes
Unglazed porcelain tubes. ;is inch in-

side. Si, inch outside. Length given Is
from under head to end. Shipping
weight, per dozen. 1 to 2 pounds.
63 J -Length. 3 inches. Per dozen....
63 J 906 -1A)tigth, 6 inches. Per dozen
63 J 908 -Length, 8 Inches. Per dozen

Glazed Porcelain Cleats awl
Take No. 10 or smaller insulated wires.

1,.-,Have 21/2 -inch wire centers. Shipping weight,

'per dozen pair. 3 po ,.
63 J 3920 -2 wire Meats. -0

380 k'Per down pair

Solid Porcelain Knobs
63 J 3927 -New Code No. 51/2 solid porcelain knob.
Height, Ins inches. Diameter, 11/2 Pieties. Hole. 1/4 Inch.
Groove. Vie Melt. Shipping weight, per dozen. 11/2 280
pounds Per dozen
63 J 3929-N0. 4 solid porcelain knob. Height li'Ae
Inches. Diameter. 11/2 inches. Floe. M inch. Groove,
M inch. Shipping weight. per doz., 2. pounds. Per dozen pairs ..3130

Standard Type Stepdown
Transformer

Transforms 110 -volt 60-eyele alternating
current down to lower voltages. Windings
sealed Into steel cases. Connection post. for
obtaining different voltages. Fitted with 7
feet of corn and attaching Mlle.
63 J 1695 -60-watt capaelty p-oduces
from 21/2 to 271/2 volts in 2'4 -volt 52.58
steps. Shipping weight. 41/2 pounds.
63 J 1697 -100 -watt capacity produces
from 11/2 to 21 volts in steps of 11/2 volts each. Shipping weight, If)
pounds $4.70
63 J 1699 -110 -watt ()smelly produces 1.11/2 to 30 volts In
of 11/2 volts each. Shipping weight. 13 pounds $ 5 . 9 5

Radio Information
See Pages 48 and 49 for general information on radio which

will be of much interest to you.

Rogorne9iienefr All merchandise in this catalogue shipped from Northern Illinois



Build Your Set with Uniform Parts
All the items shown here have neatly shaped ten sided knobs, molded of composition, with a

highly polished black finish. Meunted on a panel, these articles present a uniform appearance
that will greatly improve the looks of your set. All these articles are carefully designed and made
of the best obtainable materials to give long and satisfactory service.

One -Piece Dials with Knobs
Scale, 0 to 100. Diameter, 31/4 and 4 Inches

These dials and knobs are, In our opinion,
the best looking on the market. They are molded

in one piece of genuine bakelite. Highly polished black finish. (lean
cut scale marked 0 to 100, in contrasting glossy white enamel. Ship -

Sand 7 570. ounces.-363 J 674 1/4 -inch diameter for 1/46-i
63

nch shaft
J 674 -31/4 m-inch diaeter for 1/4 -inch shaft 576

63 J 674 -4-inch diameter for 1/46 -inch shaft 77*
63 J 674 -4-inch diameter for /4 -inch shaft 770

One -Piece Dials and Knobs
Scale, 0 to 10. Diameter, 21/4 Inches

F:specially designed for rheostat and switch contact
control. Makes your set more finished in appearance
and defintrely marks position of apparatus. Molded
in one piece of genuine bakelite. Highly polished

black finish. Clean cut scale marked 0 to 10 over 270 degrees. Shipping
weight, each. 4 ounces. 49063 J 6748 -For 43a -Inch shaft
63 J 6749 -For 1/4 -inch shaft 490

Series Parallel Switch
Well Made -Nicely Finished

Permits quick change from one circuit to
another. Composition knob, polished black
finish. Switch blades made of phosphor bronze,
polished nickel finish. Radius of blades, 11/4
inches. Can be mounted on panels up to 1/4 inch
thickness. Shipping weight, 4 ounces. 59063 J 6751

Dead End Switch
Used for dead ending unused portions of coils

which produces greater efficiency. Four polished
nickel finished arms are attached to bakelite strip.
Ten sided molded knob, polished black finish.
Can be mounted on panels up to 1/4 inch thick.

63JShipin6752gweight, 8 ounces. 590

Wood Cabinets
The tendency in the

radio field today is to
put apparatus in cabi-
nets -no. only for ap-
pearance, but as a
protection against dirt
and atmospheric condi-
tions. The cabinets we
offer are attractive in
design and are of uni-
form style so that you
can use cabinets of
different sizes and have
them all match up.
Panels are rabbeted in-
to the front. Lids or

tops are hinged. The wood used is genuine solid mahogany in fine
dull antique finish. Dimensions glvenlor height. wid h and depth are
inside measurements.

Article
Number

For Panel
Size.

Inches

..,,

.,"4.0.^ ' High Wide Deep Each

Si J 8282
563 J 6654
ga3 issa
823 3 2211
224 J. 22.

sgioli
2 411
7by9,

134 it
Li bhl: il

2,411,1:

12 lbs.

aubt
10

It::
13 It::

itrin..,81::
Et In.

8itnn.li::
IN Inn:
14, In.

MI In.

135411:

?94 In.

It::
It:

71n.1

13I':
It It:

40

. 0

.21

.2;
Panels

A new style of panel for radio work. Made of rubber base com-
pound. Very attractive glossy black finish. Will retain its rich color
Indefinitely. Has higher dielectric strength than ever needed for panel
work; strong, practically unbreakable. Drills nicely Moisture proof.
Thickness. g inch.
Article Number Size Shipping Weight Each
63 J 671063 J 671 1
63 .1 671263 J 671363 J 671463 J 671563 J 671663 J 6717
Si 3 sn 8

6 by 7 in.
6 by 101/41n.
6 by 14 in.
6 by 21 In.
7 by 9 In.
7 by 18 in.
9 by 14 in.

12 by 14 in.
li by in..

2 pounds
3 pounds
31/4 pounds
4 pounds
3 pounds
4 pounds
4 pounds
5 pounds
6 poundsu.

S .53
1:2

12.

High Grade Switch Lever
Matches our uniform parts. 'ran sided, molded

knob, polished black finish; Phosphor bronze contact
lever, polished nickel finish. Radius, 11/4 inches. Can
be mounted on any panel up to 14 inch thickness.
Positive contact: smooth working. Shipping weight, 4 ounces. 4w
63 J 6753

Binding Posts
Large size, ten sided, molded bakelite knob, pol-

ished black finish; metal barrel, polished nickel
finish; 1/4 -inch long; 3'g screw with washer.
Finishes oil panel when using other items in this set.

Shipping weight, per dozen, 8 ounces. 97i
63 J 6754 -Each HO Dozen..

Bakelite Knobs
Ten sided, molded bakelite, polished black finish.

Base, 11/46 inch; Mg inch high; shaft hole In center of bottom.
Fitted with set screw. Shipping weight, each. 2 ounces. 180
63 J 6759 -With 3j6 -inch hole
63 J 6756 -With 1/4 -inch hole 180

Vacuum Tube Control
Rheostat

Used to regulate filament current to detector
or amplifier tube. Heat -resisting base; molded
ten sided knob, polished black finish. Mounts
on panel up to 34 inch thick. Capacity, 11/4
amperes; resistance. 6 ohms. Base diameter. 2

63
inches.

875
Shipping weight. 6 ounces. 780J 7

Potentiometer
Gives accurate, smooth, fine control. Mounts

on any panel up to 34 Inch thickness. Molded.
ten sided knob, polished black finish. Resist-
ance, 200 ohms. Shipping weight. 6 ounces.

$1.2263 J 6761
Vernier Rheostat

Beet results are obtained when using a
vernier rheostat with detector tubes. This
rheostat permits vernier adjustment at any

positive control of both
main and vernier resistance. Resistance. 6
ohms: capacity, 149 amperes. Heat -resisting
base; molded knob. Mounts on panel up to
IA inch thick. Shipping weight, 8 ozs. $1.2263 J 6758

Radio Panels
We supply formica, bakellte or condensite celeron, whichever we

have in stock.
These panels are standard for mounting radio instruments in a

cabinet. They have a high dielectric strength and a mechanical
strength far greater than will ever be needed. Machine easily and
will not warp nor absorb moisture. Supplied in handsome, natural
glossy black finish, which may be sandpapered and oil rubbed to
produce a velvet satin finish. Shipping weights: 2 to 8 pounds.

'1. Inch Thick iis Inch Thick 1/4 Inch Thick
Size Article

Number Each Article
Number

Each Article
Number Each

6 by 7 63 .11 6670 5 .50 63 J 6680 $ .75 63 J 6690 51.01
6 by 101/4 63 1 6671 .75 63 J 6681 1.13 63 1 6691 1.51
6 by 14 63 J 6672 1.00 63 J 6682 1.50 63 J 6692 2.01
6 byi21 63 J 6673 1.50 63 J 6683 2.25 63 .1 6693 3.01
7 by 9 63 J 6674 .75 63 J 6684 1.13 63 J 6694 1.51
7 by 18 63 J 6675 1.50 63 J 6685 2.25 63 J 6695 3.01
9 by 14 63 J 6676 1.50 63 J 6686 2.25 63 J 6696 3.01

12 by 14 63 J 6677 2.00 63 J 6487 3.00 63 J 6697 4.01
12 by 21 63 J 6678 3.00 63 J 6688 4.50 63 J 6698 6.01
14 by 18 63 J 6679 3.00 63 J 6689 4.50 63 J 6699 6.01

q 7573Radio Panel Plates
These panel plates will identify every connection.

Made of brass with silver plated characters and
border on black background. All platesare 1 by 1/4 inch, except the

1/4"On" and "017" which are by inch; and the increase current.
wbieh are circular in shape an measure 134 Inches. Holes are
pierced through plates so they can be fastened easily to panel. The
blank plate listed may be lettered with pen or pencil as desired.
We do not sell less than one dozen. Shipping weight, per dozen.
2 ounces.
Aerial Increase Current (Right)
Antenna Increase Current (Left)
Audion Loading Coil
Audion Detector Negative
A Battery Off
B Battery On
Blan Output
Coupling Parallel
Detector Phones
Detector Tube Plate Variometer
Grid Variometer Positive
Ground Primary
Input Primary Condenser

(Order by Article Number and state names wanted.)

63 J 6801 -Per Dozen

Receive
Secondary
Secondary Condenser
Series
Telephone
Tickler
Transmit
Vacuum Tube
1st Step

and Step
3rd Step

350

All merchandise in this catalogue shipped from Northern Illinois nompmety7t/iml9tit



Bakelite Knob and Dial
A fine looking one-piece molded knob and

dial. Polished black finish: 180 degree scale
marked 0 to 100 in contrasting white enamel.
Will improve the appearance of your set.
Knob offers convenient finger hold. Thin
sheet walls. Light In weight. Very durable.
Brass Insert molded firmly into place: fitted
with set screws. Diameter, 3 inches. Shipping
weight, each, 3 ounces.
63 J 675-For 11/4 -inch shaft ..... 290
63 J 6735-For 1/4 -inch shaft 29*

Molded Knob and Dial
This design knob and dial Is very popular.

It is molded from high grade polished black
composition. The knob is securely attached to
the dial by means of a brass bushing. En-
graved scale marked from 0 to 100 in con-
trasting white enamel. Diameter, 2I1I. Inches.
shipping we ht, each. 5 ounces. 29063J1 673 -For .-Inch shaft.
63

J 673 ----Konroh4o-nilf:h1L bushing ?St

Hard Rubber Dial and Knob
Molded In one piece of polished black hard

rubber. Finely engraved 180 degree scale in
contrasting white enamel. Shipping weights:
and 7 ounces.
63 J 6710 -3 -inch diem. for Mein. shaft.590
63 .11 6711 -3 -inch dIam. for i.-In.

M63 J 6742 -4 -inch diem. for -in. shaft. *
63 J 6743 -4 -inch diem. for 1/4 -in. shaft *

Hard Rubber Knob and Dial
Finely engraved 270 degree scale in contrast-

ing white enamel marked from 0 to 9. Desir-
able for use on rheostats and switch levers.
Diameter. 21/4 inches. Exactly matches the
above dials and knobs. Shipping weight, each,
4 ounces. 5463 J 6728-For Meinch shaft
63 J 6729-For 1/4 -inch shaft 54*

Tapered Hard Rubber Knob
This knob matches the above dials and knobs. The

corrugated sides enable you to get a firm grip. Molded In
one piece of polished black hard rubber. Can be used on

rheostat. switch levers, etc. Height. 1 Inch; diameter. 1% Inches.
Knobs for M. and IA -inch shaft fitted with set screws_ Shipping
weight, each. 3 ounces. 150
63 J 67§ 7-To fit 14 -inch shaft

54J 67 8--
63 J 6 76 -To fit M elnch shaftTo fit Mn1a threaded shaft 50

Molded Dial and Knob
Fine polished black finish. Beveled edges,

radial lines and figures are sharply engraved and
filled in with contrasting brilliant white enamel.
Dial diameter, 3 inches. Shipping weight, each.
3 ounces.
63 .1 5563-Dial and knob for Mein. shaft-4R
63 J 5564-Dial and knob for 1/4 -in. shaft
63 J 5565-Knob only for Mein. shaft... 2
63 J 5566-Knob only for shaft 2 *

New Style Dial and Knob
These dials and knobs are molded in one

piece. They have a glossy black finish and
are the most attractive looking on the mar-
ket. Beveled edges. Finely engraved scale
and figures filled in with contrasting brilliant
white enamel. which stand out sharply and
are easily read. The large and small dials
match and combine well on a set. Shipping
weights: 6 and 8 ounces.

2% -inch Diameter Dial and Knob
180 degree scale marked 0 to 100. 590

63 J 6721-To take 1/4 -Inch shaft
63 J 6722-To take Ms -inch shaft 890
63 J 6723-To take Ma threaded shaft 39*

3h -Inch Diameter Dial and Knob
180 degree scale marked 0 to 100. 790

63 .1 6731-To take ti -inch shaft
63 J 6732-To take Ms -inch shaft
63 J 6733-To take Mn threaded shaft . ;8*

Metal Knob and Dial with
Vernier Adjustment

Fine tuning often demands that you tarn
your varlometer makeoeoupler the slight-
est degree. To such a fine adjust-
ment with the ordinary dial Is. almost Im-
possible, but with this vernier knob and
dial you can set your instrument to the
finest possible degree of precision. Set
consists of a 3-ineh metal dial fitted with a
knob of high grade molded composition.
Has a finely engraved scale In contrasting
white enamel. Beneath the dial is set the
vernier adjustment which can be engaged
or disengaged as desired. One complete
revolution of adjustment will move large
dial about 16 degrees. Dial and adjuster

are set in a metal framework which amply protects the devicie. Dull
black enamel finish. Shipping weight, each, 8 ounces. $1.38153 J 6702-For Ms -Inch shaft
53 J 45703-For 1/4 -inch shaft 1.38

Marconi Knobs
A knob suitable for large panels. Two sizes; match

perfectly. Polished black finish. Has M. -inch hole at
bottom, tapering to M. -inch at top. Slipping weights:
each, 3 and 4 ounces: per dozen, 114 pounds.
6Each3 J 5665-Diameter, 11/4 inches.

9* Dozen
63 J 5667-Diameter, 21/4 inches.
Each 210 Dozen 2.40

$ .87

New Government Style Knobs
Very seat appftring. Just the kind for highest class

apparatus. Polished black finish. Brass threaded
bushings, ha or insert in knob. Shipping weights:
each, 3 ounces: per dozen, 1 pound.
63 J 5701 -Diameter, 1 inch. Fitted Ma bushing.

Each 8* Dozen 870

h
63 J 5702-Diameter. 1 M. inches. Fitted with Ma bushing.
Eac Dozen
63 J 5669-Diameter. I1 inch.2t Fitted with '

$1.29
Ma bushing.

Each 8# frozen -87
63 J 5671 -Diameter, I 5ie Inches. Fitted with IMa bushing.
Each 12# Dozen $1 .29
New Government Style Knobs-Hole for Shaft

Same style as above knobs. Look very attractive even
on highest class apparatus. Polished black finish: Me
Inch shaft hole. Top is countersunk for nut. Two holes
in bottom for stay pins. Shipping weights, each. 3
ounces: per dozen, 1 pound.
63 J 5704-Diameter. 1 inch. Each..... 13!

870
63 J 5705-Diameter, l Ms inches. Each ..12* Dozen. .61 .29

Standard Knob
Polished black finish

with fluted edges. Neat
and attractive. Fittedwith metal bushing

ti'Ai:geletfosrcrg::intharTel
ter, 11/4 Inches. Shipping weights:
each. 3 ounces: dozen. 11/4 pounds.

$ .2063 J 5675-Each
Dozen 2.25

Dozen

Regulation
Style Knobs
Fluted edges. Pol-

ished black finish.
Diameter, 11/4 inches.
Fitted with Ma bush-
ing. Shipping
weights: each, 3 oun-
ces; per dozen, 1
pound
63 ,15673-Fach...... 100

Dozen... 980

A knob used extensively on small panels, and small pieces
of apparatus. Has 112 brass bushing. Diameter, I inch.
Knurled edges. Polished black finish Shipping weights:
each. 3 ounces; per dozen. 1 pound. $1.1063 J 5713-Each.. 11$Dozen

A series of knobs matching each other, which may be used
for various purposes such as binding posts, tops of detectors
and tuning colt sliders. Polished black finish. Shipping
weights: each, 3 ounces; per dozen, 1 pound.

5a j 5715-Diameter, iMa inch. Fitted with Ma bushing.
20Each 30 Dozen

63 J 571 6-Diameter. 1112 Inch. Fitted with Ma bushing.
Each 4! Dozen 35*63 j 5717-Diameter. 1M. inch. Fitted with iglu bushing.
Each 5* Dozen 47*

Inductance Switch and Dial
This device does away with the usual awk-

ward and unsightly set of switch and switch
points on the panel. The switch points are
mounted on an insulating block to which is
attached a shaft that extends to a controlling
dial and knob, so arranged that only the dial
and knob are visible on the front side of the
panel. The rest of the mechanism is mounted on the rear. Looks
well, is perfect in design and construction. Fifteen switch points are
provided, any numbe

markings
h may be used. Silver finished dial. 21/4

inches diameter. with from 1 to 15 which indicate exact posi-
tion of lever on invite points. Neat tapered knob molded of polished
black composition. Requires but one hole to mount on panel. Ship -

63 J 6
wei704ght, 6 ounces. $1.68

Metal Dials
Of heavy brass with silver

plated numerals and graduation
lines on polished black back-
ground. Deep beveled edges:
etched scale 0 to 180 degrees on
314, 3 and 214 -inch sizes: scale
0 to 280 degrees on 2 -inch size. Fitted with high
grade molded knobs. When properly grounded

by means of contact spring eliminates body or capacity effect All
sizes of these dials match each other perfectly. Shipping weights: 4 to

3806 ounces.
63 J 6921 -Diameter. 31/41nehea for Ms -inch shaft

J 6924-Diameter. 3 inches for .-Inch shaft63 J 6923-Diameter, 3 inches for einch shaft It63 J 6922-Diameter. 3l4inches for 4 -inch shaft

81:

*

J 6927-Diameter, 2 inches for Meinch shaft

J 6925-Diameter, 21/4Inches for Meinch shaft *
J 6926-Diameter, 21/4inehes for I4 -inch shaft

Vernier Adjuster
This little device can be mounted on the edge of any

dial and will enable you to tuae very close and sharp.
Spring keeps adjuster pressure constant. Ship. wt., 3 ounces. 59f
63 J 6930
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Radio Jacks
Well Made-Attractively Priced

F:speciallydesigned for radio work.
cry compact, carefully construc-

ted. finely finished. May be mount-
ed on panels up to .4, inch in thick-
ness. Contact points are silver.
Shipping weight, each, 3 ounces.

State type wanted.

63 J 6780-Open eircuit 48
63 J 6781 --Closed circuit 560
63 J 6782-2 circuit 680
63 J 6783--3 spring, single cir-
cuit. Filament cold rol . ..  760
63 J 6784 -5spting. two circuit.
Filament runt rut 840

Control Switch Radio Automatic Filament
For Detector Two -Stage Amplifier
Replaces three filament control jacks

and plugs. Phones or I 0 tt d speaker
hooked up to switch cull be instantly put
in circuit with either detector, first or
second stage of amplification. Turns
off filament current on tubes not being
used. Furnished with knob and pointer.
directions and blueprint of connections.
Shipping weight, 11/4 pounds, $3.9563 J 6798

Radio Plug
Especially designed for use in connection

with alcove Jacks. Large spaces fur attach-
ing cord. Screw connections. No soldering. Small and compact.
Length, 2% inches. Shipping weight, 3 ounces.

5463J 6785
Three Cord Radio Plug

Arranged to take 3 sets of phone cords.
Connections easily and quickly made. At-

raCtIVe 1010kilIV roma! laxly. Shipping weight, 3 ounces. $1.1963 J 6792
Universal Radio Plug

Fits any standard Jack. Cords easy to
costive? shipping weight, 3 ounces. 78063 J 6790

Radio Plug
Black composition body. Fits any stand-

ard Jack. Takes two standard plugs per-
mitting use of one or two head sets as de-
sired. Shipping weight. 4 ounces. $1.2663 J 6791

Pacent Multijack
This simple device enables you to

connect up three hemlsets with any
reed% I ng set_ ur two sets of phones and
a loud speaker. Can be fastened In
any convenient place. All standard
plugs will fit It. Shipping weight, 4
ounces. $1.2663 J 6794
Special Two -Circuit Jack
This well constructed, well finished

two -circuit Jack will give excellent service.
Can be mounted on any panel up to 36 Inch thick. Perfect contact:
well insulated springs. Shipping weight, 3 ounces. 39063 J 6787

Standard Radio Plug
This is a well designed plug intended especially for use with the

above Jack. Well finished fiber barrel which ran he removed readilY.
conneeting cord can he soldered firmly to enntaet sprints. Shippingweight. 3 ounces.

39063 J 6788

Special Inductance Switches
High grade. s lllll nth working switches. Blackpolished composition knobs, nickel finishedphosphor bronze spring and bushings. Panel

bushing adjustable to any thickness up to Viz
Inch. Perfect contact. Shipping weight, each. 3
ounces.

23063 J 6773 -undies. I Inch
63 J 6774-Radius. i Ye inches 23663 J 6775-Radius, 11/4 inches 236

Single Porcelain Baseknife Switch
( 'ontaets and blades made of heavy copper.

Satisfactory for antenna switches. although
we recommend the switches listed on Page
34. ('an also be used on other parts of
apparatus. Shipping weights: 6 and 10ounces.
63 J 2684-Single pole, single throw cluswitch. Base size. I by 364 Inches.. au**63 J 686-Stngle pole, double throw switch. Base size, 136 by

3% inches 280

Binding Posts
Metal parts of brass. All have 56 inch long §iz

screws with washers. Sizes given arc from bottom
of shoulder to top of knob, and do not include
screw. Shipping weight, per dozen, 8 ounces.
63 J 5601 --Length, 1346 Inch. Hand tufted,
polished nickel finish.
Each Se Dozen 840
63 J 5603-Length. Inch. Hand buffed,
polished nickel finish.

98c 631 5603Each 10c Dozen
63 J 5602-Length. ills Inch. Tumble plate,
nickel finish.
Each 4c Dozen ...... 360
63 J 5636-Len 111. 3is Melt. Hand buffed,polished nickel tmbh.
Isalrh .....  .80 Dozen 840
63 J 5638 --Length. BAG inch. Hand buffed. ...-polished nickel finish.
Each 1 Oc Dozen 98$ 63l 5636
63 J 5635-Length. 016 Inch. Tumble plate,
nickel finish.
Each 5e Dozen 480
63 J 5644-1.ength. itis Inch. Willi polished
black molded knob. Axed hutted, polished Melte!
barrel.
Each . 6t Dozen 486
63 J 5605-Large size polished Meek moldedknob and base. Base molded onto I inch long
1%2 screw. Length of base and knob, i316 inch. 1:Z0--Each 190 Dozen. .. 62.15 631 5644

New Style Binding Post
A specially constructed binding Post. Has a non-

ret»ovable knurled knob. Maly be mounted on alb Panelup to ;is Inch thick. Made of brass. Fitted with copperlug and locknut. Shipping weight, 12 posts. s ounces.
63 J 561 0-Hand buffed. polished nickel l t

$1.20Each 112d Per dozen63 J 5613 --'1' ble I/littg, nickel finish.
Each 86 Per 1)094'11... .80

63 1 5601

631 5638

63 1 5605

Switch Points
Made of brass. All have; inch screws or shanks

threaded Siz, and are fitted with two finis. Shipping
weight,_per dozen, 4 ounces.
63 J 5650--A by f4 head. Hand buffed, polished
nickel finish. Per dozen 36063 J 5648-Head. 1/4 inch diameter, Inch high. Hand buffedpolished nickel finish. Per dozen 35063 J 5649 -Head. Ms inch diameter, inch high. Hand bulledpolished nickel finish. Per (Loren 34063 J 5682 --Head. 546 Inch diameter by 54 inch high. Tumble platenickel finish. Per dozen 186

Switch Stops
klade of brass, hand buffed polished nickellinish. WIII fit

any panel up to % inch thick. Supplied with one locknut.Shipping weight of four, 4 ounces.63 0600-4 stops for 14c
63 J 5611-Tumble plate. nickel finish.

Per dozen

Eby Binding Posts
A line of fine quality binding posts. Very neat:built for long service. Insure posit hr cont:wt a.The tops are non -removable. Shipping weight.each, 2 ounces.

63 J 5568-Captain-1.:tree heavy blouse post
made of brass; hand buffed. polished nickel (Wish.
Top has knurled finger hold band. Size of body,
opened: 136 inches high; 36 inch in diameter.Fitted with 6 -inch screw and washer. Slot IAAwill accommodate No. 6 or smaller
63 J 5569 -Sergeant -Medium size binding
post made of brass; hand buffed. polished nickel
finish. Top has knurled flngcr hold band. Sim
opened: inch high: % inch diameter. Fitted
with 56 -inch screw and washer. WIII take size 10
wire or smaller 1663 J 5571 -Budd ie-A neat, small binding Post.t.
Same style of construction its the two described
above. Made of brass; hand buffed, polished
nickel finish. Height. % inch: diameter 4 Inch.
Will accommodate standard telephone cord tip andsize 12 wire or smaller. Can he ntounted on anypanel not over 64 inch thick. Fitted with onelocknut 11063 J 5573-Commander "H"- A large sizebinding post with top and holy of polished black
molded conmositIon. Height. i36 Inch 'Men: diameter. 34sInch. Fitted with %-Inch long 34z screw, nut and washer.
Will accommodate standard telephone cord tip and size 14wire or smaller 21663 J 5575-EnsIgn "H"-Merlitim slze binding Post with
top and body o? polished black molded composit loll.
Height, open, I346 inch; diameter, I/2 inch. Will accommodate
standard telephone tip and 14 wire or smaller. Fitted with 63 J 55691/4 inch long 352 screw. nut and washer 1 76

Double Porcelain Baseknife Switch
Contacts and blades made of heavy

copper. Very satisfactory for antenna
switches, although we recommend the
switches listed On Page 34. Can also he
used on other parts of apparatus. Ship-
ping weights: 10 ounces and 1 pound.
63 J 2687-Double pole, single 390throw switch. Base size, 2 by 234 inches
ile3hoi 2680-Double pole, double throw switch. Hume sine, 2% by 4

450

1 9C

6315573 6315575

6315568 6315571
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Nickeled Finish Bezel
This little article Is Inserted in the tube observation

hole, finishing it off nicely. Adds greatly to the
fittractheness of your set. Rini made of brass,
polished nickel finish. Nickel finished screen.
Diameter. 114 Inches. Fits i4, 456 and 1/4-itich
panels. Shipping weight, 2 ounces.

18o63 J 6856

Anti -Capacity Switch
Double throw, four pole,

12 spring standard switch key:
131, Inches wide: R, inch deer.
Entire length, 331, Incite. Ar-
ranged to mount on inside of
panel. Indy switch lever appears

on the outsile 01 the plate. shipping Wright. S ounces. $2.5863 J 6796

Brass Strip --Three Sizes
A necessity for radio construction. You should keep a f -w pieces

of each size oil hand. %VIM!) and thickness given are approximate.
Shipping weights; 2, 4 and 6 ounces.
63 J 6857 -For supports. Width, ki Inch; thickness, lie noInch; length, 24 inches. Per strip
63 J 6858 -For springs. Width, 536 Inch; thickness. tis inch -
length, 24 Inches. Per strip 1 6c63 J 6859 -For connections. Width. 'fie Inch; thickness. !4 inch;
length, 24 inches. Per strip 140

Machine Screws
Made of brass with slotted heads. accurately

rot. threads. Sold in even units only of quan-
tities listed. Shipping weights: Per dozen, 2 ounces; per gross (144),
I wind.

Size gss , Size Siz size 19ix
I -.111,til Article

I Per rer Art Icle Per Per Art Idle Per Per
No. Doz. Gross. No. Doz. Gross; NO. Doz Gross

3,1, In. 6326841 126 5 .96 6326846 12c S .96.6326851 -2e S .96
Va In. 6326842 12e .96 6326847 12c .96:6326852 12c .96
% in. 6326843 120 .96 3326848 12e .96, 63J6853 12c .96
% in. 6326844 16C 1.25 3316849 16e 1.25 6326854 1.66 1.25

I Iii. 6326845 16c 1.25 326850 16c 1.25 6326855 160 1 25

Brass Nuts for Machine Screws
Nuts to lit 'hove is: chine screws. Sold In ollant it irs

listed out'. weights: Per dozen, 2 ounces:
per gross (1441, S ounces.
63 J 6860 -Size S' a. 3 dozen....20E Per gross (144) 60e63 J 6861 -Size Va. 3 dozen... .24c Per gross (144)...72e
63 J 6862 -Size '9'32. 3 dozen .. 28c Per gross (144)...80c

Brass Washers for Machine Screws
Washers have hole sizes to lit niaehine screws of

sizes given. shipping weights: per dozen. 2 ounces; per
gross (144), 8 ounces.
63 J 6865 -Size 4iz I dozen .... 1 8C Per gross (144)...48.*63 J 6866 -SIZe Sjz. dozen... 200 Per gross (1441.. 5* -463 J 6867 -Size ig,v. tat -men. ... 22* Per gross (144).. 60*

Tinned Copper Wire
Speeially Mull drawn tinned copper wire, for connections In appa-

ratus. Its stillness permits making a neat. efficient job. Supplied
in 24 -inch lengths only. Shipping weight of 3 olives, 6 ounces.
63 J 6901 -Size 12, square. 3 pieces 15E63 J 69 2 -Size 12, round. 3 pieces 1 2*63 J 6903 -Size 14. round. 3 pieces....... .1 10

Miniature Base Lams
Light from batteries. Shipping weights of three: 2

and 4 ounces.
63 J 2307 -3 -volt. Lights on two dry cells. 2632 lamps
63 J 231 3 Lights. 4ni four dry ctIls.

2 lamps 26*
Porcelain Sockets for Miniature Base Lamps

- 1 bree, 4 ounces.
M)eonneetionA. Takes lamps listed above. Shipping Weight of

May is. fastened to any support. Two screws for wire

29e63 J 2750-3 socket, . . .

Battery Connecting Clips
For connecting lead wires to storage battery

terminals. Jaws 01)(11 wide to attach to any size
terminal. Made of steel, heavily lead coated.

Perfect contact at all times. 1.migth, Inches. Shipping weight
of two, 1, ounces.
63 J 61_97z 2 Obis 350

Connecting Clips
Spring clip for attaching connecting wires to

binding post, etc. Insure a lirm, perfect con-
tact. Brass, polished illektI finish. Shipping
weight of three. :4 ounces.

31063 J 6472 -3 clips
Small SIM! flips. Right size for clipping onto

small binding Posts and screws. Nickel finish. Entire length,
1!4 inches. Jaws open about fAt Inch. Shipping weight, per dozen,
4 ounces.

2763 J 6471 --Per dozen

Fahnstock Connectors
eit)nnvgni:iTiiitigforpc:51111.:rctLn.rrewlrejimTnIgrirywibree

-"......7.3.,....2 fastened
in:A:left.- attached to makes perfect electrieal and mechanical con-
nection by pushing down spring clip. Takes any size wire used in
radio instruments. Shipping weight, per dozen, 3 ounces.

25063 J 5607 - Per 110X.1):

Solid Brass Rod
For shafts, etc. Supplied in 8 -inch lengths only. Shipping weigh.

of 3 lengths, 8 ounces.
63 J 6880 -Size 6. 3 length

3 J 6881 -Size 8. :3 lengths
3 J 68 2 -Size 10 (356 inch, 3 lengths

63 J 6883-1/4 Weil. 3 length,
63 J 6884 -Bit inch. 3 lengths

18c
24c
29c
35c
45c

Threaded Brass Rod (ItitMlittitt diUilit 10
Clean, arotirate threads. Sold in 8 -inch l-ngt hs utgb

weight of 3 lengths. 8 noon's.
63 J 6875 -Size 452. 3 lengths
63 J 6876 -Size 352. 3 lengths
63 J 6877 -.Size 9(2. 3 lengths

(VI

22c
28c
35c

Copper Lugs
and soldered to connecting wire. Shipping weights:

Fit On [Hardline screws. intended to be clamped

per dozen, 2 ounces; per gross (144), 6 titinees.
63 J 6892 -Fit Si2 screws. Per dozen. 11e Per gross 1144) 73063 J 689 -Fit 95za screws. Per dozen. 12c Per gross 11441.76c
63 J 68943 -Fit11,12 screws. Per dozen, 130 Per gross 11.14/  79e

Sheet Mica
Used as dielectric for condensers. Clear firm sheets. Shipping

weight, per dozen sheets: 3. 4)4. 6 and 8 ounces.86 J 2569-2 by :1 'itches. Per dozen sheets
86 J 2569-21/4 by 4 Inches. Per lozen sheet,.S :2409

86 J 2569-3 by S Inches. Per dozen sheets 8986 J 2569-5 by 7 Inches. Per dozen sheets 2..79

Varnish Cambric Tubing "Spaghetti"
Perfectly tamped tubing of high dielectric strength. Used to timer

connecting wires In instruments. Insures proper Insulation. Color,
yellow. Shiweng weight of 3 feet, 3 ounces.
63 J 6896-- size 3. Takes size 12 wire tillO smaller. 3 feet.. 1 Oc63 J 6697 S17.1. 2. Takes size 17 wire and smaller. 3 feet. 1 9c63 J 6898 -Size I. Takes size 25 wire :1111i smaller. :i I've! 1 9c

Iron Setscrews
Size, va Shipping weight, per doze', 2 ounces.

63 J ?387--Y.6 Inch long. Per dwell 1 Oc63 J 6888--14 Inch long. Per dozen 1 1 c63 J 6889 -'h Inert inlig. Per dozen
1

1 2t,
3c63 J 6890-- 1 inch lung. Per dozen

Tinfoil
Used for making condensers. In sheets. size 635 by 83 inehes.

Approximately 23 sheets to the pound. 29('63 J 5680 -Per pound

Magnet Wire
For building radio apparatus. repairing motors. other electrical

apparatus, experimental work. one piece only on a spool. %%fin-
is standard P. and S gauge. Insulation and wire both perk -et anal
uniform. Supplied in weight spouts gh en only.

Double Cot ton (:livered
Magnet Wire
63 J 1350

Enameled
Magnet Wire
63 J 1400

8-0z. Spool

S .454.7
. 55
.51

.68

.77

. 0901.5
1.60
1.95
2.80

1-1.b. Spool 0a age 8 -Oz. Spool 1 -Lb. Spool
S .72

.78
1.05
.89

1 .30
1 . 5
1 .70
1.99
2.60
3.404.95

14
16

20
22
24
2ti
28
30
32
36

390

03
4 1c
4
45*
47c
49c
480
62c
650

98c70c

' :RS
.72.77
.90.82

2
1..19 5
1.20

I:18
Switch Lever Set

Consists of high grade switch lever with ten
switch points and. two switch stops fitted
with nuts. They may be fitted to an% panel ;',04-iiii-0,41
up to % Inch thick. ',dished 'dark knob; ..e. .,.)

metal parts fen's,. With visible parts polished I war `4,.(t.I.nickel finish. Shipping weight, per set, 4 fsflik-2. Iounces. 490 ...-.-63 J 5615 -Per set .

Radio Shellac Compound
A heavy sardine compound used to coat

radio parts. High insulating pronertieR. Dem-
trams pores of wood and prevcrits absorption
of moisture. Dries quickly. Wood parts eon eel with
this shellac look well and will hold their shape better.
Shipping weight, 8 ounces.

20o63 J 6763-2 ounces

Insulating Varnish
Used to coat wire coils. Dries quickly and forms a

stiff hard film which will keep the wire In shape and
position. Free from capacity effects. .ihipping weight.
8 ounces. 20o63 J 6762-2 ounces.
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Spark Transmission Apparatus
Wireless Spark Coils
These coils are carefully censtrtafted

and operate successfully on either dry
cells or storage batteries. The vibrator is
of excellent construction and gives a clear.
even tone. The necessary primary con-
denser is enclosed in the base and is of
correct size for proper operation. Prop-
erly adjusted, the half -inch coil has a
sending range of from 2 to 5 miles; the
one -Inch coil. 5 to 10 miles. Amateurs
will appreciate the efficiency of this
moderately priced spark coil. Ship -

63 J 5126-Half-inch
coilping weights: 6 and 8 pounds. $4.88

63 J 5127-One-inch wit 6.48

Spark Coil Transmitting
Condenser

Designed for use with spark coil sets,
dielectric of five 5 by 7 photo plates.
Mahogany finished case. Permits work-

in
63

g on
J

200 meter wave. Shipping weight, 3 pounds. $1.485348

Murdock Oscillation Transformer
Permits sharp tuning on 200 meter

wave. Can be used on sets up to 1 K. W.
primary and secondary windings of edge-
wise wound copper ribbon. Coupling
varied by hinge. Ruggedly built to with-
stand hard, constant usage. Very efficient
part for amateur sending stations. Ship-
ping weight, 8 pounds. $3.9563 J 5155

Zinc Spark Gap
For use with spark coil transmit-

ters. Base is molded composition.
Metal parts are plated and polished.
Can be used with coils up to 4 inches.

63 J
Shippin

5350g
weight. 2 pounds. 890

Improved Model
Rotary Spark Gaps

Flat, pure Copper stationary elec-
trodes and cast aluminum rotary
electrodes avoid pitting. Width of
break is adjustable. Strong breeze
generated by rotary electrode quick-
ly quenches spark, thereby allowing
transmission of wave of low decre-
ment. All conducting metal Is
mounted on formica. F.asily hand-
les 40.000 volts without endanger-
ing motor windings. Constant,
steady speed. Shipping weight. 10
Pounds.

Size 14 K. W. Ks H. P. Universal motor For 108 to 115 -voltcurrent. Speed, 4000 revolutions per minute.563 J 5142 $14.80
Size 1 K. W. K2 H. P. Universal motor.current. Speed. 5000 revolutions per minute.563 J 5143

For 108 to 115 -volt

S16.95

New Style Antenna Switch
A large, sturdy, well built "change

over" switch, suitable for use on sets
up to 1 K. W. Mahogany finish base.
Improved support, copper blades.
Fitted with third blade to disconnect
receiver when sending. Our price on
this switch shows you a considerable
saving. Quick, easy operation. Ship-
63iJ 51h14

pounds. $2.48

Standard Wireless Key
One of the finest keys made for radio

work, either spark or C.W. Base lever and
supports made of heavy brass in lacquered
gold finish. Extra large, durably hardened

63contact points.52 New style knob. Shipping weight, 1 pound. $2.8953

Steel Lever Keys
Steel lever and switch strap are heavily nickel

plated and bulled. Black composition knobs
on switch and key. Shipping weight. 14 ounces.
63 J 1 739-Leg key with legs to go $1.73
through table or desk

6 J 1741-Legless key to screw to top of table or desk.. 1.89

Amateur
Telegraph Set
Full size key and

sounder, mounted on
polished oak base. A
good instrument for
beginners. Price in-
cludes up-to-date Op-
erator's Manual con-
taining Morse code.
instructions for tele-

and other information. Ship. weight, 2% pounds.63 J 715-With 4 -ohm sounder $2.65
63 J 719-With 20 -ohm sounder 2.98

Pony Relay
A relay working in conjunction with

cash instrument will improve the effi-
ciency of any telegraph system, when
several instruments are connected on
the same line. Also used on burglar
alarm systems. is finely finished.
Made of high grade materials. Re-
sistance, 20 ohms. Shipping weight,
2 let pounds.
63 J 1745 $3.10

Sounders
Same as used on our professional com-

bination set. Nicely finished and strongly
built to give long and accurate service.
Shipping weight. 24 ounces.
63 J 1735- 4 -ohm sounder..$2.30
63 J 1737 -20 -ohm sounder.. 2.50

Professional Telegraph Set
Regulation instrument

used by professional op-
erators. Sounder and
key mounted on polished
wood base. Frame of
sounder polished brass,
with aluminum lever and
hard rubber covered
magnets. Key polished
brass frame with steel
lever, hard rubber knob
and a circuit breaker.
Strongly built through-
out. Shipping weight,
3 pounds.
63 J 1730- 4 -ohm combination set
63 J 1 732 -20 -ohm combination set S3 783.98

Wireless Practice Set
Anyone learning wireless teleg-

raphy transmission must know the
code. Send for a wireless practice
set and see how easy it Is to learn
the code. Set consists of a key
and buzzer mounted on a polished
wood base. Buzzer reproduces
accurately the high pitched sounds
of wireless code stations. Connect a dry battery to the binding
posts on the set by means of a short piece of wire, press the handle of
key and a buzzing so.md will be produced. In a very short time your
ear will become accuromed to the various combinations of dots and
dashes representing different letters and numerals. Practice until you
can understand the signals at the speed sen-. by average stations. and
You have completed the most difficult part of wireless telegraphy.
A very good way to learn the code quickly la to place two of these sets
in separate rooms with an operator at each set, and practice sending
7
signals

by 4 bacch es.kand forth.ping weight
3

iclupounds.dedwith each set. Base size,
% in SW

63 J 1750 $1.90

Learner's Code Chart
Explains how to learn the code by the sound method, which Is

recognized as the correct way. With the aid of this chart you can
learn the code faster and more thoroughly. A copyrighted system
that gives fast, sure results. Printed on durable celluloid in conven-
ient pocket size. Shipping weight. 2 ounces 48063 J 1 751
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Thordarson Type R Transformers
For use on 108 to 115 -volt 60 -cycle alternating current. Provided with adjustable

magnetic leakage gap which controls primary input, giving a wide range of amperage
and permitting easy adjustment. No impedance or choke coil necessary in primary
circuit. This transformer has some wonderful long distance records and has given
general satisfaction to amateurs for years. Works best when used with rotary spark
gap producing about 800 sparks per second. Shipping weights: 35 and 55 pounds.

Article Number K.V.A. Amperage Sec. Volts Each
S63 J 630 1 to 6 10,0(1) S I 8.90
563 J 632 2yi to 14 25,000 34.20

Thordarson Type RS Transformers
This type differs from the well known model shown above, except in that it does not

have the adjustable magnetic shunt. All other features of sturdy, compact construc-
tion and correct electrical characteristics are the same. For use on 105 to 120 -volt
00 -cycle alternating current.

Article Number K.V.A Sec. Volts Shipping Weight Each

563 J 633 8,000 15 pounds S 9.00
563 J 635 25,000 35 pounds 25.65

Kick Back Preventer
Mahogany Finished Base
Prevents high frequency sur-

ges from discharging back into
power line. A necessity when
power transformer is supplied
from city mains. Two 1000 -ohm
resistance rods. Mahogany fin-
ished base. Connections are of
strip copper. Shipping weight, 4
po3 Junds5358. $3.806

Commercial Type Oscillation
Transformer

Designed to give wave ranges both above
and below 200 meters. Solid copper
windings on formica supports 10V2 inches
diameter, primary of six turns No. 3 wire.
Secondary is 6,1/4 inches diameter of twelve
turns No. 5 wire. Mahogany finished
woodwork. Two helix clips included.
Shipping weight, 26 pounds. $14.95
563 J 648

Variable Transmitting Condenser
Oil Immersed

An oil immersed variable condenser for use with
all makes of transformers up to 1 K.W.. 25.000 volts
Phenol fiber dielectric, corrugated aluminum
separators allow circulation of oil, which is very
effective In keeping down heating. Flat aluminum
sheet electrodes with rounded corners. Variable
In ten steps of .0009 Mr each from .0018 MF to
.009 MF. Especially designed to prevent corona
losses and brush discharge. Carefully made to give
long and exacting service. Oil Included. Shipping
weight, 35 pounds. $22.75563 J 620

Radio Hand Microphone
Portable handset used when transmitting

speech over radio telephone. Being especially
designed for radio purposes, It has a properly
designed element of correct resistance and cur-
rent carrying capacity for most efficient results.
Fitted with 6 -foot cord for connection to modu-
lator circuit, permitting the operator to move
about while transmitting. Exposed metal
parts nickel plated and polished. Black cor-
rugated handle. Hook for hanging up. Ship-

6i
weight, 2 pounds. $6.48

Ship -

63J 7011.

Panel Mount
Radio Micro-

phone Set
Mounts firmly on panel, has adjustable

enameled pony arm with polished nickel
finish microphone. Same high grade con-
struction as above handset. Shipping weight,
2

7012pound $4.6863 J

Radio Corporation Catalogue
This Is a book listing all of the Radio Corporation products, which

are described fully and completely. In addition It contains a very
comprehensive treatise on C.W. transmission and other Information
useful to the radio enthusiast. Also, there are shown a number of
transmitting and receiving circuits, wiring diagrams and a list of
the apparatus required. Shipping weight, 6 ounces. 35063 J 7072

Oscillation
Transformer Radio

Corporation
UL -1008

This transformer is de-
signed especially for use In
tube transmitting circuits.
It is also adaptable for use
as an auto transformer of
spark set oscillation cir-
cuits. Consists of 25 turns
of nickel plated copper
strips with rounded edges.
Offers very little resistance
to radio frequency currents,
thereby assuring maximum
radiation output of low
power C.W. transmitters.
Securely mounted on wood
base which has four binding post connections, three of which
have flexible conductors and clips for selecting pick -off points on the
coil. The clips are easily attached or removed from coil, but when
wing nut is tightened they will positively hold their positions and can
not be accidentally moved or detached. All metal -parts nickel plated.
Polished, black finished base. Size, 7743 by 6 Kby 9%Lnehes. Ship-
ping weight, 7 pounds
563 J 7035 $9.00

Acme C. W. Inductance
A rugged, flexible and eMclent C.W. In-

ductance. Consists of 30 turns of No. 12
B. & S. copper wire, wound on a 5 -inch
slotted bakelite tube. Taps are brought out
at each turn in the form of studs rigidly fast-
ened to the wire and held in place by means
of bakelite strips. Five insulated terminals
for fastening to connecting wires are supplied.
These make a rigid, positive radio frequency
contact. Five separate connections may be
made on the inductance, each one capable of
being varied one turn at a time while the tubes
are excited and in operation. Shipping weight,
564 pounds.3 J 7037 $7.48

Acme Grid Coils
For use in circuits which require a grid coll. Consists of 25 turns

of wire wound on a 4 -inch bakelite tube, Tapped at fifteenth turn,
making three variations possible; namely, 10, 15 and 25 tarns. Fits
inside of the Acme C.W. Inductance shown above. Shipping weight,

26 3°3 Ili% 0 $1.86

Tuska Molded C. W. Inductance
A high quality, efficiently designed article at an

exceptionally low price. Wound on molded bake-
lite tubes 4 inches in diameter and 6 inches long
42 turns of bare copper wire wound in molded
threads. Carrying capacity, 50 waits. Shipping
weight, each, 2 pounds.
63 J 7041-Wound and tapped at $3.37
every third turn
63 J 7043-Wound and tapped at
every turn 3.88
63 J 7045-Tube only, threaded but not
wound. Shipping weight. 1 ,1/4 pounds 1.95

Transmitting Grid Leak
Radio Corp. UP -1718

Necessary in tube transmitting circuits. Shunted across grid
condensers of oscillating tubes, they limit the potential accumulated
on the grid of the tube and thus govern the output to the antenna and
also the character of the antenna oscillations. Rest dance element is
imbedded in a heat -resisting tube :hat will withstand sudden and
extreme temperature changes. Metal terminals for :Rai connections.
Resistance. 5000 ohms with mid -tap at 2500 ohms. For use with 5 -
watt transmitting tubes. Size, V. by 5 Inches. Shipping weight, 1
pound. $1.1063 J 7024.
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Kenotron Rectifier Tube
UV -216

Intended for use with 5 -watt power tubes and is
rated at 20 watts. Changes alternating current
taken from household lighting circuit through a
power transformer to direct current. This real -lied current is then suitable for either plate or
filament oeration, making unnecessary a motor
generator for high voltage required by plate. The
output energy is at a maximum for these tubes when
the load is such that the D. C. is between 350 and
400 volts. Using two tubes in a full wave recti-
fication circuit, the direct current and watts out-
put will be doubled. Has standard 4 -prong base,
7.5 filament voltage, 2.35 filament current. Alter-
nating current input voltage, 555 volts (stepped WY
front 110 voltage). Direct current output, 20 watts,
350 volts.020Shipping weight. 1 pound. $7.5063 J 7

Porcelain Transmitting Socket
The proper socket for transmitting tutu's.

Base Is of porcelain, which is the ideal material
for this purpose on account of its low speci e.
Inductive Capacity and Its high insulating

Shipping weight, 8 ounces. 89ft63 J 7022

Filament Rheostat
Radio Corporation PR -535

I Designed especially to regulate power tube Pla-
mem, current. Beat -resisting molded base 2i/2
Inches diameter, with two concentric reaistance
windings which can be arranged to give four
separate values of: 2.5 ohms. 1.2 amperes; 3.5
ohms. 1.2 amperes:1.5 ohms. 2.5 amperes; 6 ohms,

,.,., 63
ampere

.Shipping
weight, I pound. $3.0071

Our Special Power Tube Rheostat
A well designed, well made, moderately priced rheostat: 5 -ampere

capacity. 1A ohms resistance Base will stand heat up to 600° F.
Easy eonneetions. Can be mounted on panels up to 36 inch thick.
Shipping weight. % pound. 95063J 7197..

Acme C. W. Power Transformers
Combined Plate and Filament .

75 -Watt Output Capacity
Dish voltage current -ob-

tained from these transform-
ers when passed through the
proper combination of recti-
fiers, choke roils and con-
densers -1s applied to the
plate as a direct current and
Is suitable for both radio te-
lephoxy and telegraphy. Low
voltage etirrent is apollert to
the filament without rectifica-
tion. Mounted type is se-
curely inolinted on standards
and all connections are
brought out to a formleapanel with binding post connections plainly marked.

Plate voltage, 375 volts: plate current, 100 milliamperes: filament
voltage. 10 volts: filament current. 5 amperes. These transformers
will supply plate and filament voltages and current for two 5 -watt tubes.

Shipping weights: 10 ;int' 8 pounds
563 J 7060-Nlounted. $12.00
563 J 7062 -Unmounted, core and coils assembled: 10.00

Radio Corporation Power Transformer
UP -1368

Maximum input, 325 Watts
This transformer connected to al-

ternating current 102 to 115 volts,
50 to 60 cycles, will deliver proper
voltages and current for plate and
filament of Radlotron UV -202. 5 -
watt transmitting tubes. As many
as four tubes can he handled, and
the current produced when passed
through proper combinations ofrectifiers, choke coils a al condensers is suitable for radio telephony

In addition to C. W. or interrupted ('. W. telegraphy. Plate winding
outpv.t Is 125 watts, 5: 0 or 1.100 volts. Filament winding output.75 watts, 3.75 or 7.5 volts. When transformer Is connected to power
line of from 102 to 11.5 oits, no filament rheostat is necessary.Shipping weight, 10 pounds.563 J 7070 $20.00

Thordarson Special Transformer
Designed to handle one 5.watt tube. Wiring

diagrams are supplied with each transformer,
which shows how some very remarkable results
can be obtaltaxi on A. C. modulated C. W. or
telegraphy. For stations where a range of only
10 to 15 miles is required. this transformer with
the other necessary accessories can be built into
a very efficient set at a low cost. Plate voltage,
650 volts: filament voltage, 10.volts. Built shelltype unmounted only. Shipping weight, 5 pounds.563 J 7075 $6.25

5 -Watt Transmitting Tube
Radiotron UV -202

This tube is especially Intended for low power radio
telephone and C. W. telegraph sets. Two 5 -watt
tubes in parallel will put about 1.5 amperes into the
average amateur aerial using one tube as modulator
and one tube as oscillator. Radiophone range of llforty miles is obtainable and four times that distanceI,
for C. W. telegraph when the two tubes arc connected (Ill -
in parallel. Four or live 5 -watt tubes cut be worked
in parallel with increased range. l'itese tubes can be
operated on either alternating or direct current.
They may also be used as power amplifiers in radio
receiving circuits. The voltage auplili cat ion obta hied
from them is particularly useful for the operation of
loud speakers. has 4 -prong base. Filament voltage.
7.5 volts; filament current, 2.35 amperes: plate vol-
tage. 350 volts normal: plate rurrent. .045 ampere.
Watts output, 5 watts normal. Shipping weight. 1 pound.63 J 7018 .......................................

LU LU

$8.00

Acme Choke Coils
1Y2 Henries

Choke coils are used to smooth out the
pulsations in tire' direct current stiliply to
keep a constant potential eurreto when
monulating. Also prevont high treotieneY
from hacking up In the power supply.
Rest results are obtained with a coil In
each side of the Noe. The double (mil Is
used for this purpose. Shipping weight.
each, 3 pounds.
63 J 7101 -150 MA capacity, $3.0
single coil
63 J 7102-150 M_ _A capacity, double coil
63 J 7103--500 NIA eapacilY. single coil
63 J 7104 -500 MA capacity, double coil

$5.685.687.65

Radio Corporation Filter Reactor
Mounted UP -1426-140 Milliamperes

This reactor Is used to smooth
out the high voltage current supplied
to the plate circuit of a transmitting
tube. Previop-s practice has been
to supply a relatively small induct-
ance unit for this purpose with a
group of large capacity condensers
It it more economical, however, to
provide a large inductance unit and
a relatively smell capacity eon -
denser. This reactor was specially developed with this fact in mind.
Will operate with any circuit employing from one to live power tubes.
Shipping weight, 10 pounds.

$9.00.563 J-7105

Radio Corporation Plate
Circuit Reactor UP -415

Radio telephone circuits using one or
more tubes as oscillators and one or more
additional tubes as modolittors, require
a reactor ill series to the plate circuit to
maintain the direct current supply voltage
to the plate at constaiit value. Ilas mn in-
iiiietan,e of one henry at audio frequencies.
Direct current resistanee, approximately
61 ohms. Shipping weight, 1% pounds.

63 J 7110 $4.75

Filter Condensers
For smoothing out high voltage current from

direct current generators or step-up transformers.
Improves telephone or C. W. signals. CarefullY
made. Mounted In Ilat metal eases. size 416 by
51/4 by 1M6 inches. Connecting leads at end of
eitse. Shipping weight, calm,! pound.
63 J 7115 -750 -volt. $1.25..0.5 MFD Capacity,
63 J 7116', -750 -volt.

' 1.0 11FD Capacity 2.00

Cond4nSers for C. W. Transmitter Set
63 J 7125-Faradon Wye UC-1014.
Capacity, .002 MFD.; VOltage.3000 colts.
Used as a grid. condenser, radio fre-
quency bypass condenser or blocking
condenser. ,
Shipping war_qt. ounces. .$2.25
63 J 7 i'26---Waradon type. UC-1015.
Rated at 750?Itte 3 capacities: .0003,
.0004..0005 D. Used as a series 7111tPlIlla condenser In inter-
mediate etre retindenser. Shipping weight. 8 ounces $ 5.00
63 J 71 27Faradon type UC-I803. !lanai at 10.000 volts.
Capacity, .00005 MED. intended to be lased as a bkeking or coupling
e0inlen,er. Shipping weight. 10 pounds 54.50
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Current Ammeters
Pattern 54

Flange diameter. 334 inches; case diameter. 3 inches. $6.95
Si JJ ;11?=-81/111=es 6.95

Radio Motor Generators
These motor generators are especially designed to supply

plate circuit current for transmitting tubes. Connect them up
with any power circuit and they deliver current of the proper
voltage and amperage. Very rugged four bearing construction
and will deliver rated capacit es on continuous run. The motor
supplied is for standard 110 -volt 60 -cycle alternating current.
but sets with motor for any current can be made to order.

Write for special informat on.
Article

Number
Voltage
Output

Watts
Output

Will Handle
Tubes

163 J 996 300 15 One 5 -Watt163 J 997 350 40 Two 5 -Watt163 J 698 500 150 Six 5 -Watt163 J 699 1000 250 Two 50 -Watt

Shipping
Weight
20 lbs. 9289.59
41 lbs. .0

100 lbs. 75.00
105 lbs. 95.00

The Radio Dynamotor
To Operate from 32- Volt Direct Current

This combination dynamo and motor operates from
32 -volt farm electric plant or motorboat plant current.
Connect the motor to the 32 -volt current and the
generator produces 500 volts, 75 watts, which will take
care of four tubes, two oscillators and two modulators.
This generator with the other proper accessories can
be built up into a transmitting set having a radiophone
range of 50 miles and upward. Shipping weight, 45
pounds.
1 63 J 688 $60.00

Each

6 -Volt Radio
Dynamotor

Will operate on a 6 -volt storage bat-
tery. The proper machine for a portable
set. Can be used on automobile. in
motorboat. or in the station. Entirely
enclosed. Very rugged and durable.
Delivers 350 volts. 15 watts. Will
handle one 5 -watt tube nicely. Net
weight, IS pounds. Shipping weight.

1°63 J 5
unds.89 $35.00

Jewell Radio Meters
These meters are made by the Jewell Electrical

Instrument Company. They are high quality instru-
ments that have proven very satisfactory for radio
work. Are very ruggedly built. Genuine sapphire
bearings. Can be mounted flush on panel. Two sizes of
instruments are supplied. We carry in stock and can
make prompt shipment on meters with the calibrations
more commonly used. We can also supply meters of
any other calibrations within approximately 10 days
after receipt of order. All meters have black enameled
flanges with white faces and accurate hand drawn
scales. Shipping weights, each. 11/4 to 3 pounds.

Direct

Pat tern 33
Flange diameter, 31/4 inches; case diameter. 2V2 inches.

$5.4063 J 7145-0-1 V2 amperes
63 J 7146-0-5 amperes 5.40

Radio Frequency Ammeter -Pattern 64
Au antenna radio frequency ammeter is a necessity to properly

control the operation of a C. W. tube set. These meters are of the
thermo-coupled type. which makes a very high class instrument.
Indicate current radiated very accurately even after long usage.

Flange diam.. 3% inches; case clian.., 31/4 inches.
$11.2563 J 7180-0-1,h amperes.

63 J 7181-0-3 amperes 1 1 .2563 J 7182-0-5 amperes. 1 1 .2563 J 7183-0-10 amperes 1 1 .25

Pattern 33. Flange diem., 31/4 in.; case (Ham., 21/4 in.
63 J 7155-0-10 milliamperes.
63 J 7156-0-30 milliamperes 5.40
63 J 7157-0-300 milliamperes 5.40
63 J 7158-0-500 milliamperes 5.40

Direct Current Voltmeters
Pattern 54. Flange diam.. 336 in.: case diam., 3 in. $7.1063 J 7160-0-10 volts ...56.95 63 3 7161-0-125 volts

63 J 7161-0-15 volts.... 6.95 63 J 7165-0-500 volts...13.95
63 J 7162-0-30 volts.... 6.95 63 J 7166-0-1000 volts. 19.95
63 J 7163-0-50 volts....6.95

Pattern 33. Flange diem., 31/4 in.: case dlam , 21/4 In. e4
63 J 7170-0-10 volts ...$5.40 63 J 7174-0-125 volts 4PL' 75
63 J 7171-0-15 volts.... 5.40 63 J 7175-0-500 volts 13.20
63 3 7172-0-30 volts.... 5.40 63 J 7176-0-1000 volts 20.50
63 J 7173-0-50 volts.... 5.40

Direct Current Milliampere Meters
Pattern 54. Flange diam.. 33i in.; case diam., 3 in. $6.953 J 7150-0-10 milliamperes
3 J 7151-0-30 milliamperes 6.95

0 3 J 7152-0-300 milliampere 6.95
63 J 7153-0-500 milliamperes 6.95

$5.40

Magnetic Modulators
for Radio Telephony

Radio Corporation UT -1643
and UT -1357

These modulators work on the
same principle as those used In
high powered transmitting stations.
Once connected to a radio tele-
phone they require no further
adjustment or attention. Best of results can be obtained even with-
out previous experience. Simple in design and operation. Magnetic
modulation is claimed to be the only non -distorting method of con-
trolling the output of a single tube for radio telephony. It also per-
mits the parallel use of a number of tubes as oscillators, and thus
eliminates the use of special modulator tubes with their necessary
additional accessories and critical adjustments. Shipping weights.
2 and 3 pounds.
63 J 7205 -UT -1643. 1/4 to 11/4 amperes $ 8.50
63 J 7206 -UT -1357. 1,1/4 to 31/2 amperes 10.00

Alternating Current Voltmeters and Ammeters
Pattern 74. Very accurate. steady readings. Flange diameter, 3%

inches: case diameter. 3,4 inches.
$7.200-563 J 7185 - amperes

63 J 7190-0-10 volts. 7.2063 J 7191-0-15 volts 7.20

Antenna Ammeters
Radio Corporation UM -530 and UM -532

These ammeters are of the hot wire
type. They are fairly accurate and will
remain so through a long period of use.
Sensitive to slight current variations.
These meters are not as accurate nor
durable as the thermo-coupled typelisted above. Provided with special
pointer adjustment. Mount on front of
panel. Diameter, 2i; inches; thickness,
3X inch. Provided with 3i -inch long
studs. Shipping weight, I pound.
63 J 7186-0-2.5 amperes .$6.00
63 J 7187-0-5.0 amperes 6.25

Microphone Transformer
Radio Corporation UP -414

The characteristics of this transformer
are such that with a suitable micro-
phone and a battery of four dry cells
connected In series with the primary coil,
a secondary voltage Is obtained which
will provide effective control of the ra-
diated energy. Also provided with a side
tone winding which may be connected to
the telephone of a receiving set while
transmitting, thus enabling the oper-

ator to check the operation of his microphone. Shipping weight, 11/4
pounds.
63 J 7212 $7.25
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$165°

BRUSHED
SATIN
BRASS

14 FINISH

For This Complete
Seven - Piece Outfit
For a Five - Room
House. All metal parts

are Genuine Solid Brass. Fixtures are wired
ready for use. Price includes glassware, but
no bulbs.

Install Your Own
Lighting
Fixtures

WE don't need to tell you the 'many advantages
of electric light. Perhaps your house is elec-
trically lighted right now; but have you the

right kind of fixtures to get the greatest possible
benefit and enjoyment out of that light? And do
you know that fine new fixtures, appropriate for
every room, can be had at very little cost and
without hiring an electrician to install them?
High prices never have a place in our catalogue.
Big savings can be yours.

Send Today for a Copy of
Our Free Lighting Fixtures

and Electrical Goods Catalogue
This 66 -page book is carefully and author-

itatively written. It is prof us el y illus-
trated and covers the entire field of home
illumination in a manner that is clear
and to the point It tells you just what you
want to know and what you should do to
obtain the best lighting effects for the
lowest price. For instance, it may be a
pleasant surprise to you to learn that you
can obtain a complete Seven -Piece
outfit for a five -room house for only $16.50!
This outfit is illustrated at the left and is
typical of the values we offer in this special
catalogue.

All metal parts of our fixtures are solid
brass. That certainly is an indication of
quality. And the glassware of the inexpen-
sive set shown is White Alabaster! Notice
what this includes: A semi -indirect
lighting fixture with three side lights; a
similar fixture without sidelights; three pen-
dants; a ceiling light. and a wall bracket light.

There are many more values just as great
as this in the Lighting Fixtures Catalogue.

Another important thing to you, as a
home owner, is this: You can do the easy,

pleasant work of installing the fixtures
yourself. It is not necessary to call in the
services of an electrician. All our fixtures
are so easily installed that you need not
even be mechanically inclined. We have
simplified the whole matter for you to such
an extent that you will experience no diffi-
culty whatever in doing perfect work your-
self-and at a most attractive saving.

Our Free Instruction Manual
Makes It Easy

But that. is not all! In addition to fur-
nishing you with complete and easily fol-
lowed instructions, we maintain an
Advisory and Estimating Department.
This department is at your service at all
times and is glad to furnish you estimates
of material, costs, or any other information
you may want. Let them helpwou with your
problems.

Send today for your copy of our Lighting
Fixtures Catalogue! In addition to lighting
fixtures, it shows lamps of all kinds;
electric irons, percolators, toasters, electric
heaters, curling irons and vibrators; also
water supply systems. It 'will save you
many dollars. A post card brings it to you.
Send now!

Sp e cial-Splash Proof Motor
to offer our customers. This sturdy Motor is intended

This is one of the greatest values we ever have been able 110Volt-60 Cycle
especially for driving churns, operating separators, pumps,
washing machines, or for any other work requiring not over
4 horse power. An ordinary motor would be damaged by
liquids splashed onto it-this one is splashproof! The ends
are entirely enclosed except for ventilators which prevent
overheating on a continuous run. Shaft is 14 inch in diam-
eter and is made of special steel. Large size, bronze bear-
ings oiled from self closing oil cups on motor end frames.
Holes in base arranged so slack may be removed from belt
without changing location of motor. Attaches to any
lighting circuit socket or receptacle of 110 volts, 60 cycles.
Speed, 1750 revolutions per minute. Fitted with 10 -foot cord
and attaching plug, and 1% -inch pulley for %-inch round belt. Ship. weight, 39 lbs.
463 J 200 $11.95

1/4 H .P.
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Radio Book
for Amateurs
By A. Hyatt

Verrill
It gives a his-

tory of radio,
describes instru-
ments and acces-
sories, tells of

'their functions
and construction, how to operate
them; what they Gist, and what
may he expected of them. An tip -
to -date concise, simply written
book. 170 diagrams. Cloth bound.
Size. 51,4 by R inches. $1.8557 J 3566

Postage. 86 extra

Radio Hookups
By

M. B. Sleeper
This book is

indispensable to
the radio amateur
who desires to
build his own re-
ceiving apparatus,
or to the radio ex-erimeter.

S arts with the simple
n
crystal

d tector and works up. Size, 511/4
b 71/4 inches. Cloth bound.
86 diagrams. 65057 J 3564

Postage. 85 extra

The Wireless Experimenter's
Manual

By E. E. Bucher
Touches every basic principle

of wireless. Includes tables for
computation. Written In simple
language that is easy to under-
stand. 340 pages. 300 illustra-
tions. Tile recognized standard
radio text book. Cloth bound.
Size. 614 by 914 inches $2.1057 J 3582Postage, Ile extra

How to Make
Commercial
Type Radio

By
M. B. Sleeper
For the man wit

builds and desicos
his own equipment,
there is a lot ,rf

satisfaction In knowing that his
apparatus Is comparable to that
of commercial design.

This book describes in detail
many commercial types of trans-
mitting spark and vacuum tube
nets, both telephone and telegraph.
IN Illustrations. Cloth bound.
Size. 511/4 by 7%z inches. 650
57 J 3571

Postage, 86 extra

HcoN
TO MA

COMMERCIAL
TYPE RADlo
APPARATUS

Radio Instru-
ments and

Measurements
Tables anti form-

ulae from the Bu-
reau of Standards.
Department of
Commerce, Wash-
ington, 1). C.. that
every radio oper-
ator and experi-

menter should have. ;33O. pages.
Size, 5 by 714 inches. Cloth
bound. $1.6557 J 4_586rostage, 8c extra

Newest Books on Radio
Telephony and Telegraphy

;'E. L. IC RAPS
. APPARATUS

46,7

Operation of
Wireless Tele-

graph
Apparatus
The operation

of wireless appa-
ratus simply ex-
plaine-1. Inter-
national Radio
abbreviations.
st7 pages. Size, 5

by 7 inches. Paper bound
57 J 3580

Postage, as extra

Radio for
Everybody

By
A. C. Les-
carbo urn
Complete

description
of various
kinds of an-naratus
Completeguide topractical
radio COMintinicat ion. Ea, ly
understood and easily applied.
380 pages: 100 'Lust rations.
Bound in cloth.
57 J 3568.

Postage, 86 extra

RANO
!

ENTRALIODY

35 Easy
Lessons in

Radio
A systematic

course I n the
elementary prin-
ciples, w r it t e n
in simple lan-
guage. 117 pages,
66 illustrations.
Size. 5 by 7 Inch-
es. Paper bound. 35057 J 3559

Postage, 4c extra

Wireless
Telegraphy

and
Telephony
By Alfred P.

Morgan
One of the

most compre-
hensive books
on this sub-
ject. Simply
explained.
Will enable

You to master the details of
w reless transn ission. Written
so anyone cam understand it.
171 pages, 156 illustrations.
Size. 5 by 71.4 inches. Cloth
bound. $1.3857 J 3565

Postage, 80 extra

Experimental Wireless Stations
By P. E. Edelman

The first and most complete book of the recent
important radio improvements, some of which have
never before been published. It not only explains
how to make equipment, but how to make appara-
tus to hear all radio telephone and radio telegraph
messages.

Vacuum tube circuits. amplifiers, long distance
sets, loop, Mil. underground receivers, table of
wavelengths, capacity. inductance-ail presented
in detail. 27 chapters: 392 pages; 167 Illustrations.
81w'. 51/4 by 714 Inches. Cloth bound. $2.4357 J 4028Postage. Ile extra

CAP EP MENTAL
ELT, SS

ST 'LIONS
CrE1 MAN

Radio for the Amateur
For him who

a 'she, to con-
struct his own
retching s e t .
Diagrams a n d
drawings. 2 0 7
pages. Size, 5
by 7y. inelleS.

6
57 J 35901.38

Postage. 6c
extra

RADIO
AMATEUR

PACKER

R 11. CIAIJCI1

By Alfred N. Goldsmith
Transmi.-

Mon and re-
ception of
wireless tole -
phony'. Illtis-
tr a ted. 247
paces. Size,
61/4 by 91/4

Bound
in cloth.
57 J 35762.36
Postage. 110

extra

F.ItcAPDHIO°N Y

"III

Construction of Radio-
phone and Telegraph Re-

ceivers for Beginners
By M. B. Sleeper

The man who wants the real
thrill of aceomplishntent builds
his own radio apparatus. Radio
men can follow the data in this
book with confidence. Size. 51/4
by 7114 Inches. 65057 J 3573

Postage. fle extra
Radio

Call BookAll the
Radio Cal's
issued by the
Bureau of
C o mmerc,
280 Pages. 7two - color
radio maps.
fists every
vessel and
land station
it the world.
alphabetically. $1.3857 J 3561

Postage. fet extra

The Home
Radio

How to Make
and Use It

By A. Hyatt
Verrill

Intended par-
ticularly for the
use of amateurs
and those who
wish to know
how to make use of or adjust
wireless telephone instruments.
16 pages of diagrams; 144
pages. Cloth bound. Size. 414 by
6 inches. 65057 J 3567

Postage, 80 extra

HOME RA010

Design Data for
Transmitters
and Receivers

By M. B. Sleeper
One of the first

books a beginner
should buy. Takes
up in proper se -
silence the prob-
lems encountered in receiving sets
for short, medium and long wave
work. Also spark coils, trans-
fbrmers, and vacuum tube trans- '

mitters operating on 200 meters.
Size. 5 by 7% inches. 85 pages.
Cloth bound. 650$7 J 3569

Postage, 80 extra

Practical Wireless
Telegraphy

By E. E. Bucher
Explains wireless transmission

and reception of telegraphic code
Includes a merles of test questions
and hookups. 336 pages. illus-
trated. Size, 61/4 by 91/4 Inches.
Cloth bound. $2.1057 J 3584rostage. lit extra

Vacuum
Tubes in
Wireless

Communi-
cation

By
E E. Bucher

it deals with
the most vital
radio appara-
tus. Complete-
ly describes the
vacuum tube
and its operation 2u.I pages
Illustrated. Size 61/4 lo Ii
Inches. Cloth bound. $2.1057 J 3585Postage, I 0 extra

VACUUM TUBES,

,RELESS 0311111143iT!OP

G.ELMERCOUC0EP

The A B C of
Vacuum Tubes
Used in Radio

Reception
A book for the

person who wishes
to know what goes
en inside a vacuum
tube when used in a
radio receiving cir-
cuit. No previous
technical knowledge is necessary
to understand it. Illustrated.
Cloth bound. Size. 5 by 71.4[riches.

89057 J 3575
Postage, fit extra

A.B.C.
VACUUM
TuElES

Practical
Amateur
Wireless
_Stations
Compiled

by the
Editor of
the Wire-
less Age
How to

buildup yourstation
is clearly ex-

plained. Shows how the wire-
less apparatus operates. Full
information for the amateur.
136 pages. Size. 6 by 9 Inches.
Paper bound. 30057 J 3588

Postage, 40 extra

WIRELESS,
COUSYRUCIMOW.

AAAAAA

BEGINNERS

Wireless
Con-
struc-
tIon
and

Instal-
lation
A erne -ti cal
a n d -book

for the
construction and Op-
era! len of boys' wire-
less outfits. The young
experimenter will find
this a valuable book.
Size, 5 by 7 inches.
74 nages Paper cover.
67 illustrations. 200
57 J 3576.

Postage. 40 extra

How to
Conduct
a Radio

Club
B y E. E.

ucher
Partin -

men t-
ary pro -
red are.
Indoor
and out-

( (or experiments and
5000 mile rece %nig set.
Size, 6% by 9% Inches.
148 pages. fu ly Illus-
t steel. Papercoter 650
57 J 3577

Postage, 86 extra

Experi-
mental
Wireless
Construc-

tion
Detailed

I n structi.ms
for building,Installing
and operating amateur wire-
less telegraph apparatus.

A companion volume of
the hook, "Wireless COM-
struetion and Installation
for Beginners." 86 Pages.
93 illustrations. Paper cov-
er. Size, 5 by 7 inches
574 3578 300

rostage. 4c extra

How to
Pass

the U. S.
Govern-
ment

Wireless
License
Exam-

inations
For the

young mangoing in
for profes-
sional wireless operation. 142
goverument e x a m I n a tion
questions answered. 95 pages.
Size. 6% by 914 Inches.
Paper bound. 65067 J 3589

Postage. 86 extra

, HOW IORISS
1".317.7rz"

n. 142

.161.E10
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Become Familiar with Radio Terms
IN this catalogue and in magazines there are

many articles on radio in which technical terms
are used and many diagrams showing hookups,

using terms and characters which are not generally
understood. So that you may more clearly under-
stand the articles written and the diagrams, we have
prepared a glossary of the terms most commonly used.

With each word description we show the character
used in designating the article referred to in the
diagram. if you see a term in an article which you
do not understand, refer to this page for an explana-
tion. A study of the characters shown on this page
will give you enough information so you can easily
read a radio diagram.

Antenna
That part of the radio appa-

ratus consisting of one or more
wires usually suspended out of
doors above surrounding ob-
jects, for the transmission and
reception of radio signals.

Ground
Any good earth connection

such as waterpipe, iron well
pump, or metal plates buriNI
in the ground.

Single 5lide
Tuning Coil

A number of turns of wire
wound on a non-magnetic core,
with a sliding contact, which
will cut in or out. any number
of turns of wire desired.

Two Slide
Tuning Coil

Constructed the same as a
single slide tuning coil, but has
two sliding contacts and oper-
ates in the same nanner as the
single slide tuning coil.

The books shown on Page 45
have been carefully selected
and are recognised as the best
obtainable on the subject of
radio. With their help you ran
obtain an expert knowledge of
this wonderful science.

Loose Coupler.
Often called receiving oscil-

lation transformer. A primary
wound on a non-magnetic core,
eontrolled by taps or a slider
contact and connected in the
antenna circuit. The secondary
also wound on a non-magnetic
core, which slides in and out
of the primary coil, is controlled
by taps and a switch lever and
connected in detector circuit.

ro
Variocoupler

A primary wound on a non-
magnetic core, usually tapped
and controlled by a switch
lever, with a fixed secondary
wound on a ball shaped rotor
inside the primary.

Variocoupler
with Tickler Coil

Constructed the same as a
variocoupler. except has in ad-
dition a small coil consisting of
a number of turns of wire
wound independently on the
primary in inductive relation
to the secondary.

Honeycomb Coils
Inductance coils wound very

compact in is manner that prac-
tically eliminates capacity ef-
fects. Honeycomb coils are of
various values and are used
mostly as receiving circuit in-
ductances.

Variometer
A tuning device consisting

of a fixed outer winding and a
movable inner winding on a
non-magnetic ball shaped core.
The coils are connected in
series.

Variable Condenser
A device consisting of two

sets of metal plates, one set
fixed and one set movable. Its
capacity can be changed by
varying the relation of the
plates to one another.

Fixed Condenser
A condenser having a fixed

capacity and is not adjustable.

Grid leak and
Condenser

A fixed condenser with a
high resistance connected in
parallel.

-VVVVV\r---
Resistance Coil

A number of turns of resist-
ance wire of fixed value wound
on a non-magnetic core.

Variable Resistance

Variable Resistance
A number of turns of resist-

ance wire wound on a non-mag-
netic core, the resistance being
controlled by a sliding contact
or by taps and a switch lever.
The ordinary vacuum tube rheo-
stat is usually indicated by the
lower diagram.

00z00(5-__
Inductance Coil

A number of turns of wire,
whose value is fixed, wound on
a non-magnetic core. Often
used as a loading coil in the
antenna circuit, and also for
regenerative purposes in the
detector circuit.

Variable InductanceInductance

Variable InductanceInductance

A number of turns of wire
wound on a non-magnetic core.
The value of this coil is variable
and is controlled by taps and a
switch lever or by a slider con-
tact.

Air Core
Transformer

A device for amplifying radio
signals, consisting of a primary
and secondary wound on a non-
magnetic or air core.

' 40
:1140

Open Core
Transformer

A device for amplifying radio
signals. Is used also for trans-
mitting purposes. Consists of
a primary and secondary wound
on a single iron core. The core
is free at each end. Can be
used for stepping up or down
voltage of alternating or pulsat-
ing direct current.

Closed Core
Transformer

Consists of a primary and
secondary wound on iron cores.
These windings are in close
relation to each other, and their
cores are metallically connected,
usually in the form of a square
or a circle. This transformer
is used to amplify audio fre-
quency signals, also in radio
telegraph transmitting outfits.
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Study These Diagrams and Definitions
THE making of radio sets is an interesting study

and hobby. The knowledge obtained through
making your own set will better enable you to

understand the working of the outfit and will simplify
for you many seemingly complex pieces of apparatus
and their workings. A few minutes study of the dia-
grams and definitions given on these two pages will

greatly assist you in understanding the various
radio descriptions and diagrams. There is no definite
accepted standard set of characters used in making
radio diagrams, but those shown here are most
commonly used. The descriptions given are neces-
sarily brief. For more detailed description and in-
formation see books listed on Page 45.

Reactance Coil
A number of turns of wire

wound on an iron core which
offers resistance to changes of
current that are established in it.

Variable
Reactance Coil

Variable
Reactance Coil

Consists of a number of turns
of wire wound on an iron core.
The resistance to the changes
of current usually is governed
by a switch lever and taps.

4
Potentiometer

A unit of high resistance
which is variable and is con-
trolled by a sliding lever contact.

Vacuum Tube
Detector or
Amplifier

Consists of three elements, a
grid, a plate and a filament; and
is used to detect and rectify
radio signals. Amplifier is
constructed in the same man-
ner as the detector and is used
to amplify both radio and au-
dio frequency signals. This ar-
ticle is shown in many different
ways, but the three elements
always are shown grouped to-
gether.

Crystal Detector
Rectifies and detects incom-

ing radio signals. It usually is
constructed with a spiral of
wire making contact with a
sensitive crystal such as silicon,
galena or carborundum.

batteries in in series
The polarity usually is

marked in the diagram.

Telephone Receivers
Telephone head set (receivers)

usually shown in diagram.

Crossed Wires
no Connection

Wires crossing without mak-
ing contact.

Crossed Wires
Connected

Crossed wires making con-
tact.

D. C. Armature
Armature for direct current

generator.

A.C. Armature
Armature for alternating cur-

rent generator.

Field Rheostat
Rheostat for controlling field

current of D.C. or A.C. genera-
tor and D.C. motor.

\,(
Transmitting Key

Used to interrupt the current
in the primary circuit of a
telegraph transmitting outfit so
as to form dots and dashes.

Grid Chopper
(Ticker)

A small wheel with segments
similar to a D. C. commutator.
driven by a motor and used to
interrupt the continuous waves
of a tube transmitter.

Helix
A variable inductance coil

usually constructed with heavy
copper or brass wire or hollow
tubing. Used in radio trans-
mitting sets.

Oscillation
Transformer

Consists ota tapped primary
and movable secondary Can be
used for transmitting and receiv-
ing. For transmitting purposes
it is constructed with heavy
copper or brass wire or hollow
tubing. The receiving oscillation
transformer usually is called a
loose coupler or a variocoupler.

Condenser
Adjustable by Steps
Condenser adjustable by

steps. For transmitting pur-
poses where one or more con-
denser units can be cut in or
out, such as Leyden jars, large
plates or a unit made of tinfoil
and wax paper.

Rectifier Tube
Vacuum tube with two ele-

ments. Used to rectify or
change alternating current into
pulsating direct current. Tubes
are used in radio transmitting.

Rotary Spark Gap
Consists of a disc or wheel

driven by a motor on the same
shaft. From the rim of this
disc or wheel a number of lugs
project and rotate between two
stationary lugs. The prirnary
circuit of the oseillation trans-
former is interrupted at such
a speed that it emits a musical
note which can be heard through
static.

Microphone
A telephone transmitter used

in radio telephony.

Protective Resistance
A high resistance, usually

a graphite rod, which is con-
nected directly across the line
and has a ground lead con-
nected to the center.

Voltmeter
Records the voltage in a cir-

cuit.

Ammeter
Records the amperage or

amount of current that is in a
circuit.

Wattmeter
Records the amount of elec-

trical energy consumed.

The real pleasure of radio
comes when you understand it.
The books and instructions we
supply will help you get a good
working knowledge of all the
theories involved
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Radio Makes Life More Interesting
It Brings News-Fun Education and Endless
Entertainment to Every Member of the Family

ALADDIN, rubbing his wonderful lamp, never
achieved such marvels or had so much fun
as does the radio fan who turns a knob and

listens to what the whole world has to say.
Until you actually have a Radio Outfit in your

home you can not realize how much pleasure it
will bring to you and your family, how much more
interesting your home will be, and how much you
will learn about your United States.

Radio is simple; that is why it is so popular.
It is inexpensive; every home may have an out-
fit of its own, and it spreads the world before you
litre an open story book.

What Is Radio?
A radio receiver is a wireless telephone working

on the same principle as the wireless telegraph.
However, instead of receiving the message in the
dot and dash telegraph code, the sensitive receiving
instrument reproduces for you the actual sound of
the voice, just as does your telephone. But unlike
your telephone, these sounds are not transmitted
to you along wires; they come through the open
air similar to sound waves. The radio waves are
picked up by the aerial wires and conducted to
your receiving instrument by your "lead in" wire.
With a good outfit you can hear radio messages as
plainly as you hear the voice of your neighbor
over your telephone.

"In the Air" for Radio Fans
Practically every large city now has one or more

broadcasting stations which send out regular daily
programs. These stations have been established
by electrical and radio companies, newspapers,
colleges, and often by the cities themselves. With
a powerful receiver, no matter where you live
there is almost no place in the United States from
which you can not hear some of these stations. Even
with one of the simpler outfits, if you live near a
number of good size cities you may listen in on
programs from several broadcasting stations.

This does not mean that you hear all these sta-
tions at once. You decide which one you wish to
hear; tune in for that one station and no other
station will interfere.

Your Radio Outfit Will
Bring to You-

Music. Entire operas, musical comedies, con-
certs, dance music, vocal and instrumental numbers
have been transmitted so perfectly that you could
almost imagine yourself in the same room with
the artists.

Market and Weather Reports. Up to the
minute quotations on stocks, bonds and farm
products as well as the official weather forecast,
are sent out and reach radio fans hours before they
appear in the daily papers.

Time. At a definite hour each day the exact
time is signaled so that your clocks and watches
may be set accurately.

News. Daily bulletins flash state, national and
world news, sporting events, play by play, elec-
tion returns and many other things you are inter-
ested in.

Lectures. Talks by well known men and women
on art, science, politics, current events, and many
other important, interesting subjects, are included
in the daily, radio programs.

Sermons. Many churches provide entire church
services-sermon, music and all-by radio for shut-
ins or for churches with no resident pastor.

Educational. Progressive state universities
have installed radio transmitting stations and are
sending out complete courses on timely subjects.
In connection with their extension work, they are
furnishing daily talks of special interest to farm
men and women.

We Have a Set for You
In this book you will find a Radio Outfit to suit

every pocketbook. The one for you to select de-
pends upon what you want to hear and how much
you wish to pay. Of course, the sensitiveness or re-
ceiving range of an outfit usually is in proportion to
the price. The lower priced sets will receive satis-
factorily for short distances, while with the best
outfits, under favorable you can hear
transmitting stations a thousand miles or more
away.

On Page 26 we explain that the strength of the
transmitting station, local geographical and weather
conditions, the season of the year and even the
time of day, affect all radio instruments no matter
what their price. For that reason it is not possible
for us to guarantee any set for any given receiving
range.

However, with a good receiving set you always
will be able to pick up something interesting and
entertaining.

Our Guarantee Protects You
r...Empsoriggron

Guarantrr: It is our intention that
every article in this book

shall be truthfully described and be exactly
as pictured. Therefore, we guarantee every-
thing you buy from us to be satisfactory to
you in every detail and to reach you in per-
fect condition.

You take no risk whatever in sending us
your order, for unless you are completely
satisfied with the goods and with your sav-
ing, you may send back anything you buy
from us and we will promptly return your
money and all transportation charges you
have paid.
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Our Outfits Are
Easy to Install

Our Simple Directions Are
All the Instructions You Need

Our sets are easy to install because they are as
simple as successful receiving instruments can be
made, and because every part necessary to get a
clear, distinct reception is included in the outfit. With
each set we send complete directions which give you
every bit of information you need to set up, use and
enjoy your outfit.

You do not need to know electricity-you do not
need previous experience or study. In our instruc-
tions each part is fully pictured and described and
each connection is plainly marked. Follow these
simple directions and you can not go wrong-you
can not fail to be pleased and satisfied with the set
you buy from us.

We Are In Step with
Radio's Rapid March

In our receiving outfits you get the very latest
developments in radio reception. Our sets are made
from designs tested and approved by some of the
foremost radio engineers, and the very newest success-
ful improvements in radio reception are incorporated
in the sets listed in this book.

Our Sets Are Thoroughly Tested
In our Chicago House we maintain a fully equipped

testing station where many radio outfits have
been given rigid tests. Our radio experts have se-
lected for our stock only those instruments which have
proven absolutely dependable and worth the prices
at which we sell them.

Even after we have selected our stock, each type
chosen to be listed in this book is given additional
tests, not only in our station, but from various points
around Chicago until we have assured ourselves that
we are giving you the very best in radio equipment.
We are thoroughly satisfied with the results of these
tests-that is why we can safely guarantee that you
will be well pleased with the set you select.

Your Set Will Always Be Useful
You need never fear that the radio outfit you buy

from us will become out of date-that improvements
in radio will make it impossible for you to receive
messages with the outfit in which you have invested
your money.

Of course, there will be improvements, both in
transmitting and receiving instruments; but the
basic principle upon which radio is founded always
will remain the same-you always will be able to use
and enjoy your radio outfit as long as you keep it in
good condition.

Read Our Books on Radio
The more you learn about radio the more you want

to know. On Page 45 are listed good books which will
tell you all about this fascinating subject-how to
build your own outfits; how to understand the tele-
graph code and signals:- what famous radio engineers
are discovering every day about this wonderful
science. Read these books; build your own set; be
a radio expert.

Build a Radio Set and
Explore the Air

"Dad, mother, everybody! Come here and listen.
She's working-she's working!"

Glue your ears to the headset, and sure enough,
faint and far away you hear z-z-z-zt, z-z-zt. Twist
the tuner and the buzzing sound jumps right up
next door and becomes da-da-da-dah,, da-da-da-dah.
You are listening in on a high power wireless station
flashing messages across the continent. YOU have
made a radio outfit that works.

Of course you are not the first fellow to make a
successful radio outfit. Lots of boys have learned
how to make them in school, but many more read the
good books on radio, listed on Page 45, used their
heads and went to work. They are listening to radio
entertainment, and even the wireless messages sent
by Uncle Sam and the high power commercial sta-
tions all over the country.

Radio is simple. You don't have to know all about
electric Ay. And it is inexpensive; you can make the
simplest receiver for but a few dollars. With a little
more money you can build an outfit with a longer
receiving range; and when you have more money to
spend and know more about radio, you may be able
to build a highly sensitive receiving set with which
you can explore the air for thousands of miles in
every direction.

Of course, you can buy a radio outfit complete. But to get
the most fun out of radio, build your own. No matter what
kind of set you decide to construct, you will find every part
you need listed in this book. Study radio as you put your set
together, learn all you can about it. and then-

MAKE MONEY OUT OF RADIO, Put up outfits for
other people; teach others how to build sets, become a radio
operator for church or public entertainments, stores or hotels.
Learn the official code and became a wireless operator. There
are fascinating jobs on land and sea for boys who are good
operators.

Experiment with your set. It may be YOU who makes the
biggest discovery of the age -n radio, and wins fame and
fortune. Radio is the coming profession; radio engineers are
commanding big salaries, and holding jobs that are brimful of
interest and adventure. It is the boys who are playing with
radio today who will be the successful radio engineers of to-
morrow.

To you parents whose sons want to look into radio, en-
courage them. It is the safest cleanest and most profitable
game they can play. The many hours and the few dollars they
spend in exploring the air are investments in manhood.

mrpiney:ZattlA0
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It Is Easy to Order Radio Outfits
and Supplies from This Catalogue
IN this catalogue we show a complete line of high grade radio outfits and supplies from

which you may choose the equipment best suited for use in your home. You may
select a complete outfit ready for use; or, if you prefer to construct your own outfit,

this catalogue will enable you to order all of the necessary equipment. In either event,
you may rest assured that your order will be filled to your complete satisfaction. For
your convenience when ordering, we have enclosed with this catalogue an order blank
on which to write your order; however, you may use a plain piece of paper if you desire.

How to Order
The first thing you should do when

ordering is to give us your correct
address and shipping instructions so
the merchandise will reach you
promptly. Each family should or-
der under one name only, preferably
the name of the head of the house-
hold. Write your full name and
address plainly. Give your postoffice
and state; also shipping point if it is
different from post office. If you
live in town, give street and house
number; if you live in the country,
give rural route and box number.

Then go through this catalogue,
selecting the outfit or equipment
you want, and give us the following
information:

I. Give article number of each
item, quantity desired, name of article,
price and other information accord-
ing to the outfit or equipment you
order.

2. State the exact amount of
money sent us with your order. Send
remittance in the form of a post
office money order, bank draft, or
personal check. If you send money,
be sure to send by registered mail,
securely folded in heavy paper.

3. Shipping instructions: Be
sure to give full shipping information.
If you want your order shipped by
parcel post or prepaid express, send
additional money to pay transpor-
tation charges. We will return any
balance due you after we have paid
shipping charges.

How to Return Goods
Under our unchanging policy of "Satisfaction

Guaranteed or Your Money Back," you are at
liberty to return any Radio goods which do not
fully satisfy you. When goods are returned by
parcel post or express, be sure to pack and wrap
securely. Write us a letter giving full instructions
regarding the changes you want made in your
order; and if returned by express, enclose with
your letter the receipt given you by the agent at
the time you shipped the goods to us.

Scale of Parcel Post Charges
Radio Outfits and Supplies when shipped by malt take

parcel post rates. When figuring parcel post charges, consult
this scale.
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Weight
of

Package
Local
Zone

1st
tad 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th

4 oz. to
1 lb. 50.05 $0.05 $0.06 $0.07 $0.08 $0.09 $0.11 $0.12
2 lbs. .06 .06 .08 .11 .14 .17 .21 .24
3 lbs. .06 .07 .10 .15 .20 .25 .31 .36
4 lbs. .07 .08 .12 .19 .26 .33 .41 .48
5 lbs. .07 .09 .14 .23 .32 .41 .51 .60

6 lbs. .08 .10 .16 .27 .38 .49 .61 .72
7 lbs. .08 .11 .18 .31 .44 .57
8 lbs. .09 .12 .20 .35 .50 .65 Ai .96
9 lbs. .09 .13 .22 .39 .56 .73 .91 1.08

10 lbs. .10 .14 .24 .43 .62 .81 1.01 1.20

11 lbs. .10 .15 .26 .47 .68 .89 1.11 1.32
12 lbs. .11 .16 .28 .51 .74 .97 1.21 1.44
13 lbs. .11 .17 .30 .55 .80 1.05 1.31 1.56
14 lbs. .12 .18 .32 .59 .86 1.13 1.41 1.68
15 lbs. .12 .19 .34 .63 .92 1.21 1.51 1.80
16 lbs. .13 .20 .36 .67 .98 1.29 1.61 1.92
17 lbs. .13 .21 .38 .71 1.04 1.37 1.71 2.04
18 lbs. .14 .22 .40 .75 1.10 1.45 1.81 2.16
19 lbs. .14 .23 .42 .79 1.16 1.53 1.91 2.28
20 lbs. .15 .24 .44 .83 1.22 1.61 2.01 2.40

21 lbs. .15 .25 .46 .87 1.28 1.69 2.11 2.52
22 lbs. .16 .26 .48 .91 1.34 1.77 2.21 2.64
23 lbs. .16 .27 .50 .95 1.40 1.85 2.31 2.76
24 lbs. .17 .28 .52 .99 1.46 1.93 2.41 2.88
25 lbs. .17 .29 .54 1.03 1.52 2.01 2.51 3.00
26 lbs. .18 .30 .56 1.07 1.58 2.09 2.61 3.12
27 lbs. .18 .31 .58 1.11 1.64 2.17 2.71 3.24
28 lbs. .19 .32 .60 1.15 1.70 2.25 2.81 3.36
29 lbs. .19 .33 .62 1.19 1.76 2.33 2.91 3.48
30 lbs. .20 .34 .64 1.23 1.82 2.41 3.01 3.60

31 lbs. .20 .35 .66 1.27 1.88 2.49 3.11 3.72
32 lbs. .21 .36 .68 1.31 1.94 2.57 3.21 3.84
33 lbs. .21 .37 .70 1.35 2.00 2.65 3.31 3.96
34 lbs. .22 .38 .72 1.39 2.06 2.73 3.41 4.08
35 lbs. .22 .39 .74 1.43 2.12 2.81 3.51 4.20
36 lbs. .23 .40 .76 1.47 2.18 2.89 3.61 4.32
37 lbs. .23 .41 .78 1.51 2.24 2.97 3.71 4.44
38 lbs. .24 .42 .80 1.55 2.30 3.05 3.81 4.56
39 lbs. .24 .43 .82 1.59 2.36 3.13 3.91 4.68
40 lbs. .25 .44 .84 1.63 2.42 3.21 4.01 4.80

41 lbs. .25 .45 .86 1.67 2.48 3.29 4.11 4.92
42 lbs. .26 .46 .88 1.71 2.54 3.37 4.21 5.04
43 lbs. .26 .47 .90 1.75 2.60 3.45 4.31 5.16
44 lbs. .27 .48 .92 1.79 2.66 3.53 4.41 5.28
45 lbs. .27 .49 .94 1.83 2.72 3.61 4.51 5.40
46 lbs. .28 .50 .96 1.87 2.78 3.69 4.61 5.52
47 lbs. .28 .51 .98 1.91 2.84 3.77 4.71 5.64
48 lbs.
49 Ts.

.29

.29,
.52
.53

1.00
1.22

1.95II? 2.90
2.961 5

3.85
3.93LM

4.81
4.91
MI 51

5.76
5.88
£ MI

NOTE: Packages weighing more than 50 pounds can not be shipped
by parcel post beyond the 3rd zone. If your shipment weighs more than
SO pounds and you live beyond the 3rd zone, we will ship your order in
two packages or more.

Radio outfits equipped with batteries containing acid must be shipped
by express, as the postal regulations exclude them from parcel post mail.

Order from our House nearest you

50 Nile0M6ifed
(Sarlfac n unman or Nbin. Manor Sack'

CHICAGO FORT WORTH KANSAS CITY
PORTLAND, ORE. SAINT PAUL



stores, when you buy radio supplies they
are yours-you must keep them even
though they prove unsatisfactory.

People who buy their radio supplies
from Montgomery Ward 86 Co. have three
advantages-they pay less: they buy from
a house which has established a reputa-
tion for dependable goods at low
prices-and they are protected from
mistakes or disappointment by our
guarantee; for if the goods do not prove
satisfactory they may be returned at our
expense.

Our stock is complete; our goods have
proved satisfactory to thousands of cus-
tomers, and we sell them at the lowest
prices at which reliable radio equipment
can be sold.

$ 1 45

11 -Plate
Variable

Condenser

$245
43 -Plate

Condenser

An 11 -plate Condenser for $1.45 is far below the
price of a few months ago; 81.95 for a 23 -plate
and $2.45 for a 43 -plate are prices which mean great
savings to you. A careful selection of the finest
variable condensers is shown on Page 22.

'This RadioBook islilled
Withiligh Grade Equipment

UNLESS the radio equipment you buy
will deliver service, it is not a good
investment no matter how little at Prices asyou pay for it. And unless you are a

Attractive
radio expert it is difficult to tell whether
or not it will deliver service. At most

Vario-
meters

$195
and

$310

Our Variometers (Page 23) are excellent In design and work-
manship. The materials used are the best in their respective
classes. Perfect working variometers at 81.95 and S3.10
really are bargains. We offer the finest on the market,
with molded rotor and stator forms at proportionate prices.

$955 as -:.se
Whenever you buy

a Storage Battery, there
is no way for you to tell
exactly what you are
getting-only the test
of time will tell you how
good the battery is. You
can depend on Ward's
quality. No. 563 J 492,
6 -volt 40 -ampere battery
at $9.55 is among the
best values to be had.

See Page 32

$3 69
Receiver

O u r 2,000 -ohm:
Lakeside Specify] Re-
ceiver, at $3.69. was
designed to be sold
for 88.00 and is equal

to many setsselling at
even higher
prices.
See Page 19

Genuine Bakelite
Sockets

220 and 320
Higher prices are being asked for inferior

sockets. Suitable for use with detector, am-
plifier and power tubes. Others are listed
on Page 30.

$975

Loud Speaker
A handsome

Loud Speaker
Horn, molded of
wood fiber, of-
fered for $9.75,
which affords a
substantial sav-
ing. Uses any
good brand re-
producer, but we
recommend the
Baldwin type"0" or our
Lakeside
Special.
Repro-
ducer.

See
Page18

for
Other
Loud

Speak -
era

VglikaffelliVaidgf
f Sas1( e.d.J

CHICAGO FORT WORTH KANSAS CITY
PORTLAND, ORE. SAINT PAUL
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Bitykurlictdio Set Complete
Radio is bringing music
t<... thousands of tonely ''

il homes. Entire operas and L
musical concerts are being

I

sent over the radiophone to
vast audiences, over wide
territories. Are you getting
your share of Radio Music?

Alake a Tew Simple Connections
and You Are Ready to 'Listen In"

IF YOU are going in for Radio, you want the best
equipment your money can buy. You want a
dependable receiving outfit which will pick up mes-

sages at long range and bring them to you clearly and
distinctly. You want either our Airline Special or our
Airline De Luxe Complete Receiving Sets, depending
on how much you wish to invest in radio. \

Either of these sets comes to you complete. All you
need do is erect your aerial, make a few simple connec-
tions and you are ready to "listen in." Clear, illustrated
directions come with each outfit.

We have given both these outfits the most rigid tests, not only in
our own testing station, but out in the country, with aerials strung
up to flagpoles, windmills, trees-the same conditions under which
you will use them. And they have given excellent results in long
range receiving.

The Airline Special is a Long Distance Regenerative Audion Detector
Receiving Set Complete. Turn to Pages
2 and 3 and read what it has actually9 done. There is not one of those receiving
records that you yourself can not equal or

Airline surpass with this outfit.
Special

50
The Airline De Luxe, described on Pages

4 and 5, is a Long Distance Regenerative
Audion Detector Receiving Set with a two stage Amplifier. It has a
longer range than our Airline Special, and will bring in messages
many times louder because of the ampli-
fying feature. It is the ideal receiving out-
fit for home, church or school, and it
can be used with a loud speaker, so the
sound may be greatly amplified, making
it possible for a room full of people to
hear the radio programs.

Nailialle4Wrad
1Satisfaction Guaranteed or You Money Back

0
Airline
De Luxe

For either of these outfits the invest.
ment in time and money is small, and the
returns it education, information and
enjoyment are large.

Chicago, Fort Worth,
Kansas City, Portland, Ore.,

Saint Paul


